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INTRODUiTlON
The .-HARDWARE chapter discusses the VP 100 hardware architecture.
.
..In this chapter, you will find the following:
l

Quick Reference Guide containing

.

Oven-iew

.

Diagram of the front view of the VP 100 cabinet.

.

Description

of the VP 100 hardware.

of the VP 100 subsystems.

- _

Toshiba VP Systems
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for the VP 100.

- Quick .- Reference Guide

.‘-

. Hardware
VP 100 System Specifications
Mailboxes
- _

Up to 500 per cabinet, depending
calls.

Messages

Maximum
Maximum

_.

number:
length:

.
on call traffic and volume, and duration of

32 per mailbox - configurable by COS
3.0 hours - configurable by COS

_

System Capacity (per cabinet)
Voice Storage

11 hours per cabinet;

110 hours per system

Storage
\
)

Ports

2-8

Port Increments

2

Maximum

-.

-.

Cabinets per System

10

Classes

of Service

128

Cabinet

DiFnensions

Height:
Width:
Depth:

*

19.5 inches (49.5 cm.)
12.75 inches (32.5 cm.)
5.75 inches (14.5 cm.)

Cabinet Weight

30-40 pounds (13-l 8 kg) maximum,

Electrical

1 IO-240V; 50 Watts maximum.
Meets IEEE-587-1980 power disturbance

Requirements

Automatic call out to configured
relay closure.

Remote Alarm

Environmental

Requirements

Temperature:
Humidity:
Flooring:
Dust:
Corrosive Gasses:
Electrostatic Discharge:

depending

on configuration.
u

immunity

number Additional

specifications.
alarm indicators:

Red LED.

65-80 F (18-27 C). System sends alarm lvhen it
reaches 105F and shuts down at 113F.
20%-850/o (non-condensing).
Suitable for office or equipment room environment.
No visible accumulation within 24 hours.
Less than 10 PPM.
Withstand up to 25 KV.

Toshiba VP Systems
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Qu_ick
Reference Guide
..-

.

.‘--

Hardware
VP 100 System Specifications
Cabinet
- _

Wall-mounted.

Placement

Heat Dissipation

Maxjmum

200 BTU/hr. per cabinet, cooled with one 3” fan_

PBX Interface
_.
-

Ports: 2 - 8; 2500-type lines (RJl 1) for each cabinet.

Direct Terminal Access

Serial Port Data: RS-232C: auto-baud

Remote Terminal Access

Modem: integral, toll quality, auto-answer,
cabinet, accessible through any port.

Time of Day Clock

Located on the main board. When the main power is not applied, maintains real
time for up to 40 days by using battery backup.

select up to 38,400 baud.
300/1200 baud; one each per

Registrations
Complies with FCC part 68 - EQ99TB-60697-VM-T.

FCC
DOC

-.

DOC Certification

.

E82470.

UL File Number

._

UL, CSA, and TUV approved.

Sah?@ Approvals
E
^

..
Complies with FCC part 15, class A, VDE class B.

EMI Emissions
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Release 6.1

number (Canada) - 8833440A.

December,

1992
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DESCRIPTION

This section provides an overview of the VP.100 hardware.
front with- the plastic case removed and the metal enclosure

The VP 10 cabinet viewed irom the
opened is shown in Figure l- 1.

n VP 100 Cabinet
The VP 100 is contained

in a two-part

Outer Enclosure

The outer enclosure is a plastic case. The case is intended as a
cosmetic enclosure.
It hinges at the top and rotates down ok-er the
.metal enclosure.
The plastic case locks at the bottom. On the inside
of the plastic case, a storage place is provided for a configuration
diskette and one spare fuse.

- _

enclosure:

Each VP 100 cabinet is shipped
specifications
are as follows:

_Height:
Width:
Depth:
Weight:

\. .
?
Inner Structure

..

fully assembled.

The cabinet

19.5 inches (49.5 cm.)
12.75 inches (32.5 cm.)
5.75 inches (14.5 cm.)
30-40 pounds (13-18 kg.)

The inner structure is a metal enclosure.
The function of the metal
enclosure is to provide good mechanical support for all the internal
subassemblies.
This enclosure also provides an EM1 and E.SD shield.

_
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Subsystems
Table 1-l lists each VP 100 subsystem
description.

nams. abbreviation,

part number,

Table l-1

.

VP 100 Subsystems
.*-

Part
Nutiber

Subsystem
(Abrev)

and a brief‘

I

Description

.

Main Board (MB)

200-0147-001

Single processor, 300/l 200 baud modem. 1
Meg RAM, 4 LIC slots, 1 expansion slot.
Supports one disk drive only. The oprion
ControI Chip (OCC) is located on the _&in
Board. Two serial I/O ports.

Power Supply (PS)

200-0144-011

110 VAC - 240 VAC, & 40 VDC - 55
VDC. No adjustments necessary. Power
switch, IEC connector, fuse and fuse holder
are built into the PS.

Hard Disk Drive (I-ID)
2.5 hour
6 hour
11 hour

200-0143-001
200-0143-002
726-0124-001

SCSI hard disk drives for storage of voice
messages, prompts, system ctinfigutition
data, and system software. No separate disk
controller board.

Hard Disk Drive
6 hour

200-0143-003

No separate disk controller board.

Line Interface
2-Port

100-0055-001

A two-wire loopstart, 2500 set telephone
line interface card.

ZOO-0156-001

Internal fan improves the cooling in high
temperature environments, such as
telephone system rooms. The fan is
intended to operate 24 hours a day, as long
as the unit has power.
..

- _

Card (LIC)

Fan

X11 of the field replaceable
removing any screws:

parts are designed

to be removed

and replaced

.

The LIC slides out.

.

The PS is removed

.

The HD is removed

by loosening

four screws and sliding

it out.

.

The fan is removed

by loosening

three screws and sliding

it out.

.

The metal enclosure
screws.

by loosening

four screws and sliding

without

full!

it out.

cover hinges at the bottom and rotates down after loosenins

Toshiba VP Systems
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Main Board (MB)
The Main Board (MB) is the master control unit for the VP 100. The >lB contains a
microprocessor
with ROM (Read Only M.emory) and 1 Megabyte R-Ah1 (Random Accss
Memory), and two serial I/O ports..

The MB contains the system time-of-day clock which is backed-up
maintains the correct time through power loss for up to 40 days.

The main features

- _

_.

-

by battery. The battery
.*-

of the MB are:

.

Microprocessor.

.

1 Meg RAM.

.

4 line card slots.

.

1 expansion

.

300/l 200 baud modem.

slot.

The VP 100 is provided with an internal 300/1200 baud modem, which is used for remote
testing and maintenance.
You may communicate
with the VP 100 through the internal
modem by using a 103A or 212A compatible modem-equipped
terminal. The modem can
be accessed through any of the line ports on the VP 100.

Option Control Chip (OCC)
The Option Control Chip (OCC) is a non-volatile
RAM component that stores optional
features. This component retains memory permanently,
even in the case of power interruptions.
The OCC is programmed by Toshiba when the system is configured for shipment.
All optional
features are added and removed Gmotely by Toshiba. The OCC is located on the Main Board.

.

The OCC must alwa?-s remain with the system it was purchased for. If the Main Board requires
replacement, the OCC must be transferred from the old Main Board to the replacement
Main
Board. Refer to MAINTENANCE,
Option Control Chip Replacemen‘i, in this manual.

Power Supply (PS)

B

The Power Supply (PS) provides all the DC voltage requirements
system. The supply input voltage range is:

Toshiba VP Systems

.

1OOVAC - 24OVAC.

.

48VDC.

Release 6.1

December.

1992

for a maximum

configured

HARDW>:;IE

l-5

There are no straps or jumpers to be changed to select the different input ranges. The power
switch. IEC connector. and fuse are built into the power supply. The power supply ha- two
LEDs with the following functions:

>

Green

Red

_.

_

.

If ON, power is on.

.

If OFF, there is no power.

.

ON during power up BOOT ROM diagnostic
hardware errors have occurred.

.

Flashing

.

If the red LED is ON during normal
alarm condition.

.

OFF when system is functioning
been detected.

slowly during auto-baud

f&ting

or u-hen

detect.
operation,

it indicates

and no hardware

an

errors have

n Hard Disk (HD)
The VP 100 uses a specially formatted 40,80 or 120 megabyte embedded SCSI- hard disk.
There is no separate disk controller board. The VP 100 supports one disk only.

n Line Interface

-.

._
_

.

._
=

Card (LIC)

The Line Interface Card (LIC) provides a microprocessor-controlled
interface to the PBX
extensions.
Each LIC has two ports which connect to PBX extensions via line cords. The LIC
contains necessary circuitry for ring detection, dial tone detection, and signal power
measurement
allowing up to 30dB of gain for recording messages. There is one DTMF
.
receiver for each port.

The LIC is a two-portstandard
functions are:

Red

Yellow

2500 set interface

with three LEDs on the card.
..

.

If ON, card is RESET or BAD.

.

If OFF, card is OK.

.

There is one yellow LED for each channel.

.

The LED is ON kvhen the channel

.

The upper yellow LEDs are for the odd numbered
and 7.

.

The LED

is in use.

The lower yellow LEDs are for the even numbered
and 8.

Toshiba
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The follo\ving

SUBSYSTEMS

describes

n Terminal

other hardware

aspqcts of the VP 100.

Ports

-

.*-

There are two terminal ports, TERM 1 abd TERM 2, which are used for terminal acceti and
RS-232C integration. respectively.
The two interface cables Toshiba provides for connection
to these ports are the:
.

Laptop Interface

cable

25 pin

.

Terminal

Interface

cable

25 pin

Both cables are forked; the single end connects to the laptop for the Laptop interface cable, or
to a terminal for the Terminal interface cable. The forked end connects to a VP 100.

n TERM1
Terminal Port 1. TERM 1, on the VP 100 can connect to a 103A/212A-compatible
modem
or provide an RS-232C serial connection.
It supports EIA standard RS-232C serial,
asynchronous
(ASCII) data with 7 data bits, 1 stop bit, and even parity at the following
baud rates: 300. 6001 1200,2400,4800,9600,
19200, and 38400.
.

n TERM2
Terminal Port 1 is used for special applications involving PBX integration.
attached to this port by mistake, the VP 100 responds with:

PLEASE

USE COXNECT’OR

FOR TERMINAL

Connector

is

#I

Refer to INSTALLXTION,
for RS232C pinouts
APPLICATIONS
TERhIINAL, in this manual.

Auxiliary

If a terminal

and cables, and CONFIGURATIOl’

(AUX)

The VP 100 uses an S-pin circular DIN-type connector for alarm relay connection and future
enhancements.
The XUX connector allows additional signals to be transmitted to and from the

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

December.

1992

.’
:/

HARDWME

VP 100. Currently. the only supported function
connector
are resen-sd for future applications.

._

l-7

is the alarm relay. Ths other pins on tis AUX

- Relay Return

.-

Relay

d

Figure 1-2

B

Alarm

Reiay Operation

The following

rable lists all possible

Table I-2

Normal, Power ON

Contacts open

Power Failure

Contacts closed
- Contacts stay closed momentarily,

Test Alarm (command)

Sxrw
mmnt

Alarm

on the alarm relay.

Alarm Relay Operation

Action

Hardware Error Detected

I

states of the contacts

State

System Reser

n

AUX -Connector

Relay Electrical

rhen open

Contacts closed (contacts reopen when hardware error is
cleared)
..
Contacts closed (contacts reopen when hardware error is
cleared)

Requirements

The following

are the alarm relay electrical

requirements.

.

\Iaximum

Voltage -

48 VDC or 50 VAC.

.

llaximum

Current -

1 amp.

head nof to be more than .35”. Be sure you have everything
the VP 100 cabinet.

necessary

if molly-bolts

are required

to

2
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INTRODUCTION
The VP 100 works with PBXs, Centrex, most hybrids, and some key systems. For convenknce, this manual
usesThe.- terms “phone system” and “PBX” to refer to any telephone system that works with the VP 100. The
terms “extension” and “station” are used interchangeable.
This chapter discusses the VP 100’s connection to the phone system, the changes required. and how to order
l*them. It assumes familiarity with some PBX concepts.
Changes need to be made to the phone system for the VP 100. Some are changes to the PBX, others are
done in the Central Office (CO). This may require lead time. Work with the client to determine who will
make the changes and how long they will take. Prepare a schedule so everyone knows who is doing what
and the date each item is required.
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HOW THE VP 100 WORKS WITH THE PHONE SYSTEM

2.1
.,-

Connections to the phone system vary depending on whether
integrated. The following. describes the.various options.

n Interfaced

the installation

Installations

is interfaced

or

.

.*-

Each VP 100 port is connected to a ZOO-type single-line,
touchtone PBX extension.
A
standard four-conductor
modular line cord connects the RJI 1 jack on the VP 100 line card to
the PBX extension RJI 1 jack. A PBX extension connected to a VP 100 port is referred to as a
port extension.

In order for the VP 100 to extend calls correctly, each port extension must be configured
PBX to receive calls, place them on hold, initiate, transfer, and reconnect calls.

in the

.A VP 100 port is in use during the entire time it takes to answer a call, dial the extension the
caller entered, and connect the caller to the requested extension.
When the called party
answers, the VP 100 connects the caller to that extension and drops out of the connection.
The
VP 100 port is then free to handle another call. When the called extension is busy or does not
answer, the VP 100 port remains occupied while calling another extension or taking a-message..
_AVP 100 port is in use when employees are listening to or sending messages.

Port extensions answering with the same company greeting and answering mode are placed iu a
hunting arrangement within the PBX. The hunt group may be circular or linear (terminal)
according to the requirements
of each particular PBX. This assures that callers are answered by
the first available port.

.

._._
.-_

The mode (AX, CX, or MX) of the VP 100 port determines
VP 100. Refer to the Configurafion
manual - PORTS.

n Integrated

how calls are answered

by the

Installations

Different methods are used to integrate a telephone system with the VP 100. In some cases. a
combination of these methods may be used for full integration.

Integration is the ability of the telephone system, when the call is not answered by the VP 100.
to route or forward a call with information
that identifies the extension number the call was
intended for, and in some cases, the extension number of the person initiating the call.
n

j]

In-band

Integration

In-band integration is the ability for a telephone system to send DTMF tones that identif>the extension number for a forlvarded call to the port extension answering the call. In-band
signalling may include the condition (busy, ring-no-answer,
or direct) for the call. In

2-2
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certain installations, DTMF may be used to turn ON or OFF message
when messages are left or when the mailbox is entered.
n

RS-232C

Integrations

,

waiting

indicators

_

.

RS-232C integrations are similar to the Bell Operating Company’s (BOC) Simplified
LMessage Desk Interface (SMDI). The SMDI or RS-232C interface provides the directory
number, or PBX extension number of the called extension from which aKincomins
call
was forwarded, to the message desk. If the call originated in the same CO or PBX. the
directory number or extension numb& is sent to the message desk.
.

The condition or reason the call was forwarded to the message desk, as well as the port or
member of the hunt group the call is being sent to, is included in the protocol. Message
waiting indication may be turned ON or OFF over RS-232C connections for most
installations.

n Answering

Incoming

Calls

The VP 100 can answer all or a portion of a company’s incoming calls. Trunks can be directed
to the VP 100 hunt group instead of the operator through a PBX feature. This feature, often
called DIL (Direct In Lines), allows trunks to be directed to a specific extension or hunt group
instead of the console.
/

The PBX may be set up to direct al1 or only some incoming trunks to the VP 100. For example,
the main company number may go to the attendant, while a second trunk group, with a different
listed directory number, can be directed to the VP 100. Ports answering incoming calls are
configured in AX mode.

Figure 2-1 is a block diagram of the VP 100 connected
lines are directed to it. Arrows denote hunting.
.

.

Figure 2-1

All Incoming

.)

to the phone system where all incoming

Calls Answered

by the VP 100

.
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Figure 2-2 is a block diagram,of the VP 100 connected to a phone system that has in<c7ming
lines split between the console and the VP 100. Arrows denote hunting.

.‘-

I
_.

‘.

-

Figure 2-2

Incoming

-a Acting as a Message

Calls Split Between Console and VP 700

I

Center

The VP 100 can also be set up to answer forwarded calls and act as a message center. For
example, a company with’centrex
service already has a means of getting calls dire&\- to a
station. When the station is busy or does not answer, the station can be forwarded to I, VP 100
hunt group to take a message. Ports receiving forwarded calls are configured in CX mode. The
VP 100 does not attempt to call the extension number entered by the caller but imme&tely
goes to that extension’s mailbox and offers to take a message.

,j

‘I

The attendant may also extend callers to a VP 100 port to allow them to leave a voice message.
This port is configured as MX mode. As with CX mode, it does not call the extension number
entered but goes to that extension’s mailbox and offers to take a message.
.

._

_

.-=
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DETERMINING

2.2

NECESSARY

CHANGES
)

A survey of the existing phone system. is done durin, 0 the initial phase of the implementation
process. From the descriptions of the application(s),
decisions are made about how_the VP 100
should be used. Refer to the Product Description manual - IMPLEMENTATION
for a list of
questions to ask during the survey.

.-

Use the results of the survey and the type of application to determine the necessary
Schedule and track these changes using the checklist found in the INSTALLATION
Testing the Installation
and Telephone Changes.
For convenience,
discuss changes
and the PBX.

- _

we separated CO trunk changes from PBX changes. The following sections
that may be required and guidelines for ordering the changes for both CO uunking

.
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OFFICE TRUNKiNG

Office (CO) changes may be needed

Add trunking

THE PHONE

t-o:

capability.

Change the order of trunk hunting.
.*Create new trunk hunting

groups.

Add, change,

or delete InWXTS

(l-800)

Add, change,

or delete DID or Centrex

services.
services.

- _
Split the hunt group (directory listed number),
console and some to the VP 100.

_.

_
i

Additional

allowing

some trunks to be directed

to the

Trunking

The specific number of PBX lines and trunks depends
desired tnmking arrangement.

upon the number

of VP 100 porrj and the.

Although the VP 100 port drops off after it transfers a call, the CO trunk is still occupied
during the entire call. When you decide how many trunks to direct to the VP 100, remember
each trunk is occupied,from
the time the call is placed until the caller hangs up_ As a result.
the VP 100 can answer incoming calls from more trunks than it has ports.

.

Determine how many trunks to direct to the VP 100 by using PBX traffic data and the traffic
engineering
tables. The tables are designed to help decide how to use the VP 100 most
effectively for a given situation. ‘After collecting the traffic data, it may be necessary to order
changes from the telephone company to add or alter the number of trunks.

Splitting

Trunk Groups

If one two-way trunk group will be separated
trunks must be changed.

c

into two or more groups, the rotary hunting

of the

The VP 100 only handles incoming calls. If the trunks the VP 100 answers are two-way trunks.
(also used for outgoing calls) make sure that sufficient trunks are available for both incoming
and outgoing calls. Additional trunks or changes to the type of trunks may be advisable.
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n Ordering

CO Trunking

Changes

Contact the customer about making arrangements
for changes in ti-unking Typically. these
changes require significant lead tive. The CO requires an agency letter from the customer
authorizing you to act on their behalf.

__
.-

Figure 3-3 is a sample agency letter you may want to use.

.*-

DATE:
TO:

All concerned operating telephone
common carriers

ATTENTION:

Supervisor

companies and other

On this date we have entered into a contractual agreement with (the VP
100 supplier) to be our communications representative relating to all voice
grade telecommunication
needs. This agreement is for an indefinite period.
(The VP 100 supplier) may order connection and disconnection of
telephone-company
provided services and equipment We hearby
acknowledge that (the VP 100 supplier) may obligate us for installation
other charges that may appear on our telephone bill.
This authorization
necessary.

.

does not preclude our ability to act on our own behalf as

.

Please contact (contact name) of (the VP 100 supplier) at (address,
phone number, and extension) if you have any questions.

..
(CUSTOMER’S
(TITLE)
(COMPANY)

Figure
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TO THE P.HONE SYSTEM

may be requirsj

.

to the following:

.

The VP 100 port extensions.

.

Called extensions.

.

THE PHONE

.--

Trunks.

-

Redirection.

-

Selection.

Additional equipment
PBX database.

ma)’ be required

before these changes

can be made.

Most changes

ane to the

n The VP 100 Port Extensions
Connect
b:
!

and configure

the port extensions

1.

Designate one 2500-type, single-line,
PBX line circuits may be required.

2.

Terminate each of these extensions
with the extension number.

3.

Assign

./’

.

4.

.

Initiate

.

Receive

.

Place calls on hold.

.

Transfer

calls.

.

Forward

calls.

Remove

t@

5.

a PBX class of service
calls.
(incoming)

using the following

steps:

touchtone

for each VP 100 port. _%ldirional

extension

on an RI1 1 or equivalent

to these extensions

permitting

jack. Clearly mark exh jack

them to:

.
calls.

any type of call waiting

features from the VP 100 port extensions.

If configuring ports for outcalling to network locations for off-site message
notification or for off-site alarm calls, make sure the port extensions are not
restricted
from making calls to these locations (e.g., toll restriction).

Set up a hunt group for each group of port extensions configured to answer in the -Jrne
way (company greeting, intercept position, mode). Where possible. make these cir<:ular
hunt groups.

>
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In cases Lvhere thePBX queues calls to a busy hunt group and no overflow position
can be defined, you may want to set up a “terminal” hunr group with the arrendsnt. if
possible. or other intercept position as the last member of the hunt. When all the VP _

100ports are busy, calls hunt . to this last member

._
.-

Record the pilot number for each hunt group.
number may be either:
.

A phantom

0

The first extension

number

Depending

with no actual extension

of the 2roup

for answer.

on the PBX type_ the pilot

appearance.

.‘--

of the hunt group.

Make the hunt group number easy to dial and easy to remember, since employees use this
number to access the VP 100. Some phone systems permit single-digit access to hunt
groups. For example, employees need only dial g to reach the VP 100.
6.

- _

_.

Determine how to set up a fail-safe answering position based upon features available for
the PBX type. This may be either programmed in the PBX as an overflow situation or by
call forwarding the hunt group pilot or member txtensions.
If none of these are permitted,
refer to item 5 (above).

_

n Called Extensions
Because the VP 100 provides call coverage for busy stations, any type of call waiting] feature
provided by the PBX is not required.
Remove this feature from the PBX configuration
for
extensions called through the VP 100. PBX call waiting can mislead the second caller who
hears that the extension doesn’t answer instead of hearing the true busy status.

Remove

.

._

-

any system call forwarding

n Trunks

for call coverage

(to a message center, etc.).

.

Possible changes to the PBX trunk programming
include redirecting trunks to the VP 100 and
assuring any trunking changes do not affect the selection of trunks for outgoing calls. 90
changes need to be made to the DID trunking or programming
in the.PBX.

._

Trunk Redirection
Trunks are directed to the VP 100 via a PBX feature. Many PBX manufacturers
call this
feature DIL, Direct In Lines, or DIT, Direct In Trunks.
If the phone system does not provide a
DIL - type feature, refer to Implementing
the VP 100 on PBXs Without DIL Feature in this
chapter. If you are trying to determine the appropriate feature, first look for DIL, the most
commonly used name.
1.
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TO THE PHONE SYSTEM

may be require;

.

The VP 100 port exr?nsions.

.

Called extensions.

.

Trunks.

-

Redirection.

-

Selection.

Additional equipment
PBX database_

.

to the following:

ma_v be required

before these changes

can be made.

Most changes

are to the

IU The VP 100 Port Extensions
Connect

._

-

and configure

the port extensions

1.

Designate one YKLtype, single-line,
PBX line circuits may be required.

2.

Terminate each of these extensions
with the extension number.

3.

Assign

._

4.

5.

steps:

touchtone

for each VP 100 port_ _Uditional

Initiate

0

Receive

0

Place calls on hold.

0

Transfer

calls.

.

Forward

calls.

Remove

calls.
(incoming)

extension

on an RJl 1 or equivalent

a PBX class of service to these extensions

.

6~

using the following

permitting

jack. Clearly mark esh

jack

them to:

.
calls.

any type of call waiting

features

from the VP 100 port extensions.

If configuring ports for outcalling to network locations for off-site message
notification or for off-site alarm calls, make sure the port extensions are not
restricted
from making calls to these locations (e.g., toll restriction).

Set up a hunt group for each group of port extensions configured to answer in the c-tme
way (company greeting, intercept position, mode). Where possible. make these circular
hunt groups.
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where the PBX queues calls to a busy hunt group and no overflou position
can be defined, you may want to set up a “terminal” hunt group with the ansndanr. if
possible. or other intercept position as the Iast member of the hunt. When 211 the VP .
100 ports are busy. calls hunt . to this last member of the 3oup for answer.
In cases

Record the pilot number
number may be either:
.

A phantom

.

The first extension

number

for each hunt group.

Depending

with no actual extension

on the PBX type! the pilot

appearance.

.*-

of the hunt group.

Make the hunt group number easy to dial and easy to remember, since employees use this
number to access the VP 100. Some phone systems permit single-digit access to hunt
groups. For example, employees need only dial q to reach the VP 100.
6.

_.

Determine how to set up a fail-safe answering position based upon features available for
the PBX type. This may be either programmed in the PBX as an overflow situation or by
call forwarding the bunt group pilot or member extensions.
If none of these are permitted,
refer to item 5 (above).

_

n Called Extensions
Because the VP 100 provides call coverage for busy stations, any tvp of call waiting’ feature
provided by the PBX is not required.
Remove this feature from the PBX configuration
for
extensions called through the VP 100. PBX call waiting can mislead the second caller who
hears that the extension doesn’t answer instead of hearing the true busy status.

Remove

.

-.

any system call forwarding

n Trunks

for call coverage

(to a message

center, etc.).

.

Possible changes to the PBX trunk programming include redirecting trunks to the VP 100 and
assuring any trunkinp changes do not affect the selection of trunks for outgoing calls. 90
changes need to be made to the DID trunking or programming
in the.PBX.

Trunk Redirection
Trunks are directed to the VP 100 via a PBX feature. Many PBX manufacturers
call this
feature DIL, Direct In Lines, or DIT, Direct In Trunks.
If the phone system does not provide a
DIL - type feature, refer to Implementing
the VP 100 on PBXs Without DIL Feature in this
chapter. If you are trying to determine the appropriate feature, first look for DIL, the most
commonly used name.
1.
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If you can talk with someone.familiar
with the phone system. describe the feature (i.e.. “ability
to direct a trunk or goup of trunks to a spscit>c estension or hunt group rather than being
directed fo an attendant console-for ans~v&‘*). They should be able to supply the name of the
feature for that phone system.
.

Trunk Selection
With some phone systems, incoming cal.ls hunt from the beginning of a td;k group (trunk 1,
trunk 2,...) for an available trunk, while out,going calls hunt in reverse order (trunk IO. trunk 9,
. __). Others specif>- the first and second preference trunk groups for both incoming and
outgoing calls. If a large two way trunk group is to be split, re-examine the PBX programming
for outgoing trunk selection and determine thz trunk group to use for outgoing calls.

- _

n Ordering

_. _

Phone System

Changes

If your company is not the PBX provider, order changes from the PBX vendor on behalf of the
customer. Provide a Service Provider Letter (Figure 3-4) to the PBX-vendor indicating the
changes needed to the PBX for the VP 100, and schedule the changes. If possible, try to use
that PBX’s terminology when requesting these changes. You may also want to provide them
with information
from this chapter. Review the previous sections of this chapter for iuformation
to fill in the blanks. Read over the letter and in particular, the footnotes. Depending upon the
application, portions of the letter may need to be expanded upon or deleted.

.

..
..I

>

.
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,
Dear (PBX-Vendor

Name):.

*

This is to confirm the service order(s) that needs to be placed for our mutual
customer, (company name) to prepare for the installation of their VP 100 System?
.‘-The following items are pertinent to the order(s):
I. Extension changes. These changes need to be completed by (date). The
(manufacturer/model
type switch) is to be configured as follows:
a. Terminate (number) single-line stations on (number) in the telephone
equipment room. 3 Be sure the customer has enough spare ports on station
card(s) to support these. Please mark and identify these jacks with the
assign& extension numbers.
b. The single-line extensions are to have the following class of service (COS)
features:
l Extensions must be able to initiate, receive, transfer, and forward calls.
l There should not be any call waiting features associated with these
extensions.
l There should be no toll restriction on (alvspecified)
extensions.4
c. The single line extensions should be placed in a circular hunt group.5
Please make the pilot number easy to dial and to remember.
:

d. When all members of the hunt group are busy, subsequent calls should be
overflowed to (PBX console attendant/defined
extension).6 Define the last
hunt number as an overflow extension.

3

2. Trunk redirection. The following (or attached) list of trunks need to be directed via
the (name of DIL feature) of the (manufacturer name) PBX to the VP 100 hunt
group pilot number.7

.

Cut-over of these trunks tdthe VP 100 will begin at (time am/pm) on (date). Any
programming of the (name of DIL feature) will need to be ready by this time.8
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions, please feel free to call
me at (phone number and extension).
..
Sincerely,

(NAME)
(TITLE)

Figure

Footnotrs on the following

2-4

Service Provider
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1. The vendor, especially
FCC Registration
Ringer Equivalence
PBX Interface
Line card
The VP 100 unit
UL Registration
e

._

_

for CO Centrex, may ask for the VP 100’s registration:
EQ99TB-60697-VM-T
0.3A
RJllCorRJllW
meets FCC Part 68
meets FCC Part 15, Class A
ES2470(S)

3.

Or other location
INSTALLATION,

where the VP 100 unit will be placed. Refer to the environmental
Installation Requi;ements,
in this manual.

1.

For ports that are used for networking,

off-site

message notification

requirements

in

or off-site alarm call.

._

5. If more than one hunt group is required,
hunt group #I
For example:
hunt group #2

specify the number of extensions
6 extensions
2 extensions

for all PBXs. If possible

for each hunt group.

6.

May not be available

and desired, include this item.

7.

If there is more than one group of trunks, specify the trunks for each hunt group:
Trunks:
Hunt group #2
1-800-337-I 100
Hunt group # 1
555-3700
1-800-337-l 101
555-3701
555-3702
555-3703

S.

Tailor this section to the customer’s needs. If trunk cut-over is staggered, include schedule in this Ietrer. If
a PBX representative
needs to be on-site for this cut-over, arrange a mutually convenient time wirh rhe
PBX vendor.
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IMPLEMENTING
FEATURE

THE VP 100 ON PBXS WITHOUT

DIL

.

.-

You may encounter a PBX with an older feature package that does not provide the-DIL fertture.
The PBXs most frequently encountered without DIL are AT&T Dimension PBXs with Feature
Packages (FP) 2, 3,-t. 5, and 7.
.*s

This feature on the Dimension
available on feature packages

is called DDC for Direct Department
(FP) 8, 10, 12, and 15.

Calling.

It is only

If the customer’s Dimension does not have FP8 or later or it is a phone system that does not have a
DIL feature. there are several alternatives for getting trunks to the VP 100 ports for answer.
- _

-.

_

.

Upgrade

.

Use DID numbers.

.

Place the console

in night mode.

.

Use call diverters

to switch calls to the VP 100 ports.

the PBX to a feature package

Not all these alternatives
detail.

n Upgrade

may be feasible

offering

the DIL feature.

for a given situation.

the PBX to a Feature

Package

The following

Offering

discusses

each in

the DIL Feature

Depending upon the customer’s current version, this may not be economically
the most straightforward
solution, but possibly not the most practical.

feasible.

This is

.

n Use DID Numbers
._

_

._

Some customers may already have a block of DID numbers but do n9t wish to pay for DID
numbers and trunks for all employees.
Callers may be given a number that is a DID extension
answered by the VP 100. This is especially suitable where a second number (not the main
company number) is to be established for company employees, friends, family and frequent
callers to call to reach extensions or receive information.

Again, in this way the VP 100 can answer a DID number. However, InWATS or main
company numbers cannot be answered this way. Due to the cost of instalhng DID, this may
only be attractive to companies that already have DID. DID is used only to get calls to the VP
100 extensions.

Toshiba
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Smaller

.

Companies

companies
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having

a single console

and willing

console in night mode us’ually may
(such a< the VP 100 hunt group).
it may not be used. Direct callers
key set for answe@ng. This

to direct all trut$s

to the VP 100.

using the VP 100 only to answer after hours and on weekends..

Since the console
the operator.

n Arrange

SYSTEM

in Night Mode

Even if the PBX does not have ihe DIL feature, placin g the
be used to direct all incoming trunks to_a certain extension
However, once the console has been placed in night mode,
requiring assistance (through the VP 100) to a multi-button
solution therefore, is most practical for:

__

THE PHONE

cannot be used, callers who are toll restricted

cannot get an outside

line from

for Trunks to Call Divert to the VP 100 Ports

When only some trunks are to be answered by the VP 100 (ruling out Console Night Xlode),
these trunks can be removed from the PBX and terminated on call diverters that are connected
to PBX extensions.
See Figure 2-5. These call diverters are programmed to call the VP 100
hunt group. The call diverter answers the trunk and calls (through the PBX) the VP 100 hunt
group number. The appropriate number of VP 100 ports, as well as one additional extension
per trunk to be diverted to the VP 100, are required.

VP 100
.

For each incoming
trunk to be answered
by VP 100

PBX
*
VP 100
..

Figure 2-5

Using Call Diverters

to Direct Incoming

Calls to the VP 100

The call diverter that operates satisfactorily
in this situation is the BUSCOM 200%RD
manufactured
by MetroTel.
Because this diverter ordinarily allows remote turn-off by pressing
a fl key, it requires a modification.
When ordering from MetroTel, (408/988-5200)
specify the
“OPCOM/Toshiba
VP inhibit remote turn-off modification.”
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INTRODUCTION

1

._

_

_-

_

This chapter explains how to set up a PC for use as CL- VP Configumtion Application Terminal (C;\T).
Setup and basic operation of the CAT are explained 1 this chapter. For information about DOS and DOS
commands, refer to the manuals that were provided G:-h your PC. or contact your PC vendor.
The CAT is used to initiate the procedures described
with a floppy drive and an internal hard disk drive.

3 this chapter. The CAT is an IF&i compatible

PC

l

The CAT floppy drive is used to transfer program

and files to and from the CAT hard disk drive.

0

The CAT hard disk drive is used to store the C.%T program, VP 100 system software, prompts. and
backed up system configurations. It is also used :-hen transferring proLgrams and files to and from the
VP 100.

_

- _

Most standard ASCII data terminals that meet EIA RS-332C specifications can be used to communicate
with the VI’ 100. These ASCII terminals can be used :o access all configuration, reporting, and diagnostic
proLgrams on the VP 100.
The CAT is used with multiple VP products. If the C-IT hard disk drive contains information for more
than one product type, the following screen appears Gen the CAT is first turned ON. It does not appear if
only one product type is installed. This screen allow- :;ou to select the VP product being used.
\-

I

Use *

and W to move selector and ENTER to make selection
Select Product Type
wvfxwol-ks
ma

-.

.

.)

.

VMX CAT version XXX
(c) 1989,199O

by VMX, Inc.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

C!.xsmber.

1992
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CONVENTIONS:

.:\

To indicate the difference between the text in this chapter. the following conventions
.

__
._

are follou-&.

Text

This is normal text in this chapter.

VP 100 and DOS
system prompts

The VP 100 system prompts and DOS prompts are re@esented
type:

in this

C:\VMXCAT>

VP 100 screen
sample

User entries within
VP 100 screens

‘j%e VP 100 system commands
represented in this type:

and DOS commands

that you typ.k are

.M USER

.MUSER
1Enter current MAILBOX &I&H.
:50@

Enter each user’s MAILBOX and COSJZnter as:
Mailbox,COS (Mailbox=l-8 digits, COS=O-127)
User’s EXTENSION will be set to match MAILBOX.
MOD500,O

.___

‘-_

The names of CAT Menus are represented

CAT Menus

Terminal

in &is type:

Menu

t@ The various screens described in this chapter appear ONLY when using the CAT.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

December,

1992
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Tips and Notes

Sta_rting the CAT
The CAT pro_gram starts automatically
Restarting

each time the PC’s power is turned ON.

the PC

Iffor any reason the CAT program becomes inoperative, the CAT can be reset by holding down the following
simuhaneously.
This reset is similar to turning the PC’s power OFF then ON.

Starting the VMX CAT Program from DOS

keys

-

Move into the VP CAT Directory.

Type:

CD\

From the C:L
prompt, type:

CD VMXCAT

.

-.

*-

From the
C:\VMXCAT> .
prompt; type:

-1

-1

The C:\VMXCAT>

CAT [options]

prompt is displayed.
.

-1

where [options] can be /T1600 (Toshiba), /Z286 (Zenith), or /COM2 (mod$m).
r@ The VP CAT starts with the Select System

.>

screen displayed.

Starting with
log file closed

To start the CAT program with the

Clearing
Screen

To clear the CAT screen without affecting the VP 100:

the

Menu ( m

log

file closed, use the CAT/LOGOFF

1.

Enter the Terminal

2.

Select Clear Screen from the menu choices.

3.

Press [Enter].

command

line option.

T).

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1
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Tips and Notes
Commonly

Used DOS Prompts

I%% provides a prompt to indicate when it is ready to receive and process commands.
prompt information:

The following are examples of DOS

Description

Prompt

c:>

DOS prompt, not indicating what directory is selected. Most likely, the VP CAT software has not been
installed or the PC was not rebooted after VP CAT software was installed.

C:b

DOS prompt with the mot directory selected.

C:\VMXCAI,

DOS prompt with the VP CAT directory selected.

Moving from the “Select System” screen to the CAT menus

-.

.

Press the

.

Hold do&r the a

.

Use the left and right arrow keys to select the desired menu option.

JEscapel
key.
key and press the H key. The CAT menu appears with the Help option selected.

‘.
. .

Moving from the VP 100 screen to the VP CAT menus
Hold down the a
key and press the first letter of the VP CAT menu item you wish to select. The menu bar appears at the
top of the screen with that menu item highlighted:
aH
(Alrl E or m

Help.

X

Exit the CAT program and return to the DOS prompt.

FIT

Terminal

aB

Backup information

from the VP 100.

l=JR

Restore

to the VP 100.

iAltlU

Update the VP 100 system software.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

(VP CAT activities).

information
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VP CAT OVERVIEW
__
.-

The Configuration
Applications
Terminal (referred to as CAT) is a computer that combines
approved IBM PC compatible hardware and Toshiba supplied CAT softvvare.

Toshiba

b WARNING
4
The hardware component
of the CAT should be dedicated
exclusively
to
installing
and maintaining
Toshiba
products.
Any application
so’fiware.
programs, or files present on the PC hard disk drive or in RAM (memory) are
not recommended
by Toshiba and they may interfere with VP 100 operation
and CAT software. Do not modify any programs or files supplied by Toshiba
as this will result in unpredictable
operation of the CAT and/or the VP 100.

- _

B DOS Information

_.

To operate correctly, the CAT program requires DOS version 3.3 or later to be installed on the
PC hard disk drive in a subdirectory
named “DOS.” This must be done during the PC setup and
configuration,
and prior to installing CAT or VP 100 system software.

_

Complete step-by-step procedures for all CAT operations that use DOS are provided in this
chapter. However, efficient use of the CAT requires a working knowledge of DOS commands.
DOS knowledge is necessary to be able to manage log files (captured during a communication
session with a VP loo), and to archive, recover, or delete VP 100 system configurations
from
the PC hard disk drive. The DOS manual supplied with your PC is an excellent source of
information. as well as various PC books written for new users. Specifically,
you should have a
working knowledge in the following areas:

t
-3

j

0

PC root directory

l

Xioving between

l

Operation

0

DOS conventions

0

Purpose

0

PC ke!-board

and subdirectories.
directories_on

the hard disk.

of files with extensions
for command

.EXE, .COM,
options.

and use of AUTOEXEC.BAT
and keystroke

n VP CAT Program

and .BAT.

and CONFIG.SYS

files.

entry.

Description

The C.-IT has two major functions:

-.\
..>

l

Perform

terminal

.

Provide

a method to perform

-

emulation

for communication
the following

with the VP 100.

operations:

Backup and Restore VP 100 System Configuration.

3-2

installation arc Maintenance

Manual
_

-

Backup

and Restore VP 100 Greetings,

-

Archive

and Recover

Names,

Script, and Sequential

Messages.
)

VP 100 System from floppy diskette.

_
_

-

Update

-

Beginning

VP 100 System

with Rel. 6.1, add a prompt set in a second language

Emulation

The-CAT uses a proprietary packet-based,
error-correcting
data
transfer protocol at speeds‘up to 38400 baud, to pass information
between the VP 100 and the CAT. Data transfer is initiated by a menu
selection of the Backup, Restore, or Updatl: programs_ The Backup
options transfer data from the VP 100 to the CAT hard disk drive.
The Restore and Update options transfer data from the CAT hard disk
drive to the VP 100.

Data Transfer
Operations

Utilities

to the VP 100.

Terminal emulation allows the CAT to communi&e
with rhe VP 100
directly through a cabled connection or remotely thropgh a modem.
Characters typed on the CAT keyboard are sent to the VP 100, and
information
from the VP 100 is displayed on the CAT monitor. The
only time the CAT is not performing terminal emulation is when
menus are displayed. At this time, communication
with the VP 100 is
temporarily suspended because the menus control the terminal.

CAT Terminal

Program

Software.

and

Other Features

The CAT program includes utilities to manage individual
XI’ 100
systems. Systems can be added, deleted, and modified. Backed up
system configurations
can be archived to and recovered from a floppy
diskette.

.,

The CAT program also includes utilities to manage log files. which
capture communication
sessions from the VP 100. Multiple log files
can be stored, displayed, printed, and deleted for each VP 100 defined
within-the CAT program.

._

_

._

n VP 100 Software

Package

The VP 100 PC software package
l

CAT software,
(1 diskette).

terminal

0

VP 100 System

Software

l

VP 100 System

Prompts

Description
consists

emulation,

of:

data transfer program,

and program

utilities

(1 diskette).
(multiple

diskettes).

The following diagram illustrates the directory structure of the PC hard disk after the VP 100
Software Package has been installed. A file is indicated by <file name> and a directory is followed
ivith a \ (backslash).
j
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r

I

I

files

files

I

I

GNSSM\
Greetings,
Names, et&

- _

<lOO.G>
<I OO.N>

The following describes the VP 100 Software Package
explains how they are organized on the PC hard disk.

programs,

directories,

and files. and

VMXCAn

Directory used to store the executable CAT program and all C.\T
program utilities. Various subdirectories
within VMXCAlI
m used
to store VP 100 system software, VP 100 system prompts. individual
system configuration,
and log file (session) information.

CAT-EXE

The executable

RLxxyyzz.1 oo\

For each release of VP 100 software installed on the PC hard disk
drive, there is a subdirectory
below VMXCAn
named RLsxb-l;zz. 100
(for Release A.xx.yy.zz.) For example, Release A.06.01.02 hs a
subdirectory RL060102.100.

PRMxxxxx.1 OO\

For each version of VP 100 prompts installed on the PC hard disk
drive, there is a subdirectory
below VMXCAA named
PRMxxxyz.100
(xxx = language, y = system release level. z = prompr
revision level.). For example, English Prompts 6K are stored in
subdirectory PRMENG6K. 100.

CAT software

program

file.

.

..

-

._

SNxxxxxx.1

OO\

For each system that has been added, a subdirectory is autom:ticslly
created below VMXCAT\, and is named SNxxxxxx. 100, where
xxxxxx is the serial number of the system. For example, a syricm
with the Serial Number 000246 would have a subdirectory
S~OOO246.100. This subdirectory
is used to store configurati*>n
backup files and the CAT.LOG file(s) for the specified sysrer?.

Toshiba VP Svsrems

Release 6.1

&:*mkr.

1992
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and Maintenance Manual
_

There is one subdirectory below every SNxxxxxx. 100 nam,it
GNSSXI. This subdirectory is used to backup Greetings. Tames.
Scripted. and Sequential Messages.

GNSSM\

-

.
File used to store a communication
session with a selected L-P 100 on
the CAT hard disk drive. This text file can be saved, deleted_ vie\ved
and printed. The file is automatically
created and/or updateif
(appended) before each communication
session w&h a selected VP
100 system. Logging to this file can be turned ON and OFF as
required. Refer to PROCEDURES,
Session Review Arid File
Maintenance,
in this manual for complete details.

CAT.tOG

Unauthorized
changes to data in any file stored in the VMXCATI
its subdirectories
may result in complete failure of the VP 100.

directory

or

- _
Es

If the selected system was <NONE>, then theCAT.LOG
log file is created and stored
within the VMXCAT\ subdirectory.
Refer to PROCEDURES,
Select System Screen. in
this manual for more information.

n PC Hardware

Requirements

The hardware component of the CAT is an IBM compatible PC and must meet the following
list of characteristics
in order to be used with the CAT program:

.

Operates

with MS-DOS

version

RS-232C

serial communication

Support

of baud rates 300,600,

3.3 or higher.
port(s) with NS16C550
1200,2400,4800,9600,

UART or compatible.
19200, and 38400.

3.5 inch high density floppy_disk
20 megabyte

(internal)

drive (1.44 megabyte).
--_
hard disk drive (minimum capacity).

8OC286 processor.
..
640 kilobytes

internal

RAM.

Self contained, battery operated
field service use (optional).
Parallel

with removable,

rechargeable

batteries

Refer to the Laptop PC Description
descriptions and setup information

Release 6

for

printer port (optional 1.

Internal modem (optional) for remote VP 100 access recommended.
compatible (Bell standard type 212 or 103), 300 and 1200 baud.

Toshkba VP Systems

and portable

1992
1 Decem~r.

Example:

Ha)-es

and Setup section in this chapter for Laptop PC hardLyare
for use as the CAT.
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Conventions

The follo\ving are the basic conventions
and terminology
used with the VP CAT. For further
details, refer to ths operating manual provided with your PC. For a Summary of the INS
commands. refer to Appendix A. 1

Arrow

Keys

Use the arrow keys on the keyboard
the various menu screens.

ALT Keys

to move the cursor or tishlight
.*-

Press any @ key combination
shown below to activate
menus while in the CAT terminal emulation mode.

the pop-up

To enter an m
k ey combination,
hold down the PC key labeled @I
while pressing the first letter of the option menu you wish to select
(use either upper or lower case letters). The selected menu appears at
the top of the screen. The CAT returns to terminal emulation after
exiting from a menu, or by pressing the (Escapel key.

Valid ALT key Combinations:
lAltlH
.(
\-

I
Control

Help menu

On-Line
E or (Altl X

Exit the CAT program

JAltlT

Terminal

FIB

Backup

menu

(AltlR

Restore

menu

IAltlU

Update menu

J-he

(Controll

and return to DOS prompt

menu

k

ey is used together with other keys for various
purposes. While communicating
with the VP 100 or when viewing
log file; press:

Keys

-.

[Conrroll

S to stop display

scrolling.
u

[Control]

Escape

(ESC)

Function

to start display

scrolling.

Press the IEscape] ke to exit any menu and return to terminal
emulation. The r2l
Escape key is also used to interrupt and terminate
any data transfer operation currently executing.

II
is generally used to begin an operation or confirm a
selection. Press -1
to execute a menu selection, to select a
system, or to execute a command while in DOS.

Enter Key

“‘\

Key

Q

Keys

a

displays

the on-line

Help screen.

a

3-6

Installarim

and Maintenance

Manual
_

[F21 is used \vhen in the Select System screen in order to m&ify
existing System Name, ID. Serial Number. or Release of sy;rem
software number.

an

.
a
is used to obtain a directory of all mailboxes backed up on the
CAT hard disk while in the Restore Greetings, Names, Scripred. and
Sequential Messages menu.
.*Reverse

Video

Program

Status

The term “reverse video” refers to the appearance of characters on the
screen. Reverse video is when the color normally used to display text
is used as the background color. and the color normally used to
display background is used to display text. Reverse video is used to
indicate which menu is active, as well as where the cursor is within
that menu. The menu cursor and the bottom line of the screen are
always displayed in reverse video.

- _

_.

_

Displays various
characters when
the CAT and
VPlOOare
communicating.
T = Transmit
R = Receive

Release 6.1

December.

A program status line is always present (in reverse video) in the lower
section of the screen whenever the CAT program is operating. The
status line is divided into five fields that are defined as folloa-s:

Displays the
Displays Press ALT-H
current Baud
for Help when in the
rate setting for Terminal emulation mode,
the CAT.
otherwise displays Press
ESC to Exit Menu.

.

Toshiba VP Systems

Line

1992

Displays system
serial number of
the current
(selected) system,
or <NONE> for
no system.

Displays the Log File
Status. If a session is
being logged to disk,
displays tile name Log
File: CAT.LOG
otherwise shon-s Log
File: Closed.

,i
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AND SETUP

This section provides information on laptop PC preparation. It is essential that the PC be set-up
correctly before proceeding with the installation
and operation of the CAT software. Consult the PC
owner’s manual for specific setup and installation
procedures.

Initial Setup

.

.*-

21ost PCs provide a setup program for configuring memory usage, disk format, display
characteristics,
and I/O and communication
capabilities. The PC owner’s manual should
provide information and instructions
for getting started.
The set up parameters

- _

for the PC should

include

=_.

the following.

-

lfemory
Total base

640 KB (minimum

Serial
Built-in
Parallel

COMl
COM2
LPTl

required)

Ports

f,

modem

*

Display
Type

n

.

Enhanced

Color, EGA, or monochrome

display

DOS Setup
The PC being used must be properly set up with DOS prior to CAT software installation.
ro’the DOS Information section, and to the PC owner’s manual for detailed instructionk
.
In addition, DOS version 3.3 or later operating system must be installed in a subdirectory
named /DOS.
The root directory (C:\) should contain CONFIG.SYS
and AUTOEXEC.BAT.
contain the following information
after the CAT program is installed. u
CONFIG.SYS
files=24
buffers=24
device=c:\dos\ansi.sys
shell=c:\dos\command.com/p/e:

Refer
_

These files

1024

.%UTOEXEC.BAT
set comspec=c:\dos\command.com
set path=c:\dos
_
prompt Sp$g
For more information

about these files, consult

your PC user’s manual.

Toshiba VP Systems
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VP 100 SOFTWARE

PACKAGE

INSTALLATION

This section explains ho\v to install the CAT soft\vare and VP 100 system software onto the’PC
hard disk drive. Information on floppy diskette u-rite protection is also included in this section. All
prosrams and files are stored in subdirectories
as described in the Software Description section in
this chapter. If the CAT software is an update to an earlier release, the old version is-deleted and
replaced with the new version. If the VP 100 sofrivare is a new release. the old sofr\vare release is
retained on the CAT hard disk drive. The new software release is stored separately in a new
a*subdirectory.

I

Do not remove any subdirectory containing an old VP 100 system software release on the
CAT hard disk drive unless directed to do so by an update notice or by your technical support
center. The old software may be needed to allow the UPDATE program to function properly
or to support systems already installed.

us

_.

- _

The following

steps must be followed

to assure proper software

2.
3.
4.

Install
Install
Install
Reboot

w

INSTALL VP CAT SbFTWARE

1.

installation.

VP CAT Software.’
VP 100 System Software.
VP 100 System Prompts.
the PC.

The CAT software is supplied by Toshiba on 3.5 inch double-sided,
high-density
floppy diskettes. Verify that the diskette is write protected prior to installation.
Figure 3-1.
To install the CAT software, perform

the following

(DS-HD)
Refer to

steps:

1.. Turn on the PC (boot) and obtain the DOS command prompt (C:\>).
_
_
.
us= If the CAT program is already installed and you want to reinstall, exit the CAT program
by pressing m E. You are returned to the following DOS prompt: \C:V5fXCAT.

.

2.

Insert the diskette into the floppy drive. The diskette

is labeled:

..

VMX CAT SOF7WARE
VERSION

X.X

D/SK 7 OF 1
DATE:

MM/DD/YY

COPYRIGHT

VMX

.-I

_-

;/Y-T-

L ii
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A:IXSTALL

_--

-hl is optional.
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type:
:Entsr
_

It Lvill adjust the rerm_inal display.

A window menu appears. Select the PC type to be used. The following
through the remainder of the install.
e

TERM

screens

le>j you

If this is the first time the C.aT program is being installed, the instaJ1 utility _ L
ri:es a
choice to modify the AUTOEXEC.BAT
and CONFIGSYS
tiles so the CAT program
uill automatically
start when the PC is turned on. These changes can bk accsp:ed or
example files can be created. or it can be bypassed.
If the CAT program is already installed
described above are not shown.

n VP 100 System Software

and a later version

is then installed_

tbt choices

Installation

The VP 100 System Software is supplied by Toshiba on a 3.5 inch DS-HD floppy diskette.
Insure the diskette is write-protected
prior to installation.

..

1.

Obtain the DOS command

1
-.

Insert the VP 100 Software

prompt

(C:\>).

diskette

into the CAT floppy drive. The diskette

is la&led:

.I
VMX 100 SOFTWARE
RELEASE
DISK
DATE:

-

VMX

.
;
_.

..

MM/DD/YY

COPYRIGHT

.

-.

A.XX.XX.XX

1 OF 1

At the C:> prompt. type.
A:I&STALL
m

-.\I

-\I is optional.

j-1
It will adjust the terminal

display.

A window menu appears, showing the release number of the VP 100 software that is being
installed. The first choice that is highlighted is the default. The highlighted choice is
described in a window directly below. Press -1
to choose or use the up and &u-n
keys to move to another choice.
The installation
appears statins
w

takes 10 - 20 minutes to complete.
that the install is done.

When it is completed,

a messas?

When VP 100 system software is installed, a new director!- for that release ic created
and files are copied into it. If the same release is installed again. the existins tiles for
that release are replaced.

3-10
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When a new (different) release is installed, other releases previously installed ‘xe not
affected, except to provide update procedures to the new release. A new direcrory is
created for ths new release and files are copied into it.
_-

n VP 100 System Prompts Installation
The VP 100 System Prompts are supplied by Toshiba on 3.5 inch DS-HD fl6ppy disks. Insure
the diskettes are wrire protected prior to installation.
Refer to Figure 3-l _
.
1.

Obtain the DOS command

prompt (C:\>).

2.

Insert the diskene labeled
diskette is labeled:

VP 100 PROMPTS,

- _

DISK 1 ofX into the floppy

drive. The

VP 700 Prompts
DISK

1 of X

DATE: MM/DD/YY
COPYRIGHT VMX

3.

At the C:> prompt, type:
A:XNSTALL

-31 (1

The installation program displays the version of the system prompts being installed.
IFI
to install the prompts. Toshiba System prompts consist of multiple disks.
4. When prompted.

-.

.

insert the requested

n Reboot the PC
After the software installation
keys simultaneously.

diskette

and press

Press

[=I

.
is complete.

reboot the PC. Hold down the -1

m

zl

..
If CAT is part of the XUTOEXECBAT
file, when the PC has completed the boot prcxess.
CAT program automatically starts and the Select System screen appears.
G?

Toshiba VP Syste-r

Release 6.1

the

If a problem occurs (such as a read error) while installing the above software. repeat the
installation procedure (starting with diskette #I for prompts). If the installation
continues
to fail, the diskette is probably damaged and must be replaced.

December.
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Floppy Diskette Write Protection
The 3.5 inch floppy diskettes have a square hole with a plastic tab in ths lower left-hand corner
of the front of the diskette. Write protect the diskette by sliding the plastic tab on the back of
the diskette toward the bottom edge.of the-diskette until it clicks. When !ou look at this hole
from the front of the diskette, the plastic tab should not be visible through the hole.

Enlargement

Enable Writing:

.,_

Tab covers window
_.

- _

Prevent Writing:
Figure

3-1

Back

Tab down -see

through window

View of a Floppy Diskette Write Protect
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COMMUNICATION

3.4

Terminal

WITH

THE

VP 100

port I on the VP 100 supports.

n

EIA standard

n

Asynchronous

n

1 stop bit.

n

Even parity at the following
3 8406.

.

RS-237C serial.

(ASCII) data with 7 data bit<.
.*baud rates: 300. 600. 1200, 2400,4800,96OO.

The internal modem of the VP 100 is Bell 212/103 compatible
format as terminal port 1 at 300 or 1200 baud only.

19200. and

and supports the same data

To establish communication
with the VP 100. connect a null-modem
cable between thesCAT (or terminal) and the terminal port 1 connector on the VP 100, or establish a remote conneEtion
with the internal modem. Refer to the INSTALLATION
chapter in this manual for details.

- _

The terminal port 2 connector is used for special applications
involving
terminal is attached to this port by mistake, the VP 100 responds with:

PLEASE USE CONNECTOR FOR TERMINAL

Connecting
Follow
1.

If a

#l _

to the VP 100

the steps below to connect

Connect

PBX integration.

the PC to the VP 100.

the cable.

Connect one end of the 9 pin-to-9 pin null modem cable to the back of the PC. Connect
the other end to the TERM 1 connector of the VP 100. Refer to INSTALLATION
in this
manual for cable details.

.

2.

Add system to the CAT database.
Refer to the PROCEDURES

chapter,

Select System

Screen section,

Turn the PC power ON and wait for the Select System

in this manual.

screen to appear.

Move the highlight bar to Select this line to add another system by using the up and
down arrow keys; then press 1x1
.
Enter the information describing the VP 100 system you are connected
-1
key to move to the next field.
e

Toshiba VP SsEms

Release 6.1

to. Use the

You must have already installed VP 100 System Software and Prompts on the PC
hard disk to be able to add a system by using the Select System screen.- . L. .
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After the PrOmptS
field is entered.
to communicate
with the VP 100.
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the screen is cleared and the VP CAT

3-13

is ready

.

Turn the power ON to the VP 100 your C.I\T is connected
While the red alarm LED is flashing.
header appears.

with.

hold down the key until the VP 100 system
.‘--

(This is the autobaud detect process of the VP 100. The VP 100 automatically
matches the baud rate set in the VP CAT.‘)
The @ prompt from the VP 100 indicates that it is ready for you to proceed
with the install process by using the VP IO0 INSTALL and UPDATE programs.
m

n

If the VP 100 has a password
the 6%prompt appears.

installed,

the password

must be entered

before

Port Connection

_.
There are two ways to access the VP 100:
n

Via the terminal

n

Via the 300/1200 baud internal

port 1 connector.
modem.

The intemai modem is automatically
disabled during a data
(Backup/Restore/Update)
initiated from the Local Terminal
terminal is in the UPDATE or INSTALL programs (e.g. the
The internal modem can also be selectively disabled (MOD
(MOD ENABLE) at the @ prompt.
.

transfer sequence
Port 1, and when the local
@ prompt is not displayed).
DISABLE) or enabled

If a session has been established on Terminal Port 1 with the @ prompt displayed and a
call comes in through the internal modem. the internal modem connects and takes over
access to and control of the system (the local terminal is disabled).
If a session has been established with the internal
until modem communications
are terminated.
n

Establishing

Communication

(Autobaud

modem, the terminal
..

Detect)

When the VP 100 power is first turned ON and whenever a CAT or terminal
reconnected),
use the following procedures to obtain the system header.
1.

Set the desired baud rate on the C;I\T or terminal.

3
-.

Establish

a connection

port is locked out

is connected

(or

with the VP 100.

..I

.
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Press 11
repeatedly at a fast rate (or hold down the []
header, shown below, appears (this may take several seconds).

-----SYSTEM

,-

DAY

MMlDD

(MODEM

SOFTWARE
HH&M:SS

ENABLED)

RELE@E
YYYY

LAST

A.X.X.X

NAME

LOGON:

(MM/DDNY)-----

IDXXXXXX

MM/DD

key) until th?

system

:”

.I’

-

S/N: XXXXX

PBX:XX

HH:MM

PASSWORD:

n

Changing

the

Baud Rate

’

To change the baud rate after connection to the VP 100 has been established, change the baud
rate on the VP 100 first, then change the baud rate on the CAT. Otherwise, the VP 100 will
not be accessible to change the baud rate. You cannot change the baud rate on the modem.
- _

1.

At the @ prompt, type:
BAUD XXXXX

IEnter

(Where XXXXX indicates
The VP 100 responds

the valid baud rate desired).

with:

Change terminal to XXXXX

Baud and

press Enter
_/

T for Terminal

.I

2.

Press m

menu Options.

3.

Using the up and down arrow keys, select Change
and press -1.

4.

From this menu, select the same baud rate entered

Baud Rate from the menu choices

in step 1 above and press w]

.
The new baud rate is now in effect and is displayed
line.

Toshiba VP Systems
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DOS COMMANDS

.*-

The following guide is a summary of the most commonly used DOS commands.
DOS users guide for complete details on how to use these commands.

Allows files to be copied from a hard disk drive to a floppy diskette.
The way data is stored on the floppy diskette is unique for each
version of DOS to allow maximum use of disk space. This DOS
command is used by the SYSBACK
batch file when archiving a VP
100 system to floppy diskette. The DOS BACKUP command should
not be confused with the VP CAT Backup procedure, which transfers
VP 100 system information
from the VP 106 to the PC hard disk
drive.

CHDIR or CD

The Change Directory command
(working) directory into another
name and path.

CHKDSK

This command
This command
on the disk.

CLS

Used to clear the monitor

COPY

This command copies one or more files to another disk. To copy all
files in a directory the wild card *.* is used. For example, the
following command means “copy all the files from the diskerrc in
drive X to drive C:”
copy

./

Refer to your

BACKUP
- _

i

3A-1

is used to move from-the current
directory. specified by the directory

scans the disk of a specified drive, checking for errors.
also displays the amount of storage, in bytes. available

screen without

any other effect.

u

.I:*.” c:

DATE

Displays

or sets the date.

DEL or ERASE

Deletes

DIR

Lists all files in a directory.

DISKCOMP

This command compares
if they are different.

DISKCOPY

Allows an exact copy of a diskette

FORMAT

Formats a disk to accept files. Diskettes used to archive
system to a floppy must first be formatted.

(erases) the specified

file(s).

the data of two floppy diskettes

to dstermine

to be made.

Toshiba

VP S:;srems
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Creates.

LABEL
MKDIR

or MD

.-

changes.

or deletes

The Make Directory
disk drive.

the volume

command

identification

label on a disk.

adds a new directory

.y

to the PC hard

.-

- _

_.

PATl-i

Sets a command search path.
files or programs.

PRINT

Prints a text file on a printer
commands.
.

PROMPT

Changes the MS-DOS command prompt displayed on the monitor
screen. This DOS command should not be confused with the term
PROMPTS, which specifies recorded voice prompts used in the VP
100 system.

RENAME

or REN

RESTORE

RMDIR

Toshiba VP Swems

or RD

Changes

while you are process&g

for

other YlS-DOS

Restores files that were backed up by using the BACKUP command.
Allows files to be copied from floppy diskette back to the PC hard
disk drive. This DOS command is used by the SYS_REST batch file
when recovering a VP 100 system from floppy diskette. The DOS
RESTORE command should not be confused with the VP CAT
Restore procedure. which transfers VP 100 system information
from
the PC hard disk drive to the VP 100.
The remove
disk drive.

directory

command

deletes a directory

from the PC hard

or sets the time.
.

R&25?

6 I

TREE

Displays the path (and optionally,
and sub-directory
on the drive.

TYPE

Displays

the contents

VER

Displays

the MS-DOS

VOL

Displays

the volume

XCOPY

Copies files and directories.

December,

.

the name of a file.

Displays

TIME

.

-.

wheie to l~k

Recovers a file or disk containing bad sectors. This DOS command
must not be confused with the Recover procedure used to mo\-e a VP
100 system from floppy diskette back onto the PC hard disk drive.

RECOVER

-

Tells the computer

1992

lists the contents)

of a file on the screen.,
version

number.

label or volume

ID (if it exists).

of each directory

/

!
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INTRODUdTlON
This-chap:x provides detailed instructions and procedures for)-tstalling a VP 100. The procedures covered in
this cliai?kr assume the installation site meets the electrical and environmental requirements for the VP 100. s
described 11 the Installation Requirements section of this chapter.
Included ti this chapter are the following sections:

-

.

Recsis-ing the equipment.

.

Instaliation

0

PBX preparation.

.

Terminal Communications.

0

Hardware installation.

0

Configration

.

Testing.

.*-

requirements.

_

-

requirement.

Diagrams of the VP 100 cabinet are also included in this chapter.

..
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4-l

THE VP 100

This section provides

the procedures

for unpackin g. inspecting,

and reshipping

the VP 100.

Each cabinet is shipped in a double-ualled
carton. The inner walls have foam pads glued to the
sides to insulate the 1’P 100. The items in the carton are as follows:
.

Fully assembled

0

Plastic bag containing

.

Paper template

VP 100 cabinet.

..-

power cable and keys.

used to mount the VP 100 cabinet

on the wall.

Each VP 100 cabinet has space for any hardware needed for its growth. At maximum
each cabinet weighs less than 40 pounds (18 kg).

- _

n Inspecting

for Shipping

.

configurationl
--_.

Damage

Before accepting delivery of a VP 100 from the carrier, inspect the packaging for external
damage. If damage is indicated or found, note it on the waybill and require that the delivery
agent sign the waybill. Take some photographs from different angles of the specific damage
received during shipment. Notify the carrier immediately
and submit a damage report to the
carrier and to your company. In the event of equipment damage, negotiate claims directly with
”
the carrier.

n

Unpacking
Remove

.

H

the Cabinet

and save the carton. Visually

Remove

3.

Untape the plastic bag from the bottom of the carton. Remove
from the bag.

the VP 100 from the inner carton. Save the shipping

the Internal

7.

-

*

2.

Inspecting

-

for dents or damage.

Open the top of the carton.

container

as it is reusable.

the keys and power cable

Hardware

with the inspection

b

i

the cabinet

1.

Before proceeding
strap.

.::

inspect

of the cabinet

WARNING

and its contents,

attach the wrist ground

4

-_

Use of a wrist grounding
strap prevents
damage to sensitive
electronic
components.
Before handling any electronic equipment,
including the power
supply and cables, attach one end of the strap around your wrist and the other
end to any unpainted surface of the VP 100 metal cabinet.
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Check and tighten, if necessary.
the pour
suppI> and hard disk mountin:
the DC power cables to t-he hard disk, hlain Board. fan. and power supply

The followins

\

Figurs

1.

shows

J-2

replacing

are the instructions
the placement

hardware

Unlock

to inspect

of .the hard\vure

components

and remove

the components

installed

components.

the plastic

cover.

The plastic

within

Specific

are in the MXIXTENANCE

scre~‘s. Verify that
are securely
fastened.

for

chapter.

co\.er

swings

up and is removed

hinges.
,
-.

_

the VP 100.

instructions

(

at the

-

l

Loosen the four screws at the sides of the VP 100 metal case and swing

the metal

cover

do\vn.

- _

_;

Verify that all LIC PCAs are fully inserted.
into position.

4.

Replace any assemblies removed
and tighten the retaining screws.

n Reshipping

during inspection.

Close the lid of the metal enclosure

-

the lid retaining

use the original

shipping

1
-.

Place the power cable and keys into a plastic ba,.(J Tape the bag to the bottom of the carton.

3.

Place the VP 100 in the carton and close the inner lid.

1.

Close and secure the lid of the upper compartment.

screws on the metal enclosure.

n Moving the Equipment

On-site
.

the equipment,

verify the status of the new site.

.

Is the AC or DC power ready?

.

Is the installation

location

.

Are the telephone

extensions

Release 6.1
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carton.

Tighten

ready?

Be careful and always remember

Systems

do not force

1.

Before moving

Toshiba \”

correctly,

Procedures

If the VP 100 is to be shipped from your location.

.

If PCAs are not inserted

installed

on the RJI 1 jacks?

that the VP 100 is sophisticated

electronic

equipment.

!

‘-
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Power and
Telephone
Cables
Figure 4-l

The VP 100 Cabinet Front View
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Hard Disk
Mounting
Screws

Fan Mounting
Screws

, Hard Disk

--I

JU u
TT

IT

Inl

/
II-II

m

,

Inl

,li

1 II
1

Main Board ,

Figure 4-2
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The VP 100 Hardware Components
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Fan

and Their Mounting

Locations

Power
SuPPlY
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_
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INSTALLATION

4.2

The VP 100 installation

__

REQUIREMENTS

involves:

.-

- _

_.

b

Mounting

b

Connecting

PBX esrsnsions

l

Connecting

power to the cabinet.

l

Installing

the configuration

l

Updating

the data base for both the VP 100 and the PBX.

l

Dedicating

l

Testing.

the VP 100 cabinet.
to the VP 100 ports.

database.

trunks in the PBX to the VP 100 hunt or distribution

group (for primary

answer).

Installation personnel should be familiar with the data format and change_ procedures of the PBX.
-For further explanation, refer to the PREPARING THE PHONE SYSTEM chapter in this manual.

-

.

Site Requirements

Install the VP 100 cabinet in a dust free location. Keep it separated from
other equipment that may produce heat or generate strong magnetic fields.
If space and environment
permit, install the VP 100 in the telephone
equipment room.

Power Requirements

No adjustments to the VP 100 power supply are necessary. The system
automatically
detects whether power is AC or DC. The VP 100 is polarity
insensitive.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
SAVE-THESE INSTRUCTIONS
To conform to the safety agency grounding requirements use the power cord
provided. This power cord complies with the following UL requirement:
“An equipment grounding conductor that is not smaller inSsize than the
ungrounded branch-circuit supply conductors, is to be installed as part of the
circuit that supplies the product or system. Bare, covered or insulated
grounding conductors are acceptable. Individually covered or insulated
equipment grounding conductors shall have a continuous outer finish that is
either green, or green with one or more yellow stripes. The equipment
grounding conductor is to be connected to ground at the service equipmenr.-‘
Verify that the wall power outlet conforms

to the following

UL requirement:

“The attachment-plug
receptacles in the vicinity of the product or system are
all to be of a grounding type, and the equipment grounding conductors serving
these receptacles are to be connected to earth ground at the service
equipment.”

Toshiba VP Systems
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AC Power
Requirements

’

It is best to power the system from a dedicated, separate circuit. If rhis is
not possible, make sure the circuit is free of large motorized equipment,
such as copy machines, and that it is protected by a fuse or bre&er. Make _
sure the power receptacle is grounded and within five feet of the cabinet.
.
Plug one end of the AC power cord into the VP 100 IEC! connector
the other end into the AC receptacle. Turn ON input power.

_..\
,

and

DC Power
Requirements

The VP 100 may be pow.ered from a 48 volt DC pow& source. The
installer must provide a power cable which plugs into the-VP 100 IEC
connector and connects to the customer’s DC power source. A 16 XWG
cable, no longer than 10 feet (3 meters), is recommended.

Othei dequired
Equipment

Each VP 100 port is connected via a modular line cord to a standard
modular telephone jack connected to a PBX extension (station). Supply
onk line cord with RJ 11 connectors (male-male) at each end for each port.
Each line cord must be of sufficient length to reach between the VP 100’s
line cord and PBX extension jack without undue stretching or tension.

’

A terminal, used for configuration
installation and update, must be
available at the customer site. A Configuration
Applications
Terminal
(CAT) is recommended.
A printer should be available for making a hard
copy of the software configuration.
In addition, an RS-232C null modem
cadle is required to connect the terminal to the VP 100. Refer to the
TERMINAL COMMUNICATIONS
section of this chapter for more
details. The following is a list of required equipment.

Table 4-1

Quantity
line cords, male-male,

RJl 1 (or equivalent)

.

modular

4 wire

1 cord/pan

line jacks

1 jacWpon

ASCII tgrminal (CAT, CRT and printer,
hardcopy terminal.)

or

RS-232C
printer

or

null modem cable for terminal

1
1
0

#8 x 1” pan head screws for wall-mounting’

4

#l Phillips

1

type screw driver

Refer to Table 4-5 for additional

equipment

needed for testing.

_
Screw head not tc~k more than .35”. Be wre you have everything
VP 100 cabinet.

1.
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Installation Equipment Required

Item
Modular

./

necessary

if molly-bolts

are required

to mount tht

‘j

_,’
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PBX PREPARATION

4.3

Instructions for preparing the PBX for the installation of the VP 100 are covered
THE PHONE SYSTEM in this manual.’ Refe; to that chapter for:

.-

b

PBX database

l

Setting

l

Directing

in PREPXRISG

changes.

up hunt groups
trunks to the VP 100.

Before continuing
and tested.

with the installation,

be sure that the appropriate

PBX changes

have been made

- _

.
.
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TERMINAL

4.4
.-.

COMMUNICATIONS

The VP 100 is designed IO communicate
with the Configuration
Application
with any standard ASCII terminal. Within this section, the word “terminal”
actual machine used to communicate
with the VP 100.

Terminal (CxT) or
is used to refer to the
.

l-

n Terminal

installation

The terminal is connected to the VP 100 using an RS-232C Null modem cable.
9-pin connector to the jack labelled “Term 1” on the VP 100.

A standard

_.

ASCII terminal

should be setup as follows:

l

EVEN parity.

l

7 data bits, 1 stop bit.

0

X-ON/X-OFF

l

Valid baud rates: 300,600,

handshaking

protocol.
1200,2400,4800,

9600, 19200, and 38400.

A terminal does not have to be connected for normal operation. Once the VP 100 has
initially been installed and configured, it continues to operate without requiring any user
intervention
over a terminal.
This includes rebooting after a power outage.

GY

n Toshiba
The following

Recommended

ASCII Terminals

are ASCII terminals

that can be used with the VP 100.

.

0

Hazeltine

l

Lear Siegler Model ADM-3A.

Wyse Model WJ--50.

0

TeleVideo

Panasonic

l

Falco 5500e,“500e.

l

TI Silent 700 or 703.

0

Hewlett

0
0

Packard Models 2621A/P,

DXD- 11.

2631A.

Two laptops that can be used with the VP 100 are Toshiba

W RS-232C
Toshiba
l

Toshiba VP Systems
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provides

two interface

Laptop Interface cable
Part Number 5 I o-0326-00
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cables for the VP 100:

I

Model 1410.

Terminal

Model 950.

T1600, and Zenith SupersPort

2286.

i

_.>

INSTALLAT:ON

l
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Terminal Interface cable
Part number 5 1O-0327-001
:: :p,de: ,, sther

yJTsminal 2p!--<

__
..-

25 pin

DCE

device

Both cables are forked; the single end connects to the laptop for the Laptop interface cable. or
to a terminal for the Terminal interface cable. The 9-pin forked end connects to Term I of the
VP 100. The 25pin forked end connects to a modem or other DCE device. .+

There are t\vo connectors
l

TERM

l

TERM2

1

Terminal
RS-232C

for communicating

with the VP 100:

Access.
Integration.

- _
The following table and figure show the complete RS-232C cable pinouts for connecting
terminals, laptop PCs or external modems to the VP 100. It is recommended
that the length of
the RS-232C cable between the VP 100 and the other device be no greater than 50 feet_

Table 4-2

RS-232C

DB-9 Fin Number

-.

.

Pinouts for a 9 Pin Connector

Signal

Name

Signal

_)

Function

1

DCD

Data Carrier Detect

2

RXD

Receive

3

TXD

Transmit

4

DTR

Data Terminal

5

GND

Signal Ground

DSR

Data Set Ready

7

RTS

Request To Send

8

CTS

Clear To Send

9

RI

Ring Indicator

6

.

Data

Toshiba VP Systems

Data
Ready

(not used 1
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-\

Terminal (DB-25)
(DTE Pinouts)

,-

Terminal (DB-9)
(DTE Pinouts)

lDCD*
2 RXD
3 TXD4DTR

.

5 GND
6 DSR
7 RTS
a CTS
9 not used
PC Laptop (DB-9)
(DTE Pinouts)

RXD2

VP 100 (DB-9)
(DTE Pinouts)

4

b

2RXD

.
.

External Model (DB-25)
(DCE Pinouts)

._
=.

DCD 8

b

RXD 3
TXD2

b
4

,2 RXD
3 TXD

DTR20

4

4 DTR

RTS4
CTS 5

DCD

b

6DSR
7 RTS

+

8CTS

*

9 not used

4

RI 22

Figure
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5 GND

GND 7
DSR 6
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COMMUNICATIONS

The VP 100 is designed to automatically
detect the baud rate of the terrriinal. As described in
SYSTEM STARTUP within the previous section of this chapter, the VP 100 looks for an -1
character during the automatic baud rate detect phase of the system startup process.
Once the VP 100 correctly determines and adjusts to the baud rate of the terminal, it continues to
communicate at that baud rate until the Baud command is used to tell it to chang’e’to another baud
rate, or until the RS-232C cable is disconnected
from the Term 1 connector of the VP 100.
If the RS-232C cable is removed and re-insert, from the Term 1 connector of the VP 100.
communications
with the VP 100 must be re-established.
To do this, hold down the 11
on the terminal until the VP 100 system header message is displayed. (On some terminals,
the (1
key is labelled FReturn] _)

key

- _
-SYSTF.M
DAY

MMiDD HHMM:SS
: -_-:<

.7.

SO?TlWARE

RELEASE A-XXX
s/N:ooaMoo
I992 ,. ID XXX0l
: . .. j_
_

(MODEM&iBLEDj.LisTLOGON:
--@PASSWORD:
,-:I.

(MM/DDIyytPBX: .-

.-

’:

-i___
._,.
.._. .-_~<?.I.‘c ::
:a:.:..>zt

_; ,. I
i _:

The VP 100 system software indicates it is ready to receive commands or other input by displaying
a prompt character. The actual prompt character that is displayed indicates whether the system is at.
the operating system level or within the INSTALL or UPDATE programs. The prompt characters
are as follows:
Prompt

System

Level

@

Operating

System

Ready to accept commands.

INSTALL

program

Waiting

for input

UPDATE

program

Waiting

for input

Action

.

n Using the Internal

Mod&n

The VP 100 is provided with an internal 300/1200 baud modem. You may communicate
with
the VP 100 through the internal modem by using a 103A or 2 12A compatible modem-equipped
terminal. It can be accessed through any of the line ports on the VP 100.

To connect

to the internal

modem:

1.

Switch the modem-equipped

2.

Call the VP 100.

3.

When the company

4.

Enter the modem connect command. As an example. if a Hayes-compatible
being used, this can be done by entering .\TD on the terminal.

5.

Hang up the receiver

greeting

terminal

to 300 or 1200 baud.

plays, press m H H B on the telephone.
modem

is

on the telephone.

Toshiba

VP Systems
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6.

\Yait for the VP 100 to detect carrier from the modem
rn=ssaoe.
c
L

7.

Prsss

8.

T>-ps the password

[xi

header

on the terminal

to get the PASSWORD prompt,
.
and press .[Enter
to reach the @ prompt.

_r

--

and to display the system

To pro\-ide increased
enter:

security

for the VP 100, disable

the internal

modem. At the @ prompt.
.*-

MOD DISABLE

This bIocks access to the VP 100. Once the modem is.disabled. if
logon is attempted by pressing @ q q m. the caller receives the error
message “That command is not allowed.”

To re-enable

modem.

the internal

MOD ENABLE

at the @ prompt, enter:

This restores

access to the VP 100 via the internal

modem.

- _

_

Although the internal modem may be accessed through any of the line ports on the VP 100,
only one caller may use the modem at any given time. If the internal modem is already in use or
if a terminal is connected without the @ prompt displayed (e.g. in UPDATE or during a
backup procedure), and logon is attempted by pressing H 0 q H, the caller receives the error
“That mailbox does not e,xist.”
message:

._

Remote Connection

to the Internal

Modem Using the CAT Program

The following describes how to establish a remote connection with the internal modem of the
VP 100 using the VP CAT program and the built in (or external) PC modem. A modem
connection is necessary to perform any remote backup.
Prerequisites

EiT

All Toshiba-supplied
software must be properly installed on the PC
being used (VP CAT, VP 100 software, and VP 100 Prompts). Refer
to CONFIGURATION
APPLICATIONS
TERMINAL in this manual.

It is assumed the CAT has been used successfully to backup a VP 100 system over a
local (cabled) connection using COM PORT #l (or serial port A) and that the hardware
and software are operating correctly.

Hardware
Requirements

The modem used with the PC must be Hayes compatible (Bell
standard type 212 or 103) and operate at 1200 and/or 300 baud. The
PC can have an internal or built-in modem. however an external
modem (with appropriate cable) can be used. The modem phone line
may be a single line extension from a PBX or a dedicated loop start
telephone line supplied by the local phone company. Final&. a
standard 2500 touchtone telephone set and associated line cords may
also be required.

Internal

Internal modems built into PCs must be configured using the setup
program and procedures provided with the computer. Refer to
CONFIGURATION
APPLICATIONS
TERMINAL in this manual.

Modem

.
Toshiba VP Systems
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When using an external modem. attach a cable between CO5f PORT
#I (or serial port A) and the modem (Refer to the modem ouysrs
manual for specific information about any jumper and/or sw;!r:h
settings.) Start the CAT program as chan?G the baud rate to 1100
baud. Refer to the CONFIGURATION
APPLICATIONS
TERMINAL,
Changing the Baud Rate. for further instruction.
,

Phone Line
Connection

Attach one end of a line cord to the connector labeled LINE cn the
modem and the other end to the telephone Iine RJll block. .%rach the
2500 set to the modem connector labeled PHONEyLift
the receiver
and verify dial tone is present. If the phone line is a PBX extension.
note the access number for an outside line (e.g. dial qfollow-d by
the phone number).

CAT Start Up
Procedures

The following procedures explain how to start the CAT program
when using a modem on COM PORT #2.
1.

Turn ON the PC and allow the CAT program
automatically.

2.

Select NO SYSTEM

3.

Exit the program:
displayed.

4.

Restart

from the select system menu.

IA’tl

the CAT program

For Toshiba
For Zenith

to start

T1600 type:
SupersPort:

For all other PC’s type:

E. The DOS prompt C:\VMXCXT>

is

as follows:
CAT/COM2/T1600

[I

CAT/COM2/Z286

[Enter

CATKOM2

I/

The switch “KOM2” instructs the CAT program to communicate
with the device attached to COM port #2. The default (with no switch
specified) is to communicate
with COM port #I.
Testing

the Modem

With the CAT program started. select (or add) the desired VP 100
system using the Select System screen. Make sure the communication
speed is 1200 baud (observe the status line at the bottom of the CAT
screen). The following steps explain how to change the baud mte of
the CAT program before you are connected to the VP 100.
1.

Type

(Ajtl T to pop-up

2.

Choose baud rate, then select 1200.
Once in the terminal
enabled.

3.

Type: ATZ

the terminal

emulation

menu.

mode, modem communication

is

r=j.
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The modem shouId respond
options described above.

Establishing
a
Remote
Connection

-7

.-

with “OK.” If not. recheck

the rerup

There are two-methods of dialing a phone’number using a Ha)-es
compatible modem and connecting with a remote VP 100 syrrem:
automatic dial and manual dial.

Automatic

.‘-

Dial Method

There is an industry standard set of commands for controlling
and
communicating
with a Hayes compatible modem. The follou-ing is a
subset of these commands intended to quickly establish a remote
connection with a VP 100. The instructions below assume the VP 100
js in the primary answer mode and will automatically
answer an
incoming phone call placed to a predetermined
number. For
secondary answering, refer to the manual dialing method.
1.

Type AT (1

The modem must respond

2.

Type AT2

3.

Type ATDTxxxyyyyyyy,,,,###5
followed by (1
.-where
xxx is the area code and yyyyyyy the phone number of the VP
100. The comma (.) introduces a delay to allow the network time
to connect and the VP 100 to answer before the “###5” tones are
issued.

(1

with -‘OK.”

The modem must respond with “OK.”
This command resets the modem to
default factory settings.

,
1

If the phone line is a PBX extension, the prefix code must be
entered for an outside line (e.g. 9) before the area code and phone
number of the VP 100. Comma (,) characters might need to be
inserted or deleted to allow the proper time period to connect
width the internal modem of the VP 100. Each comma (.)
represents a delay of two seconds.

.

4.

The call was successful if the word CONNECT appears and the
VP 100 system header is displayed on Ihe screen. Logon to the
VP 100 at maintenance
level and proceed with a remote
configuration
changes or backup (m
B), as described in
PROCEDURES
in this manual.

Manual

Dialing

Method

If the aut0mati.c dialing method is unsuccessful.
not setup for primary answer, use the following

Toshiba VP Systems
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or when a VP 100
method.

is

1.

Type AT I=)

The modem must respond

2.

Type ATZ m

The modem must respond with “OK.”
This command resets the modern to
default factory settings,

with -‘OK.”

.I

1

- _

3.

Type ATX -1

The modem must respond w+rf: .-OK.”
This command instructs the ni&sm to
ignore dial tone detection.
.

4.

Type ATD

Do not press [Enter

5.

Dial

When the VP 100 answers:

6.

Press 0

7.

Press (1,

8.

Logon to the VP 100

remote VP 100

qq q
hang up

- yet.

(On the touchtone #tone.) The VP 100
modem tone should be heardThe modem and the VP 100 m&em
should now connect and the VP 100
system header should appear_
(At maintenance
level) Perform a
remote configuration
change or backup

(IAltl B).
_

Terminating
the
Remote Connection

When all activities with the VP 100 have been completed and the @
prompt is displayed, the remote connection may be terminateii
The
default escape sequence for a Hayes compatible modem is three +
signs. Type the following:
_
1. Type +++

2.

Type ATH

Wait approximately
one secoti
The
modem responds with “OK” indicating
the command mode has been entered.
m

Hangs up the modem and terminates the
call. The modem is now ready 13 call
another system.

.

l

Using an External

Modem

The VP 100 may be connected to an external modem in place of a directly connected terminal
to achieve greater speed than 1200 baud. The external modem must bc connected to the VP 100
via a normal RS-232C modem cable with pinouts as shown in Figure 4-4. The cable should be
inserted into the DB-9 jack labelled “TERM 1:’ In addition, the external modem may hJve to
be configured to properly handle the following.

The modem should always be ready to answer a call, and should not depend upon the DTR
signal from the VP 100. Failure to configure the modem in this way can result in the m&em
never auto-ansuering
calls.

The modem should not assert the DCD signal into the VP 100 unless it is actually detezing
carrier from the telephone line (or other DCE device). Failure to configure the modem ia this
way can result in the VP 100 not detecting that a subsequent call has come in through ttc
external modem.

Toshiba VP Systems
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Although some modems have external switches to configure these options, most recently
manufactured
modems use “software sw?tches“ that can be changed by connecting
a tsrrninal
into the modem through an RS-232C cable and [hen sending commands directly to the modem.
Consult the user’s guide provided with the modem to determine thsmeans by which it may be
.
configured.

Once the external modem is connected properly, use it to communicare with the VP 100 in the
same way as if a directly-connected
terminal is connected, except that the baHd rate may not be
changed.
w

Ai external
modem.

.

._._

.-=
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modem normally

is not required,

since the VP 100 contains

an internal

\
:’
_
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n Mounting

the VP 100

_

.

The L-P 100 is designed to be wall mounted. This optimizes air flow around and through
system, as well as making best use of floor and wall space in the switch room.
.*Ez

the

For proper ventilation and to allow the plastic cover to swing open upwards, the \P 100
requires 14” horizontally and 32” vertically of wall space. The 32” vertical measurement
shows enough space for the metal case to hang down when it is opened for system
maintenance.
The total spacing also allows for 6” on all four sides of the system u-hen
the plastic cover is closed.

- _
Use the template (enclosed with each unit) to transfer screw spacings to the wall. Four screws
(or molly-bolts)
are required to actually mount the VP 100 on the wall. These are not provided
with the VP 100 as shipped.

To mount the VP 100, follow these steps:
1.

Locate the mounting template supplied
and mark all four screti locations.

3
-.

Remove the template and partially
supplied).

3.

Remove

1.

Screw in the two lower mounting

5.

Tighten

with the VP 100. Position

the template
*

screw in the top two screws or molly-bolts

the plastic cover and hang the VP 100 from the top two mounting

all four mounting

on the wall

(not

screws.

screws.

screws.

.
The following

i!lustration

indicatks

the mounting

locations

on the VP 100.
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Alarm LED
Card Reset
LEDs
Power LED
______----------\$?J
0
0
0
\____________-----Channel
Status LEDs

0)

01

03

05

07

0

(32

04

06

08

0

..

Locations

Figure 4-4
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n System Startup

1

During the entire VP 100physical installation process. it is highly rscommended
that you
observe the messages displayed by, the VP 100 during its startup process. To do this. use the
CAT and log your session so it may be printed out later. or use an ASCII terminal equipped
Lvith hardcopy printout.

.c
.,-

.

The previous section within this chapter, TERMINAL COMMUNICATION&
describes how to
connect an ASCII terminal to the VP 100. The rest of this section describes the manner in
which the VP 100 starts up after input power is applied. Be sure to read and understand these
two sections before powering up the system.

As a safety precaution, always make sure that the cover of the metal case is securely closed
before powering up the system. The input power cable can then be safely plugged into the
dedicated power source and the input power switch turned ON.

- _

After input power is applied, the VP 100 undergoes
software becomes fully operational:

-z
>

0

Automatic

baud rate detect.

.

Diagnostic

tests.

0

System

software boot.

.

System

initialization.

Automatic Baud
Rate Detect

phases before the system

.

Each of these phases are described
the full startup process.

.

the following

in detail in the next few pages followed

by an example

of

The VP 100 can communicate
with terminals at a variety of baud
rates. Ruring the automatic baud rate detect phase, it automatically
determines the terminal baud rate by looking at each of the available
baud rates for an [
character. If the VP 100 does not detect an
-1
character at any of the available baud rates, no messages are
displayed during the entire startup process.
..
The VP 100 starts performing automatic baud rate detect within a few
seconds after input power is applied. During the automatic baud rate
detect phase, the red alarm LED flashes ON and OFF at a slow rate.
This phase lasts for approximately
16 seconds; then the red alarm
LED is steady ON. (The alarm LED is visible in the upper right
comer of the window in the plastic cover.)

If the VP 100 detects an [F)
character during this time. it
adjusts to the terminal baud rate, and proceeds to the diagnostic
phase. A startup message is displayed on the terminal.

tests

3
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If the VP 100 detects no (F(
characters during this phse.
messages are not displayed during the entire startup process:

To get- t.he VP 100 to automatically

_
adjust to the terminal

)

baud rate :

1.

Connect the RS-232C cable between your terminal and the \‘P
100. Be sure to insert the cable into the DB-9 jack labelled
“TERM 1.”

2.

Set the terminal baud rate to one of the following baud rates:
300,600,1200,2400,4800,9600,
19200, or 38400.

3.

Turn ON power to the VP 100.

4.

Press the terminal F]
key repeatedly at a fast rate until the
VP 100 startup message is displayed. To be sure that the VP 100
does not miss detecting the (Enter] characters, it is
recommended
that the r-1
key is pressed at a rate of. at
least, three times per second.

- _

*If the VP 100 does not seem to be detecting
do the following:

0

Verify terminal

0

Check that the terminal

.

Check the terminal setup.
section in this chapter.
.

the )I

characters,

cable wiring (Figure 4-4).

cable is securely

/

plugged

Refer to the Terminal

in at both ends.

Installation

If everything appears to be setup properly and the startup message
does not appear, turn the VP 100 OFF for several seconds and then
back ON. Within a few seconds. the red alarm LED should fl-sh to
indicate that the VP 100 is in the automatic’ baud rate detect phase. If
the red alarm LED does not flash but stays on solid, or does not go on
at all, the problem is with the VP 100. In this case, either the power
supply or the Main Board must be replaced. First replace the power
supply. If the problem persists, replace the Main Board.

Diagnostic

Tests

After the automatic baud rate detect phase ends, the VP 100 kgins
performing extensive diagnostic tests to verify that the hard\\ are is
working properly. These tests are designed to detect problemr with
the processor, the system memory, the hard disk, and all of the related
support circuitry located on the Main Board.

The diagnostic

Toshiba VP Systems
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a startup mczczge:
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(MWDDIYY)

TESTING HARDW.‘&E...

.
If no err&s are derssted during the diagnostic test phase. the VP 100
displays the following message and then proceeds immediartly
to the
system software bcoot phase:
l

TEST COMPLETE

If errors are detected, the VP 100 attempts to determine the Fobable
cause of the error as being either the Main Board, the hard d&k, or the
power supply. The VP 100 displays an error message and then resets
itself, at which point the startup process begins all over again_ Refer
to the MAINTENANCE
chapter in this manual for complete
procedures for replacing components
in the VP 100.

The error messages

Table 4-3

‘\

and the required

actions are listed as follows.

BOOT ROM Diagnostic

Error Message

Error Message

.)

ERROR

1.

PROBABLEC_%USE:

Required
MAIN BOARD

Action

Replace the Main Baud_

ERROR 2.

PROBABLE C=\l_kSE: HARD DISK

Replaced the Hard Disk_

ERROR 3.

PROBABLEC?.CSE:

Restore System S&Aware
or restart the prcxedure
that was aborted.

DISKDATA

.
*** POWER FAIL ***

Ignore if power w= mmed
OFF. Otherwise.
eplace
the power supply.
..

System
Boot

Software

During the system software boot phase. the VP 100 loads the
operating system software from the hard disk and then passe- ControI
to the system software. The VP 100 begins this phase by di+aying
the following message:

BOOTLNG FROM I-L%RDDISK

If no errors are detected during the system software boot phaZ1=. the
VP 100 will have successfully booted itself, and will pass cor.rrol to
the system software. Lvhich displays the following system heck:

Toshtba VP Systems
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE

RELEASE X.X.X.X

DAY MMJDD HH:M&f:SS YYYY

(MMJDDNY)

NAME ID:XXXXXX

:r\

7

S/N:X.XXXXX

PBX:XX

(MODEM ENABLED) LAST LOGON: MM/DD_ HH:MM
8..

:,$.:.‘/
,

*

If errors are detected, the VP 100 attempts to demmine
the probable
cause of the error as being either the Main Board, the hard disk, or the
power supply. The VP 100 displays an error message and then resets,
at which point it begins the startup process all over again

The error messages and the required
displayed from within the diagnostic

System

Initialization

actions are the same as those
test phase, as shown above.

Once the system software takes control of the VP 100, initialization
begins. This includes making sure that the hard disk is ready for full
system operation, reading in all of the system configuration
tables,
verifying that all of the mailboxes and messages are consistent with
each other, and initializing the line ports.

During the system initialization,
’ follows:

the VP 100 displays

messees

as

PREPARING DISK TO READ DATA
DISK READY
RUNNING DISK RECBUILD...DONE
INITIALIZING PORTS... DONE

.

After system initialization
has completed, the VP 100 can begin
accepting commands from the terminal. After the database is
configured, the VP 100 can begin answering calls.

r

._
.

.

_

s

If the VP 100 is unable to complete its initialization
due to an
unrecoverable
error, it displays the following error message:

FATAL ERROR DETECTED, SYSTEM INITIAL.IZATION SUSPENDED!

At this point, list the Hardware Error Table to determine the cause of
the fatal error. Refer to MAINTENANCE,
Hardware Errors in this
manual.

tW
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There may be a considerable
delay while the VP 100 ir running
the DISK REBUILD program, which has the task of Lerifying
the consistency of the mailboxes and messages, and also while
it is initializing the line ports.

,
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Process,

The following provides an example of the full startup process. When the process
enter your password and then begin typing commands into the VP IQO.
.

Table 4-4

Full Startup Process

Messages

Description

is cbmplete,

displayed

by the VP lOO,-

Alarm LED turns ON

Turn ON input power
Auot-baud-rate

detect begins

Press IEnter

repeatedly

I

Ah-m LED flashes

Alarm LED stays on

system detects baud rate

..‘.

Diagnostic tests begin:
A startup message is displayed:

_

If OK, message is displayed:
s

System software boot begins:
If OK, alarm relay closes, and
system software takes over.

Alar-m LED turns off

System header is displayed:

--- SYSTECMSOFlWARERELEASEA_XX_X @lM/DDlYY) --DAYMMiDD HHMMSS YYYY NAME IDXXXX S/NXXXX PBXXi
@tODEMENE.ULED)

System prompt displayed, but the
system has some more
initialization to do:
System inititialization
._._

.-=

Press I]

Type password, press j7GG-l:

HH&fM

@PREPARINGDISK TO READ DATA
DISKREADY
RUNNINGDISKRELWILD...DONE

.

Il’iiG

done:

:

LASLOGON:MWDD

I
I

PORTS.. . DONE

PASSWORD:

..

@
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System parameters and customer-provided
information are entered into-system memory u-in: a
-tuo-part configuration
program. The INSTALL program is used to enter information
for rev,
installations.
The UPDATE program is used for verification
and to change the configumd~u
database.

.-

This section is an overview of the configuration
in the Configururion manual.
Using INSTALL

Using INSTALL

installation.

to Configure

Detailed

directions

for all the steps are

the Database

After the operating system has been loaded and the system initialization
has completed, the VP 100 is ready for you to enter the password_ Refer to
MAINTENANCE,
Miscellaneous
Commands in this manual, on how to
set passwords and the various password levels. After a valid pwword
is
entered, begin the INSTALL program. At the @ prompt type:

When prompted by the colon, enter data as described
- INSTALL,
to define the database.

in the Coqkpration

manual

To back up the data, refer to the PROCEDURES
Using UPDATE

Entering

UPDATE

to Verify and Modify

chapter in this nauual.

the Database

After the system configuration
is complete, the terminal again displays the
@ prompt. To get a printout of the database, enter the UPDATE program.
At the @ prompt type:
.

uP(l
The terminal

displays

the dot (_) prompt.

At the dot, type:

L ALL
Check the printout with the configuration
forms and verify that the data is
correct. If correct, to exit from the program, type:
E
If any of the data is incorrect, follow the instructions
in the Conjig~~nrrion
When any changes are made in the configuration
manual - UPDATE.
database. it is advisable to save the information to the hard disk oi the
CAT.

../. .
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The UPDATE program is used to LIST, MODIFY, ADD, or DELETE
information.
The system expects a verb-noun-modifier
combinarJn
as a
command string.
_
The action Lvord to be used. It can be LIST, ADD. DELETE.
or MODIFY-. Type in the entire word or type in from one to
three characters.

Verb

Noun

The name of the configuration
table to be+ised. T\yz in from
one to six characters, depending upon the table name.

Modifier

An element

within a table. It is usually

Occasionally
a command may allow an extension
extension is usually one or two characters long.

- _

one character.
after the modifier;

this

Examples of the commands are.provided in the Configuration manual UPDATE. Press (1
after typing each command string. TlG key
may be labeled IReturn on some terminals.

-.

.

._

_

._
..

.
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THE PHONE SYSTEM WITH THE VP 100

CONNECTING

4.8

After completing

_-

the software installation

procedures,
.

.-

connect

the VP 160 to the PBX.

Verifying..the
Equipment

Be sure the appropriate number of RJI 1 jacks are installed. Make sure
enough modular line cords of sufficient length are available to make the
connections. One line cord for each VP 100 port is required.

Making the
Connections

Plug the RJl 1 jacks into the port openings at the bottom of-the VP 100.
Refer to Figure 4-5 for the location. A black plastic cable holder is located
on the left bottom of the cabinet. The line cords and power cord can be
secured by the cable holder.

- _

Fuse Holder
\
Power Switch

_.

Port
Numbers
1

_

IEC Connector,

I

I

._=.

\\

1

I

Term 1

I
Term 2

\

\
AUX
Connector

Figure 4-5 VP 100 Bottom View of Metal Case

Toshiba VP Systems

Wease

6.1

December,

1992
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VP 100 TESTING

4.9

Tbe VP 100 should always be checked for proper operation after the configuration
databacs is
installed 0-r changes are made. In addition td the system test, other tests should be made beiore the
L-P 100 is connected. These tests are described in this section. The tests require the follou_ing
equipment:

__
.-

d“

Table 4-5
Description

Quantity

e

1.

3

25~type

1

Terminal directly connected to VP 100 TERM 1, via RS-232C

1

Hard copy of the Configuration

2

Extensions for testing, connected to RJl 1 jacks (in addition to VP 100
extensions).

(single line touchtone) telephones.

,_

database.

PRE-VP

100 OPERATIONAL

on each PBX extension

A.

Connect a 2500-type
to a VP 100 port.

B.

Go off-hook.

Is dial tone present?

YES

#

c ontmue f or a

NO

)

Determine

EXTENSION

NUMBER

single line telephone

ii ex t ensions

associated

with the VP 100.

to the first PBX extension

RJl 1 jack

connecting

and go to Step 2.

the cause and correct the problem

before continuing.
..

CHECK

Verify that the PBX extension

the

TEST

_
’
-.

cable.

These tests assume no other calls are being made into the VP 100. If calls are received,
port status becomes confused and invalidates the test results.

Verify that dial tone is present

.

. Testikg Equipment

numbers
database

match the VP 100 PORTS Table.

A.

Refer to the configuration

listing, and specifically

to the PORTS Table.

B.

Connect

the telephone

labeled

B to the RJ 11 jack connected

c.

Connect

the telephone

labeled

A to a test telephone

D.

From telephone

A, dial the extension

E.

Does telephone

B ring?

to Port 1.

RJl 1 jack.

number associated

with telephone

Toshiba VP Systems

B.

Release 6.1
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YES

ti

NO
3.

I

Manual

*

Answer the call, verify the circuit quality, and move Telephone B to the nest
VP 100 RJ 1 1. Continue the procedure until all extensions are tested. then go
to Step 3.
Determine

PBX FUNCTIONAL

the cause and correct the problem

befoie continuing.

TEST

Verify that each VP 100 port extension can initiate a transfer by doing i bookstitch
flash
and a transfer code or just a bookswitch flash, before dialing an extension number. Also,
verify that you can reconnect to the caller when the extension called is not answered or
busy.

- z

_.

-

.

-.

._

_

A.

Connect

telephone

B to the RJI 1 jack associated

B.

Connect

telephone

Cto a test RJI 1 jack.

C.

From telephone

D.

Answer

E.

Does the PBX provide stutter or solid dial tone after the hookswitch

a bookswitch

YES

#

If either tone is present,
c.
.

NO

+

S top and correct the problem

dial the extension

number

flash?

associated

After several ringbacks have occurred, perform a hookswitch
required, to reconnect to telephone A.

H.

Did telephone

Did you get reconnected

number associated

flash and reconnect

to telephone

YES

t

’ B to the next VP 100 port extension
C onnect telephone
extensions for each port has been tested.

NO

#

Determine

the cause and correct the problem

The extension number connected to telephone
those configured in the USER Table.
TO THE INTERCEPT

EXTENSION

and continue

can transfer

.a.

Connect

B to the RJ 1 1 jack associated

B.

From telephone

Decerlmer.

1992

telephone

number

until the

with step A and

C should start with the same first digit as

a call to the intercept

A, call the extension

code, if

before continuing.
..

(ATTENDANT)

Verify each extension

lvith

A which was on hold?

Make telephone C busy by taking it off-hook. Then repeat the test starting
calling a busy extension instead of the ring no ans\ver extension.

CALLS

with telephone

before continuing.

code, if any; then dial the extension

C stop ringing?

B.

flash.

G.

Ez

Ree?zze 6.1

B and perform

with teIephone

Dial the transfer initiate
telephone C.

I.

Toshiba VP Systerrs

telephone

number associated

F.

._

4.

A, call the extension

with port 1 of the VP 100.

extension

(attendant).

with port 1 of the VP 100.

associated

with telephone

B.

:I
_
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C.

Answer telephone B and .psrform a hooksu-irch flash and dial the transfer code. ii required,
then dial q(or the attendant’s extension number), then hang-up telephone B.

D.

Did telephone

A get connected

YES

)

Continue

NO

#

Determine

e

to the Operator?
.
test f& all extensions. then proceed
the cause and correct the problem

with Step 5.
before continuing.

Some PBXs do not allow a blind (unscreened) transfer to the attendant. If this is the
case, do not assign Attribute 15 - TRANSFER TO A RINGING EXTENSION
to
the COS for this mailbox.

When all VP 100 port extensions pass these tests. proceed by connecting the modular line cords
from the RJI 1 jacks to the VP 100 ports and test the system for standard operation. Label the
modular line cords with the PBX extension number for easy reference. The VP 100 must
initialize each of the PBX ports. To verify that all the ports are initialized, at the @ prompt,
type PS.

- _

All ports should return IDL.
5.

CALLING

@Z

A RING-NO-ANSWER

EXTENSION

The extension to b& called must have a valid first digit (a mailbox with this first digit
must already exist in the USER Table) or be entered in the USER Table as a mailbox
(mailbox number same as the extension number and a COS).

Verify that the VP 100 properly

handles

A.

From telephone

B.

Did the VP 100 answer with the correct company
greeting)?
.
Continue.
YES
e

.

NO

r)

A, call the extension

a ring-no-answer

Determine

C.

Enter the extension

D.

Did the VP 100 respond
Mode example).

E.

I)

Continue.

NO

e

Determine

with port 1.
greeting

the cause and correct the problem

number

YES

associated

(RNA) call:

for telephone

with the prompt:

(a custom greeting

or the generic

before continuing.
..

C.

“73nr& you. Jltst CImoment...”

the cause and correct the problem

(Prima?-

.-\nswer

before continuing.

After a predetermined
interval (defined by the entry in the INFORMATION
Table ior
ringbacks before no answer) does the system reconnect and speak the prompt: “E\-rt,lz~io~
XXX doesn’t mswer. Please leave (I priiwte messqe at the tone, din1 another Exrzmion
number or din1 zero for assisfcmce.”

us

If the mailbos has not been entered
take.a message.

in rhe USER Table, the VP 100 does not c)ifer to

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1
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YES

)

:. ,

Press •l m then hang up.

.:: /
NO
.-

F.

.6.

CALLING

handles

A, call the extension

a call directed

B.

Did the VP 100 answer with the correct company
YES

)

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

C.

Make sure telephone
telephone C.

D.

Did the VP 100 respond
Mode Example).

with port 1.
greeting?

the cause and correct the problem

C is busy by taking it off-hook.

YES

ti

Continue.

NO

#

Determine

with the prompt:

before continuing.

Enter the extension

“Thankyaujust

the cause and correct the problem

qH

YES

I)

Press

a monzent...”

number

(Primary

for

Answer

before continuing_

NO

)

Determine

then hang up.
the cause and correct the problem

Repeat the test for each Vi

F.
7.

associated

to a busy extension:

After a short interval, does the system reconnect and speak the prompt “Extension Xxx is
busy. Please leave a private message at rhe tone, dial another extension number or dial
zero for assisrance”.

.

_

that the VP 100 properly

From telephone

E.

._

_

before continuing.

A BUSY EXTENSION

A.

- _

_

the cause and correct the problem

Repeat the test for each VP .I00 port.

Verify

_.

Determine

*

HUNT GROUP

OPERATION

before continuing.

100 port.
TEST

._
Verify

@?

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

the hunting

sequence

The terminal command PS displays the current status of each VP 100 port. A threecharacter abbreviation denotes the state of each port. Refer to the MAINTENXSCE
chapter for more information
on using the PS command and the meaning of the states.

A.

From the system level @ prompt,

B.

Does the port status show all ports in the IDL (idle) state?
correct the problem before continuing.

Oecember.

1992

type PS.
If not, determine

the cause and

/)
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LG@ Some ports may be in the TST (test) state momentarily
due to on-line diagnostics. If
a port is in the TST state, you should enter PS several times before deciding if the
port is in trouble or if self-test is running. Self-test runs e\rery five minutes 2nd if a
problem is encountered,
it is entered in the Hardware Error Table.

3

“.\;.

Ifother calls are being made into VP 100, all ports may not be idle. If they are not all idle.
check to see if anyone else is calling.
If the terminal

-

From telephone
hunt group.

D.

Does the VP 100 answer properly?
before continuing.

E:

From the terminal,

F.

8.

If no, determine

Port status should show the port in WFD (Wait For Digits) state when an incoming
call is answered.

Did the correct port answer,
YES

#

Continue.

NO

@

Determine

From telephone

H.

Busy out the PBX extension

I.

Continue

TESTING

based upon how the PBX is programmed

the cause and correct the problem

G.

A, press E

q and

hang up after the system

identified

FAIL-SAFE

says “good-bye.”

.

Does the call overflow
operation?

C.

before continuing.

OPERATtON

B.

YES

+

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

e

groups?

the process from Step C until all ports have been busied out.

While all ports are busied out, use telephone
of the hunt group.

.-

for hunting

in Step F above.

A.
L

the cause and correct the problem

enter PS.

All Ports Busy

_

one of the ports shows the modem as MOD.
.*number or access code associated with the 1P 100

A, dial the extension

.

._

remotely,

C.

e

_.

is connected

A to dial the extension

to the correct answering

extension

the cause and correct the problem

number

as determined

or access code

for fail-safe

before continuing.

Some PBXs may not support hunt group overflow, in which case the caller may
experience a ring no-answer condition until a port is available to accept the 41

Remove

the busy condition

from all VP 100 port PBX extensions.

Toshiba VP Systems
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Port Ring-No-Answer

.\

D.

Disconnect

E.

From telephone A, dial the hunt group extension
extensions connected to the VP 100.

F.

Does the call divert to the correct alternate
answer?

G.

all modular line.cords

Reconnect

the modular line cords.

associated

with VP 100 ports.
number

or acc’ess code associat,-f

answer point when the VP 100 does rr.2~
.‘-

.

I-I. From the terminal, type TE C 1. The VP 100 should respond showing
(PORT X FORWARDED)
until all ports have been forwarded.

- _

I.

Type PS to verify all ports are in the FWD (forwarded)

J.

From telephone

K.

Does the call forward to the correct position
(System Parameter 45)?

L.

+

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

each poq forwarded

state.

number

as specified

or access code.
in the call forwarding

string

the cause and correct before continuing.

From the terminal, type TE C 2 to cancel call forwarding.
ALL PORTS INITIALIZED.

M. From telephone
N.

A, dial the hunt group extension

YES

Lvith the

A, dial the hunt group extension

number

The VP 100 should respond with

or access code.

Does the VP 100 answer correctly?
YES

6

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

the cause and correct before continuing.

.

._

_

Type PS at the terminal.

P.

Verify that all ports are in the IDL state and that the cancel forwarding string (S1;-tern
Parameter 46) is correct. If any ports still show FWD, use TE C 2 x, where x is the port
number, to cancel forwarding. If cancel forwarding does not work, determine the zu.rse and
correct before continuing.

.-

3.

R%+xF

TRUNK TO VP 100 OPERATION

VERIFYING
A.

From the terminal

B.

Does the port status show all ports in the IDL state?

C.

Toshiba VP Systems

e

0.

j 1

enter the PS command.

YES

#

Continue.

NO

#

Determine

From telephone
group.

December.

1992

the cause and correct the problem

A, call outside

before continuing.

of the PBX and back in on trunks dedicated

to the hunt
i

INSTALLATIXN
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Does the VP 100 answer properly?
YES

)

Continue.

NO

)

D etermine

the cause and correct the problem

E.

From the terminal,

F.

Does the port that answered

before continuing.

enter the PS command.
show WFD state?
.‘-

- _

.

YES

#

Continue.

NO

#

D etermine

.
the cause and correct the problem

G.

From telephone A, enter the extension number associated
should respond with “Thank you. Just a moment.”

H.

Does telephone

before continuing.
with telephone

C. The 1P 100

C ring?

YES

*

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

the cause and correct the problem

before continuing.

I.

Enter the PS command. Port status should show port 1 in the AIC (Assisted
Call/Automated
Attendant) state.

Incoming

J.

Answer telephone C. Does the VP 100 say “Beep, beep, beep...Connecting”
the incoming trunk to telephone C?

and transfer

YES

#

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

the cause and correct the problem

K.

From the terminal,

enter the PS command

L.

Busy out the port that answered.

before continuing.

and verify the port state is IDL.

M. Repeat the procedure from stkp C for all ports until all ports are busied out. Verif?- calls
can be placed through the VP 100 from each port.
._
‘.

N.

From telephone

A, call out and back in on a trunk dedicated

0.

Does the call overflow

to the hunt group.
c

-

YES

)

Continue.

NO

$

D etermine

m

P.

to the correct destination?

the cause and correct the problem

Some PBXs may not support
be encountered.

Remove

the busy condition

overflow

before continuing.

in which case a ring-no-answer

condition

may

from all VP 100 port extensions.

Q. Repeat steps C through M substitutin, 0 calling a station that answers with calling a station
that does not answer and then repeat by calling

a busy station.

Toshiba VP Systems
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10. VERIFYING

TRUNKS

-\
i
:’

A.

From telephone
100.

B.

Does the VP 100 answer properly?

._

X. call outside

.-

C.

YES

#

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

11. CALLS

TO THE INTERCEPT

EXTENSION

A.

From telephone

B.

Does the VP IO0 answer correctly?

C.

Listen to the complete company
transfer the call to the attendant.

D.

Did you reach the attendant?
)

Continue

NO

I)

Determine

Release

5

associated

greeting.

when the

with‘port 1.

Do nothing

and let the VP 100 time-out

for all ports.
themcause and correct the problem

F.

From telephone A. call out and back in on a trunk dedicated to the hunt group. Uhen
VP 100 answers. let the system time out (do not enter any digits.).

G.

Does the VP 100 transfer
r)

Continue.

NO

)

Determine

by dialing

0 instead of waiting

before continuing.

Repeat the procedure

YES

the call to the intercept

position?

A. call out and back in on a trunk dedicated

B.

Does the VP 100 answer properly?
?

1992

the

before continuing.

WAITING

From telephone

Decemk.

for time-out.

the cause and correct the problem

A.

1

.)

and

E.

YES

VP Systems

A, call the extension

YES

1’. MESSAGE

Toshiba

before contiiuing.

Verify that the VP 100 can transfer a call to the intercept position (attendant)
caller does nothing or dials q.

.

,

l-800 (InWATS) lines can be tested individually,
even if they are bands from other
areas, by using the “plant test” number. Get these from the CO if you do not already
know them.

- _

_

the cause and correct the problem

10 the VP

Repeat the procedure from step A for each trunk until all hunts have been tested. Verify
that each trunk is answered by the VP 100 with the correct greeting.

uzr

_.

the PBX and back in on the first trunk dedicated
_
.

Continue.

to a VP 100 port.

_

1)’
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_

NO

‘I.
\

ti D eternine

the cause and correct the problem

before continuing.

?

C.

Make sure telephcz? C is busy b!- taking it off-hook.
associated with te!:phone C.
.

D.

After a predetermiasd
interval, the VP 100 should reconnect, and at telephone A h-3~
should hear, “E.xte?sion XXX is bus?. Please leave a message at the tone, dial annz.her
extension number. CT dial zero for assistance.”

E.

Leave a test message for telephone

s

F.

- _

.-

G.

\ ‘\

number.

.*-

C.

A message & not delivered to a mailbox unless it is at least 4.5 seconds in length.
The mailbox must be entered in the USER Table for the VP 100 to offer to tie a
message.

The VP 100 should now initiate a message waiting notification
waiting) to the extension associated with telephone C.

e
_.

Enter the extension

call (ASAP message

If all ports equipped are allowed to make outcalls, the call is not attempted a-hen or more of the ports are being used. Also, for message waiting, INFORMATION
Table, Index 21 - MESSAGE WAITING NOTIFICATION,
must be set to -Y”
(Yes).

Does the VP 100 cz+ll.the extension
YES

*

Continue.

NO

*

Determine

associated

with Telephone

C?

+

_

I

,!

.

the cause and correct the problem

before continuing.

H.

Answer telephone C. The VP 100 should respond with: “Extension XXX has X messages.
Ready,” or “Extension Xxx has X messages. Please enter your security code.”

I.

Enter the security

code if asked, and press

J.

Does the message

gund

K.

YES

#

Continue.

NO

#

Determine

qto

listen to the test message.

clear?
*
the cause and correct the problem

Press q to Erase thz message, then press
with “X messages b-ill be erased- ‘I

qto

before continuing.

exit the mailbox.

Does the VP 100 respond

YES

ti

Press z to exit the s>-stem. The VP 100 should respond with “good-b>-e.”

NO

ti

Determine

the cause and correct the problem

before continuing.
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THE INSTALLATION

checklist:is

intended

The “See Chapter” column
information.

AND TELEPHONE

to help~trask the installation

refers to the appropriate

and telephone

CHANGES

changes.

chapter in this manual for further
.*-

l

The “Person Responsible”

column

is for your use to track who is responsible

l

The “Scheduled”

column indicates

l

The “Completed”

column is for the date of final completion

when the item is to be completed.

see

- _

Chapter

Receiving

[NSTALLATIOI

the Equipment

Inspect for Damage
_
._
_Carton

_
_

-Cabinet

_

_ACJDC

Cables Secure

-Printed

Circuit Cards

Reshipping

Procedures

Pre-Installation
_

Environment
-Dust

Free (Y/N)

.

_

..

_
_

INSTALLATION

Away from Large Motors
(YM)

-Cabinet
.-_.
Power

Accessible

-Dedicated

(Y/N)

Fuse or Breaker

-Dedicated
115V 60 hz AC
Receptacle
_

Other Required Equipment
_Modular
_

Line Cord

RJ 1 I Jacks/Equivalent

_CXT

or Other ASCII Terminal

_Screwdriver
_RS-23X

Toshiba VP Systems

Interface Cable
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Person
Responsible

for that item.

Scheduled

for the irem.

-‘;

INSTALLATION

See
Chapter
PBS Preparation
_Sur\-s;

Phone System (Y/N)

_Addirional
2500-type
(as required)

Person
Responsible

Scheduled
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Completed

PREPARISd
THE PHO\-E
SYSTEhf

Extensions

_Insrsll
and label the VP 100 port
esrensions with RJ 11 jacks
_

PBS COS changes for the VP 100
pon sste?sions
_

Forwarding

calls, no call
- __Offsite
restriction
-Remove

call waiting features

-Permitted
reconnect
_Overflow

to transfer, hold,

for RNA/Busy

-Hunt

Group 1

-Hunt

Group 2

-Hunt

Group 3
NSTALLATION

Hardware Installation
_Communicating

with the System

__..__VP 100 Installation
_Contiguration

Install&ion

-Connecting

the PBX to the VP 100
.

..

Proper Tools
-Three

2500-type
telephones

_CAT

or other ASCII Terminal/
Teleprinter

_

Database

-Two

.

NSTALLATION

Testing
_

.

single line

Hardcopy

Test Extensions

Toshiba VP Systems
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December.

1992
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See
Chapter

Description

-1

Pre-VP IO0 Operational

-..

7

Extension Number Check

;

PBX Functional

-1

Ring-No-Answer

-6

Busy Extension

--_7
- _
-8

Hunt Group Operation
Fail-Safe Operation

-9

Trunk to the VP 100 Operation

-10

Verifying Trunks

-11

Intercept Extension (the VP 100:

PBX

Extension

_.

PREPARING
THE PHONE
SYSTEM

-Quantity

to the VP 100

_.._Dedicate

to Hunt Group(s)

-Group

1

-Group

2

_G:oup

3

Station Restriction,

if applicable

-Trunk

to Trunk Capability (Y/N)

-Trunk

Queuing?
_Incoming

(Y/N)
Only

-Two-Way
_Gntral

Office Changes
Group

-Contains
_Circular
_Overflow

the VP 100 Extension
Hunting
(Y/N)-

-Trunks
Dedicated DDC, UCD,
DIL, DEDICATED (Circle one’

Toshiba VP Scwms

Release 6.1
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-

a

Message Waiting

l7

Tnrnks

-Hunt

c.

Test

Call to Intercept/Attendant

_No

Completed

Test

-1

--

Scheduled

:NSTALLATIOf

Pass/Fail
Step

--

Person
Responsible

.

.

_

-5

REPORTS
.

.‘-

Chapter Contents
5.1

5.2

cb

5.3

-.

5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.8

5.9
5.10
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Description

_ Section

t

Listing and Clearing Reports ...............................................................................................................
Listing a Report.. ........................................................................................................................
Listing User Statistics (Selections 3 or 4) ...................................................................................
Clearing A Report.. .....................................................................................................................
System Performance Report.. ...........................................................................................................
Call Summary.. ............................................................................ i ..............................................
Caller’s Initial Action ...................................................................................................................
Subsequent Actions _........: ................................ __.........................................................................
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INTRODUCilON
Reports provide statistics on the operation and usage of the VP I$30 and give system owners the ability to
monitor various operational aspects of the VP 100. Reports may be accessed at any time through the
s\‘stsms administration terminal.
the following

reports are available:

.*-

System Performance

This report provides system-wide call processing and messaging statistics. It .
details the number of calls to busy and not answered extensions, calls to
attendant/intercept
positions, and messages left under various conditions.

Network Traffic

This report shows the details of calls and messages sent to various network
locations. It reports on the total number of messages sent and completed to
network locations. The report features complete monitoring of all network
routes.

Report
- _

User Message
Statistics Report

This report features a detailed list of messaging activity for individual
mailboxes. Each line of the report shows data for a single mailbox.

User Calling
Statistics Report

This report lists the total number of incoming calls, the amount answered, not
answered, busy, and greeting played. It also lists the total number of subsequent
calls, and the number of calls to the attendant and to extensions.

User Status Detail
Report

This report features a detailed list of status information on mailbox access and
the time durations associated with individual mailbox usage.

Mailbox Usage
Summary Report

This report provides information detailing individual mailbox usage. It shows
the amount of time a port was used for each mailbox. measured in two ways:
Logon Time and Access Time.
_

Disk Usabe Report

This report provides the percentage
amount of storage remaining.

Port Statistics

This report contains information

Report

of disk storage currently used, as welI as the

for each port configured

in the system.
..

Refer to the Configuration manual -

Toshiba VP +.tems
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COS, for the COS Profile.

._

- Quick ,- Reference Guide

.

.*.

Command

Additional

List
- _ Report

@LR

Shows reports that can be listed. Individual reports are shown below.
System Parameter 72 determines maximum lines per page for
reports.

Clear Report
_.
_

@CR

Produces a listing of reports that can be cleared. Options are:
1 = System Performance and Port Statistic
2 = Network Traffic
3 = User Message, User Calling and Mailbox Usage
Also clears User Status Detail
I)

System Performance

1

When clearing this report, the Traffic Peg Count Table is set to zero.
The Port Statistics are cleared as well. Information pertains to
INCOMING CALLS, SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS, PROGRESS OF
CALLS, and MAILBOX information.

Network Traffic

2

For co-located and networked systems. Information pertains to
ROUTE STATISTICS, MESSAGE DELIVERY, NETWORK
AC.CESS TOTALS, and FEATURE USE.

3

Includes CURRENT MESSAGES, MESSAGES LEFT AFTER
various conditions. LOGON& and DATE CLEARED.

User Calling Statistics

4

Includes INCOMING CALLS, SUBSEQUENT
ABANDONED, and DATE CLEARED.

Disk Usage

5

Provides statistics about the amount of voice message storage
currently used on the system. Beginning with Rel. 6.0, this statistic
includes the Total Purchased Minutes.

Port Statistics

6

Information pertains to INDIVIDUAL, GROUP, and ALL PORT
STATISTICS. This report is cleared when the System Performance
report is cleared.

Mailbox

7

Shows mailbox usage time. Usage includes logon time and
time.

INDIVIDUAL

..

information

REPORTS

.

User Message
._._

Reports

Statistics

.-_

Usage

Toshiba VP Systems

CALLS, C.xLS
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xcess

:+smb%r.

,902

Quick Reference Guide
__
.-

.*-Command
8

User Status Detail

.

Additiontil

Information

Shows status information on mailbox access and time duraiions
associated with individual maiIbox usage.

.

c

._
.

.

_

c
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LISTING AND CLEARING

REPORTS

/?

The VP 100 offers reports that provide

both system-wide

and mailbox

statistics.

_

Information
is collected and stored in various internal tables. The information accumulates until the
report is cleared. Reports can be listed Gthout affecting the accumulated data. Once the command
to clear a report is entered. the values are reset to zero and resume accumulating.
Most reports show only the date they are run.. At the top of reports 1, 2 and 6 ari’t\vo dates. The
“from” date and time indicates when the table was last cleared. The “to” date and time indicates
when the report was last printed. It is recommended
reports be listed and cleared on a regular basis.
If the tables are not cleared frequently, some fields may exceed the maximum.
The reports can
display individual values up to 65535. The field shows *** if the value exceeds the maximum.
- _

n

Listing a Report
Reports

are listed by typing at the @ prompt.

LIST REPORT,

or L R

1. SYSTEhj PERFORMANCE.

2. NETWORK

TRAFFIC.

3.

USER MESSAGE STATISTICS.

4.

USER CALLING STATIiTICS.

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS DETAIL.

USAGE.

-

-

.-

.
SELECT REPORT TO BE LISTED. (1 - 8, J34FTY LINE =EXIT)

..
Select the number of the report you wish to list. The prompts displayed after selecting
specific report (i.e., 1 thru 8) vary slightly as shown in the following sections.

n

Listing User Statistics

(Selections

Once a User Statistics,
VP 100 prompts:

Usage, or User Status Detail report has been selected,

Mailbox

3 or 4)
the

-.

:_
ENTER DIGIT PAl-IERN

a

(“?” FOR HELP):

CHECKING USER MAILBOXES...DONE.
READY PRINTER, THEiN PRESS RETURN...

Toshiba

VP Systems
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If ? is entered

for help. the VP 100 displays:

Enteroneof the following to selrcr one or more mailboxes:
“ALL”

-

ALL MAILBOXES.

1-8 DIGITS

-

OSLY MAILBOXES

EMPTY LINE

-

ABORT WITHOUT

If ALL is entered,

all mailboxes

*
BEGINNISG

WITH THIS DIGIT PATTERN.

in the USER Table are printed.

If 1-8 digits are entered. the list displays the mailboxes beginning with the digit(s)
this example the first digit is 5 and mailboxes are three digits long:

Entered

- _

blailboxes

Digits

,

ACTION.

Dis

entered.

la ed

5

All mailboxes

beginning

with 5

56

All mailboxes

beginning

with 5’6

567

Only mailbox

567

User Statistics, Mailbox Usage and User Status Detail reports are sorted by first digit.
example, if mailboxes in the 2000 and 300 series are used. 2000 lists first.

If an invalid

number

is entered,

In

the program

displays

For

the prompt:
i

“NO MATCH ON DIGIT PAlTERN.”

H

Clearing

A Report

.
To clear reports,

at the @ prompt

.
type:

C R (short for CLEAR REPORT)

OCR

After this command

is entered,

1. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

the VP 100 prompts:

(IN TRAFFIC PEGS) AND PORT STATISTICS.

2. NETWORK TRAFFIC.
3. USER MESSAGE, USER CALLING

ANZI MAILBOX

USAGE
:_

SELECT REPORT TO BE CLEARED.( 1 - 3, EMPTY LINE = EiXIT)

u-v..

REPORTS

Select the number of the report you
report are specific to that report.

wish to clear.

\Vhen option 3 cleared:

User Call and Message

.

User Message

Statistics.

.

User Calling

.

Mailbox

.

User Status Detail.

The prompts

Statistics,
.

is chosen,

displayed

after selecting

the following

5-3

a

reports are

Statistics.
.‘--

cz

Usage.

The Disk Usage report cannot be cleared.

It always reflects current information.
z _.

- _

_

.
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PERFORMANCE

1.

SYSTEM

3-.

NETWORKTRAFFIC.

3.

USER MESSAGE

4.

USER CALLING

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS

REPORT

PERFORMANCE.
STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.
l-

USAGE.
DETAIL.

The System Performance report provides system-wide call and message
and message statistics are displayed in the User reports.
b

WARNING

statistics.

4

The System Performance
report is based upon the Traffic Peg
(see MAINTENANCE,
Traffic Peg Count Table).
Clearing
Performance
report clears the Traffic Peg counts and vice versa.
both the System Performance
report and the Traffic Pegs, list
clearing.

An example

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

of a System Performance

December,

1992

individual

report is shown on the next page.

Count Table
the .S>-stem
If you want
both before

call

REPORTS

-

SYSTEM
FROM:
TO:

PERFORMANCE

MM/DD

MM/DD

HH:MM

*
c.

HH:Mhl

REPORT

DIALED

PM

DEFAULTED

YYYY
CALL

PAGE

*

SUMMARY

.

OR DIGITS

764

TO ASSlST.aCE

LEFT A MESSAGE

136
59

AT THE TOhE

0

“#” TO LOG-ON

=*” TO MAKE

A QUICK

955

MESSAGE

CALLER

WAS A NETWORK

CALLER

WAS A DIDiE&M UNIT

12

UNIT

1099
0

OTHER

7

TOTAL CALLS INTO SYSTEM

- _

1 OF 1

“0” FOR ASSISTXINCE

PRESSED

-

ACTIO-N:

EXTENSION

DIALED

NXME)

X\f

INCOMING

C.JiLLER’S.INITlAL

FOR (SYSTEM

5-5

3032

..

SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS:
DIALED EXTENSION OR DIGITS

445

SENT TO ASSISTANCE

3

DIALED “0” FOR ASSISTANCE

117

LEFT A MESSAGE AT THE TONE j

370

PRESSED “#b=
TO LOG-ON

243

“*” TO MAKE A QUICK MESSAGE

4

TRANSFERRED CALL TO NETWORK

111
I

PROGRESS

OF CALLS

TO EXTENSIONS:

ANSWERED

104

BUSY

153

GREETING
VACANT
TOTAL

.

459

RING-NO-ANSWER

PLAYED

784

(NO CALL)

NUMBER

24
1524

TO EXTENSIONS

NUMBER

OF TIMES

NUMBER

OF USER MAILBOXES:

NUMBER

OF PORTS

ALL PORTS

BUSY

1249

USERS LOGGED-ON:

30
4

CONFIGURED:

(SECONDS):

*

0

*

*

MESSAGE SUMMARY

MESSAGES

CREATED:

AFTER

BUSY

AFTER

GREETING

RECEIVED

OR NO-ANSWER

FROM

83

PLAYED

287

NETWORK

976

BY QUICK-ME&GE
BY LOGGED-ON
TOTAL

MESSAGES

MESSAGES

632

CREATED

CURRENTLY

GREETING
NAME

14
USERS

1992

STORED:

MESSAGES

14

MESSAGES

8

USER MESSAGES
TOTAL

MESSAGES

68
STORED

90

DISK USAGE:
AVG.

USER MESSAGE

STORAGE

LENGTH

CURRENTLY

APPROXIMATE

MINUTES

(MINUTES)

USED
OF STORAGE

0.7
37%
150
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Call Summary
The Call Summary portion of the System Performance
actions of callers inro the VP 100: Thecalls include:
.

Callers

.

People calling into mailboxes.

l

Other calls answered

attempting

Information

report shows the stages of calls and

to reach extensions.
.*-

(such as calls from other network

.

locations).

is reported in three stages:

.

Caller’s initial action.

.

Caller’s subsequent

.

Progress

actions.

of calls to extensions.

The following sections describe the activities reported within each of the three stages.
included are the Traffic Peg(s) used as the source for each field.

Also

q Caller’s Initial A&ion
This section displays caller’s initial action upon reaching
Traffic Peg, the peg is indicated in parentheses.

DIALED EXTENSION
OR DIGITS
(Peg 129)

TO

DIALED q FOR
ASSISTANCE
(Peg 127)

Tosh,ba VP Systems

Release 5 1

December.

1992

relates to a

.

Number

.

Number of times callers were sent directly to Next Mailbox
without dialing.

l

With Adaptive
VP 100.

.

Number

.

Number of times callers dialed extensions
the network.

.

DEFAULTED
ASSISTANCE
(Peg 138)

the VP 100. If a category

of times callers dialed a defined fist

Integration,

digit from 1 to 8.

every time a call is forwarded

to the

of times callers dialed an account code.
or digits to call out on

Number of times callers did nothing (e.g. rotary dial) and were
transferred to attendant or intercept position.

Number of times callers pressed
or intercept position.

qand

were transferred

to attendant

-J

REPORTS

Number of times callers left a message as an initial action. This also
includes instances u-here Next Mailbox gives the caller a greeting and
.
takes a message without the caller entering any digits.

LEFT A MESSAGE
AT THE TONE
(Peg 140)
.c
. -.

- _

5-7

.
Numbe; of times callers pressed a to enter a mailbox
successful and unsuccessful logons).

PRESSED 3
TO LOG ON
(Peg 131)

@ TO MAKE A
QUICK MESSAGE
(Peg 133)

Number

CALLER WAS A
NETWORK UNIT
(Peg 135)

Number of times caller identified itself as a Network
the call was from another network location.

OTHER

Miscellaneous

of times cahers pressed H to make a QuGk Message.

category

.

A VP 100 port calIed a CX port (extension
100).

.

Caller dialed invalid

.

Caller disconnected
Interface).

0

CaIler has not taken initial

.

With Adaptive
.
-

That is,

q @.

Caller dialed

.

system.

including:

.

.

(includes

forwarded

to the VP

9

first digit (e.g., a).
(detected

hang-up

events or from DID

action.

Integration:

Direct call into the VP 100 where caller hangs up or dials
IFI El.
Direct internal call into the VP 100 where caller accesses
Quick Greeting Activation.
..

us? Numbers within the Other category may fluctuate as new calls come in and as current
callers make an initial action

TOTAL CALLS
INTO SYSTEM
(Peg 1)

Total calls answered
lw

by the VP 100.

If the System Performance report or Traffic Pegs were last
cleared while calls were in progress, this value may be larger
than peg 1. However, the value printed in the System
Performance report always reflects the correct value.

Toshiba VP Systems
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n Subsequent

Actions

After completing their initial action. (i.e., caller left a message
taken. Subsequent actions are described below.

__
-.

DIALED EXTENSION
OR DIGITS
(Peg 130)

Release 6.1

of times callers dialed a defined first digit from 1 to 8.

.

Number

of times callers went to Next Mailbox.

.

Number
queue.

of times callers dialed an extension

.

Number
position

of times callers were transferred to attendant
after dialing too many invalid extensions.

l

Number of callers that remain on the line for assistance, whether
or not a message was left, with Adaptive Integration, when
System Parameter 77 - PBX PROVIDES MOMENTARY
DISCONNECT
is set to YES.

.

Number

0

Autotransfer

d--

of network

or digit to stay in

to assistance

(includes

Personal

Assistant).

.

Number of times callers pressed qand were transferred
attendant/intercept
position or Personal Assistant.

LEFT A MESSAGE
AT THE TONE
(Peg 141)

.

Number of times callers left message
answer/greeting.

PRESSED 0
TO LOG ON
(Peg 132)

.

PRESSED@10
MAKE A QUICK
MESSAGE
(Peg 134)

l

Number

of times callers pressed

TRANSFERRED
CALL TO NETWORK
(Peg 137)

.

Number

of times callers transferred

1992

or intercept

calls sent to assistance.

DIALED qFOR
ASSISTANCE
(Peg 128)

December,

action is

Number

_

Toshiba VP Systems

another

.

SENT TO
ASSISTANCE
(Peg 139)

- _

at t_he tone),

to

after busy/no

.
Number of times callers pressed qto enter a mailbox
successful and unsuccessful
logons).
..

qto

(includes

make a Quick Message.

out onto the network.

.

5-9
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W Progress

‘\

of Calls to Extensions

Ii the initial or subsequent action taken by the caller requires the VP 100 to place a call,
responses to that call are detailed beloiv. Also included is the number of logon requests‘that
\vere successfully completed.
-

ANSWERED
6%

.

Number

.

With Adaptive Integration.
A RINGING’EXTENSIOS.
is transferred.

RING-NOANSWER

calls placed by the VP 100.

’

.

.

BUSY
(Peg 134)

GREETING PLAYED
(NO CALL)
(Pegs 144, 39, 98,
and 162)

COS Attribute 15 -*TRANSFER
TO
pegs as ANSWERED when the call

Number of calls placed by the VP 100 that were not answered,
including:

(Peg 35)

t

of anslvered

46)

_.
Number of normal calls to a station resulting in ring-no-answer,
including first caller to a .RFO queue extension.
Number of times the VP 100 attempted
get dial tone at the port.

Number

to place a call but did not

of calls placed by the VP 100 to busy extensions, including:
a

l

Number of normal calls to a busy station,
a FIFO queue extension.

including

first caller to

.

Number of PBX integration calls that forward on busy. (This
applies to PBXs that provide information on why the call
forwarded.)

l

Number of times a personal mailbox greeting was played-and no
call *was placed (normal greeting operation).
Also included in
this category are calls to unavailable
extensions, and calls to
stations that forward back to a VP 100 Secondary Answering
mode port and PBX integration calls which forward on the “all
forward” condition.
..
Number of times Scripted Prompt greeting mailbox was called
z~;m&O;
Attribute 6 - CALL FIRST BEFORE PLAYING

l

Number

of times a valid account

.

Number of times callers with FIFO queue position of two or
greater dialed digits to enter or stay in queue, or when maximum
queuing limit was reached. before going to Next Mailbox.
-.

.

Number

of times error gmeting

code was entered.

(Custom

Prompt)

Toshiba VP Systems
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VACANT

NUMBER

Number of PBS intesrarion calls that forward on the Ail Forward
condition, or from PBXs \vhich do not provide information
on
\vhy the call for\varded.

Number of.calls

-_
(.

(fast busy).

placed by the VP 100 to vacant number

(Peg 38)
TOTAL TO
EXTENSIONS
(Peg 46, 34, 35, 38,
39, 98, 144, and 162)

Total calls placed to extensions

NUMBER OF TIMES
Number
USERS LOGGED ON

of times a mailbox

by the VP 100.

u-as successfully

*-

l

lo,o,ocd onto.

(Peg 9)

a

NUMBER OF USER
MAILBOXES

Number

of mailboxes

NUMBER OF PORTS.
CONFIGURED

Number

of ports configured.

ALL PORTS
(SECONDS)

Number
of seconds during which all the VP 100 ports were busy and
.
therefore unavailable.

Message

BUSY
(Peg 24)

Suinmary
created and on what conditions,
_

.-

.
Totals for stored messages
comments attached to it.

I@?

n

include

disk space used for storing

a forwarded

message

and all

Messages are only stored once and addressed to mailboxes as required_ Therefore, User
Statistics for messages do not equal total storage used or remaining for system statistics.
Personal greetings and names are not included for individual mailboxes in the User
Messaging report; they are included in the System Summary report.

A description

Messages

of the Message Summary

fields follows.

Created
-.

Messages may be created by callers responding to prompts or by mailbox owners usin?
IntraMessaging
features. The following summarizes borh types.

Toshiba VP Systems

.,

in the USERS Table.

The Message Summary section details the number of messages
number of messages currently stored, and disk usage.

.

_
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AFTER BUSY OR
NO-ANSWER
(Peg

Number of messages
no answer.

left after call to an extension

received

busy or

14)
_

__
..-

AFTER GREETING
PLAYED (Peg 142)

- _

Number’of

RECEIVED
NETWORK

Number
FROM
(Peg 143)

BY QUICK
MESSAGE

(Peg 2)

me&ages

left after greeting

of valid messages

received

played.

from network.

*-

l

Number

of times a Quick Message

BY LOGGED-ON
USERS

Number

of messages

TOTAL MESSAGES
CREATED

Number

of valid voice messages

was left.

sent from mailboxes.

created.

_.

n Messages

Currently

Stored

hfessages are generally created by callers or by mailbox owners. Recorded names and
greetings created using the Insert/Swap
feature are also considered to be messages.
System
totals for each of these categories are reflected below.

n

GREETING
MESSAGES

Number

NAME

Number of name messages
.

MESSAGES

of greeting

messages

currently

currently

stored in mailboxes.

stored in mailboxes.

USER MESSAGES

Number of messages currently stored. All messages in mailboxes are
counted, except multiple copies. When a message is delivered to
several mailboxes, it is counted only once. ..

TOTAL MESSAGES
STORED

Sum of messages,

greeting,

name, and owner.

Disk Usage
The following provides information
storage currently utilized.

AVG. USER
MESSAGE
LENGTH

about the total disk storage and the percentage

Average length in minutes of the messages
divided by number of messages.)

currently

Toshiba VP Systems

of that

stored.
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STORAGE
CURRENTLY

APPROXIMATE
MINUTES OF
STORAGE

.-

Percentage

of total storage currently

J
Maximum minutes of message storage that would be available
voice mkssages (names, greetings, or messages) were stored.

The exact minutes

Toshiba VP Systems
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December.

1992

used.

USED

of storage may vary due to factors including:
l*-

.

The disk itself.

.

Manufacturer

of the disk.

.

Accumulated

bad sectors on the disk.

if no

REPORTS

I)

NETWORK

5.3

.-

.-.

SYSTEM

,?

REPORT

PERFORMANCE.

NETWORK

-

TRAFFIC.

3.

USER MESSAGE

4.

USER CALLIKG

STATISTICS.

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS

STATISTICS.
4*-

USAGE.
DETAIL.

The Network Traffic report provides traffic information for each location (multi-cabinet
and
remote-location)
configured in the network. All configured locations are listed in the report.
Traffic information
accumulates until the report is cleared. For each location, the report lists:

- _

l

_.

:!

TRAFFIC

5-13

_

Route Choices.

.=

Feature

Use Totals.

.

Message

Delivery.

.

Network

Access Totals.

An example

of a Network Traffic

report is shown on the following

page.

.
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NETWORK TRAFFIC REPORT FOR SYSTEM NAME
FROM: 9MMfDD HHSS AM TO: MM/DD HH:MM Phi YYYY
‘******+***********************************************************~**********
.
TO LOCATION << DPLA >>
ROUTE CHOICE->
1. TODL02
CALLSTRIED

I

ROUTE BUSY

:

213
0

ROUTE FAIL

0

LJNEQUALFAIL

I

0

DATA SUCCESS%

I

100

MSG-MIN DAY

:

105

I

15

MSG-MINNIGHT

l*-

MESSAGE DELIVERY
CALLS
TRIED

CALLS
FAILED

MSGS
RETRY-

95:.:.s

L. 0
:
x..,.:.I
-~~RKAkCEWk+c&s
1 cALLs
m-y,-FABJE’$

-0

SENT
NIGHT

SENT
DAY

‘11.

loi,

DISK
FULL

..
-_.

0.
-.'I -l%A,,RE
USETOTAL&-‘) AUTO’ : QUiCK --LUSER :IMMn>.

:.ALLFRT ALLRTE
BSY7’
FA,,‘JJ,

_ i’-’

LGG0N.i -C$fJ_
Al-TEN ‘- MSG
.:
62
_~, 6
213_<-:;.-. . I_- _; ., 1.1 : -. .+I
..
:. 50.
__ .. ,o
,.
.-..
++***************++**~~-*~~?*~~~**i***********~*~****~***-*~*~************
:,
_..:;.._:.:;,. z_ 5
:;._ -: .:
:.:
_.
i-.
TO LOcATION <&LCORF>>
_:I.,
;‘.-.
,1. WATS5
2.DDD
ROUTE CHOICE->
z.-_
i -~_-.:

CALLSTFUED

-

1

. .. ..-

_ -:-.

:I fj

:
:

?5

ROUTE BUSY ‘.

8

0

ROU-iZFkL

T

0

0

LINEQUALFAIL

:

0

0

DATA SUCCESS%

100

100

MSG-MINDAY

:
:

MSG-MINNIGHT

I

i

.-.
: -.
‘< _
;. .-.-L._: ‘_ .:

11

0

1

0

.I

MESSAGE DELIVERY
CALLS
TRIED

CALLS
FAILED

MSGS
RETRY

SENT
NIGHT

SENT
DAY

14

5

0

2

9

-NETWORK

..

_

ACCESS TOTALS--,

CALLS
TRIED

CALLS
FAILED

31

14

0
-FEATURE

ALLPRT ALLRTE
BSYMA FAlLED
6

DISK
FULL

0

USE TOTALS--

AUTO
A-l-TEN

QUICK
MSG

USER
LOGON

IMMED.
CALL

11

0

0

0

...

n To Location
For each location name. information
For each route choice. the follo\ving

is reported for a maximum
accumulates:

CALLS TRIED

Number

ROUTE BUSY

Encountered

ROUTE FAIL

Failed to access this location.

of calls attempted

of three possible

to this location

route choices.

by this route.

busy trying to reach this location.

Could be due to no route dial tone

REPORTS

LINEQUAL

‘)

FAIL

DATA SUCCESS

Line test failed.

%

Could be due to low signal or high noise level.

The percentage of data commands
indicator of pqtential data failures
returnedto
sender or uncompleted

successfully sent. This value is an
that may result in messages
calls.

MSG-MIN

DAY

Minutes

of messages

sent during the day.

MSG-MIN

NIGHT

Minutes

of messages

sent during the night.

Message
Information

5-15

Delivery
for each location

includes:

CALLS

TRIED

Message

CALLS

FAILED

Message delivery calls that failed to transfer at least one message.
May be due to no answer, more than 314 of the ports busy, or line
quality problems.
A second attempt is made at a later time.

delivery

calls attempted.

MSGS RETRY

Messages in the process of being sent but failed. May be due to the
line being dropped. The VP 100 automatically retries at a later time.
This is an indication of potential line problems.

SENT NIGHT

Messages sent during the night. The night hours are defined by
System Parameter 62 - NET: NIGHT DELIVERY START TIME
and System Parameter 63 - NET: NIGHT DELIVERY END TIME.

SENT DAY

Messages
and 63.

DISK FULL

The disk at this location was full and the message was not delivered.
These messages are sent back to the sender’s mailbox.

.

Network
Summary

sent during all hours not defined by System Parameters

62

Access Totals
of network access for each location:

CALLS

TRIED

Number

of calls attempted

to this location

CALLS

FAILED

Calls tried that were not successful.
Could be due to all ports busy,
route busy, route failure, or line quality problems.

Toshiba VP Systems
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hk-Cal

ALLPRT

BSY/NA

Calls tried but not answered by the VP 100 at this location
ports busy or the system being unavailable.

ALLRTE

FAILED

Calls failed due to route busy. failure, or’line quality.
to advance to.

n Feature

due to all

with no routes

Use Totals

Caller feanue

usage for each location:

AUTO Al-TEN

Calls transferred through the network to an extension
using the automated attendant.

QUICK

Quick Messages

at this location

- _

_.

MSG

left at this location

through the network.

logged onto at this location

through the network.

USER LOGON

Mailbox

IMMED

Immediate call feature used to call an extension
through the network.

CALL

.

Toshiba VP Systems

Relew
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at this location
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USER STATISTIC REPORTS
1.

S>-STE\l

2.

SETWORK

r)

3.

USER )lESS.aGE

*

4.

USER C_lLLI?;G STATISTICS.

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS

, -.

PERFORMAKCE.
STATISTICS.

l

USAGE.
DETAIL.

Two reports give detailed mailbox
0

User Message

.

User Calling

-

TR.\FFIC.

statistics:

Statistics.
Statistics.

-The User Message Statistics report and User CalIing Statistics report each provide a detailed list of
call and messaging activity for individual mailboxes.
Each line within the report displays data for a
single mailbox. User Message statistics contain the number of current messages, total messages,
logon dates and when the statistics were last cleared for each mailbox. User Calling Statistics
contain the number of incoming calls, subsequent calls, abandoned calls, and date statistics were
last cleared for each mailbox.
The two reports share the same tables and increment from the time they are first cleared until the
next time cleared. When either report is cleared, the tables are cleared for both reports, as well as
for the User Status Detail report.

-.

.
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USER MESSAGE

5.5

t

1.

SYSTEM

2.

SETWORK

3.

USER MESSAGE

4.

USER CALLING

5.

DISK USAGE.

PERFORMANCE.

_

-.

-

TRAFFIC.
STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.

6.

PORT STATISTICS

7.

;\f.ULBOX

8.

USER STATUS

The User hlessage
- _

STATISTICS

USAGE.
DETAIL.

Statistics

report lists the following

.

Total number

.

The average seconds.

.

Total seconds.

.

Date of the oldest message.

.

Number

of messages

.

Greeting

ON.

.

Other.

.

Total number

.

Date last logged on.

.

Date the statistics

information:

of messages.

left after busy, not answered.

of times the mailbox

was logged onto.

were last cleared.

.

..

_

._

Headings

read across the page, and ihe mailbox

Example

of a User Messaging

numbers

read down.

report:

* MESSAGING STATISTICS *
MWDD

HHIMM P.M. YYYY
<-CURRENT

MAILBOX

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

TOTAL

PAGE 1
MESSAGES---

AVGSC

>

TOTSC

OLDST

<-MESSAGES
BUSY

NOANS

LEFT AFTER-><-LOGON->
GREET OTHER TOTAL

DATE
LAST

CLEAR
J/27

300

2

19

39

9103

0

3

64

4

60

9121

301

6

71

430

9117

12

29

3

85

183

9117

J/27

304

3

60

180

8/31

9.5

64

128

336

582

9123

J/27

305

0

0

0

-

34

119

5

119

230

9123

J/27

306

0

0

0

-

28

57

0

43

339

9/23

J/27

307

0

0

0

310

1

16

16

311

0

0

0

December.

1992

9123

0

0

0

0

2

9123

1101

18

68

16

118

304

9122

J/27

2

80

0

62

133

9123

J/27

5-19

REPORTS

n

Messaging

Statistics

Pro\ ides statistics about messages-currently
stored in each mailbos. .A150 shows the date data
for each mailbox was last cleared (from a terminal) by using the command CLEAR REPORTS
(choosing option 3 to clear selected.or all mailboxes).
n

Current

Messages

Numbers

are given for:

TOTAL

Total number

AVGSC

Average seconds
total number.

- _

n

Total seconds

OLDST

Date of the oldest message

Messages

currently

per message,

TOTSC

stored

based on the total seconds

and
_.

-.

of current ‘messages stored.

stored.

Left After

Total number

-.

of messages

of messages

left after the caller encountered

any of these conditions:

BUSY

Extension

called was busy.

NO ANSWER

Extension

called did not answer.

GREETING

Personal

OTHER

Messages left by: New Message, Quick Message, Forward,
Reply, Return Receipt, Broadcast, Distribution List.

t

greeting

was turned ON and played.

-

.

n

c

Logon

Mailbox was entered by dialing
provides:

@ and mailbox

TOTAL

Number

LAST

Date when mailbox

number

of times mailbox

I

(and security code). This field

was entered.

was last entered.
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USER

5.6

)

Manual

CALLING

STATl$TlCS

I.

SYSTEM

7
-.

NETWORK

3.

USER MESSAGE

STATISTICS.

4.

USER

STATISTICS.

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS

f‘

PERFORMANCE.
TRAFFIC.

CALLING

.

*-

l

- _

USAGE.
DETAIL.

The User Calling

Statistics

.

Total number

of incoming

.

Number

.

Total number

.

Number

.

Total number

.

Date the statistics

of incoming

report lists the following
calls.

calls answered.

of subsequent

of subsequent

information:

not answered,

busy, and greeting

played

calls.

calls to attendant,

and to extensions.

of calls abandoned.
were last cleared.

Headings

read across the page, and the mailbox

Example

of a User Calling

Statistics

numbers

read doivn.

report:

* CALL PROCESSING STATISTICS +-

.

MM/DDHH:MMP.M.

YYYY

1

- -- PAGE I> <SUBSEQ.CALLS-->

INCOMING C&&L.5

<
MAILBOX

TOTAL

ANSWD

301

27

1

303

36

304

7

305

NOANS

BUSY

6~.

7

20

16

3

‘0

38

14

19

307

1

0

308

2

0

309

1

310

6

Call Processing

GREET TOTAL

CALLS

A-I-TEN EXTNS ABAND CLEAR

13

15

2

13

0

0

7

2

0

4

2

0

5

0

5

5

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

.o

11

9101

5

4

9101

2

2

9101

5

9101

0

1

9/01

0

1

9101

0

0

1

9101

0

0

5

9101

a-

-

DATE
_

Statistics
-.

Provides statistics about calls to each mailbox. Also shows the date data for each mailbox
last cleared (from a terminal) by using the command CLEAR REPORTS (choosing option
clear selected or all mailboxes).
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REPORTS

n

Incoming

Provides
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Calls

the following

information

for calls directed
.

TdTAL

Total number

ANSWD

Number

to the mailbox/extension.
_

of calls placed by the VP 100.

of calls answered.
..-

NO ANSWD

Number ofcalls not answered. Includes PBX integration
that forward on the ring-no-answer
condition.

BUSY

Number of calls placed to a busy extension.
Includes
integration calls that forward on the busy condition.

GREET

Number

calls

PBX

- _
of calls placed. to mailbox

Greeting
Extension

when:

is ON.
is unavailable

or vacant..

Call is placed to a station which forwards
CX/MX mode port.

Subsequent

.

Calls to Personal

.

PBX integraticn
condition.

Assistance

resulting

in RNA or busy.

calls which forward on the “all forward”

Calls

Provides information about what a caller did after their initial
extension that was not answered.

TOTAL

Total number

ATTEN

Number of times the caller entered
or mailbox.

EXTNS

Number

CALLS

back to a VP 100
<

ABAND

of subsequent

call to a mailbox

or

calls.

of times caller entered

qafter

another

entering

mailbox

an extension

or extension.

Number of calls disconnected
after reaching an unavailable
extension without leaving a message, calling another extension or
the operator. Included are calls to scripted prompt mailboxes
during which the caller hangs up before completing responses (in
situations where COS Attribute 33 -WILL
SEND SCRIPTED
MESSAGES WITHOUT CONFIRMATION,
is not assigned to
the scripted prompt COS).
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DISK USAGE REPORT

5.7

SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE.

NETWORK

USER >fESSAGE
4.

-

TR,I\FFIC.
STATISTICS.

USER CALLING

STATISTICS.
.*-

5. DISK USAGE.

#.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

.g.

USAGE.

USER STATUS

DETAIL.

The Disk Usage report provides statistics about the amount
on the system. There are two sections of this report:

- _

_.

.

System Message Storage.

.

Percent of System Storage.

of voice message

storage currently

used

_
Example

Disk Usage report:
_.

* DISK USAGE REPORT FOR (SYSTEM NAME) *
MMiDDHWMMPM.

YYYY

SYSTEM MESSAGE STOIMGE:
STORAGE -Y

0.1%

USED

387

MINUTES OF STORAGE

PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM MESSAGE STORAGE:

.

..

_

._

MAILBOX MESSAGES

0.1%

GREJZTINGMESSAGES

0.0%

NAME MESSAGES

0.0%

ALL MESSAGES

0.1%

.

n Total System Message

Storage

Storage
Used

Currently

Total percentage

Minutes

of Storage

Message

Release 6.1

December.

19%

of message

storage capacity

The exact minutes

Toshiba VP Systems

..
storage used.

(in minutes).

of storage may vary due to factors including:

.

The disk itself - any bad sectors on the disk are not used, and
the available storage is reduced accordingly.

.

Manufacturer

of the disk.

REPORTS

H

\’

3

Percent of Total System
Message

_-

Type

.-

Mailbox

Greeting

Messages

Messages

Message

5-22

Storage

Percentage of total system message storage used by each of three
message types (JMailbox, Greetin g, and Ngmes messages), and total
messages.

.

Includes User Messages stored in mailboxes.
Also includes messages
addressed to a network location until they have beezn delivered.

Includes Mailbox Greetings, Company Greetings, Information
Greetings, Scripted Prompts, and Alternate Greetings.

Name Messages

Includes

all Names associated

Total Usage

Sum of Mailbox,

with mailboxes.

- _

e
_.

\

-

Greeting,

and Name percentages.

Individual percentages and their sums are each rounded separately to the nearest 0.1%
before they are shown. Thus, the individual percentages, when-summed
from the values
actually shown are not guaranteed to be exactly equal to the Total percentages as shown.

)

.

.
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PORT STATISTICS

5.8
.-.

8

1.

SYSTEM

7
-.

PERFORMANCE.

NE-I-WORK

3.

USER MESSAGE

4.

USER CALLING

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS

.

TRAFFIC.
STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.

USAGE.
DETAIL.

This report contains information
sections of this report:

_

-

l

Individual

.

Port Group Statistics.

.

All Port Statistics.

;\n example

for each port configured

in the PORTS Table. There are three

Port Statistics.

of a Port Usage report follows.

*PORT USAGE REPORT FOR (SYSTEM NAME) *
FROM:

MM/DD

HH:Mhd

A&&

TO:

MM/DD

HH:MM

PM

YYYY

* INDIVIDUAL PORT STATISTICS *
PORT
NUMBER

INCOMING
CALLS

a

SECONDS
m

SELFl-EST
FAILED

1

127

48

37

3810

0

2

127

47

40

2781

0

.

* PORT GROUP STATISTICS *
127

cos:
PORTS:
WMBER
._

OUTGOING
CALLS

1 2
OF INCOMING CALLS: 95

XJMBER OF OUTGOING CALLS: 77
XJMBER OF PORTS SIMULTANEOUSLY
1 PORT

FOR

2 PORTS

FOR

BUSY:

4591

SECONDS

1000

SECONDS

* ALL PORT STATISTICS *
TOTAL NUMBER OF INCOMING CALLS:

95

TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTGOING CALLS:

77

SECONDS TOO MANY PORTS BUSY TO MAKE OUTCAL!_S:
WMBER

OF PORTS SLMULTANEOUSLY BUSY:

1 PORT

FOR

4591

SECONDS

2 PORTS

FOR

1000

SECONDS

0

PEPORTS

Individual

i

5-25

Port Statistics

Information in this section includes-the number of incoming and outgoing calls ior each port.
the number of seconds each port WBS busy, and the number of seconds each port was bus!
.
because it failed selftest.

PORT NUMBER

The number

cos

The Class of Service assigned

INCOMING

OUTGOING

- _

I

-,

.

CALLS

CALLS

associated

with each port in the PORTS Table.

to each port.

[Pegs 5 I-581 The number of incoming calls to each port for the pxiod
of time shown in the header of the report.

The number of outgoing calls made on each port. Includes on-sir< andoff-site message waiting, network messages sent. alarm calls. and tTst
network.

NUMBER OF
SECONDS BUSY

The number

SELFTEST

The number of seconds the port was out of senice because selftest
failed. Selftest fails when an error has occurred during diagnostics
causing the port to be taken out of service.

FAILED

of seconds

each port was busy.

Port Group Statistics
Information
in this section is grouped by COS. For each COS used in the PORTS Table, there
is a listing of each port, by number, included in that COS, as well as a total of the number of
_
incoming and outgoing calls. Below that, there is an indication of how many ports are _
simultaneously
busy for the listed number of seconds.

cos

The Class of Service of the port group.

PORTS

The number associated
the PORTS Table.

NUMBER OF
INCOMING CALLS

The total number

NUMBER OF
OUTGOING CALLS

The total number of calls from all ports using this CO5. Includes on
site and off-site message waitin,, u network messages ent, alar-m calls.
and test network.
-.

with each port extensi&

having this COS in

of calls to all ports using this COS.
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NUMBER OF PORTS
SIMULTANEOUSLY
BUSY

The number of ports using this COS that are busy at the same time
and the total number of seconds during the reportins period for which
that number of ports uere bus\-.
.

n All Port Statistics
Information in this section includes the total number of incoming and outgoin$_calls for the
system, the number of seconds “n” ports were busy, and the number of seconds message
uaiting could not call because too many ports ivere busy.

- _

TOTAL NUMBER OF
INCOMING CALLS

The total number of all incoming calls to the system for the period of
time shown in the header of the report.

TOTAL NUMBER OF
OUTGOING CALLS

The total number of all outgoing calls from the system for th&peri<d
of time shown in the header of the report. This includes on-site-and
off-site message waiting, network messages sent, alarm calls, and test
network.

SECONDS TOO
MANY PORTS BUSY
TO MAKE
OUTCALLS

If all ports make outcalls - the total number of seconds 3/4 or more
of the ports were busy-. If any ports do not allow outcall - the total
seconds all ports that do allow outcall were busy.

NUMBER OF PORTS
SIMULTANEOUSLY
BUSY

The number of ports that are busy at the same time and the total
number of seconds during the reporting period for which that number
of ports were busy.

ts
.

To retain accuracy of the Port Statistics report, it is recommended
the report be listed and
cleared before changing a port’s COS in the UPDATE program, or changing the number
of ports in System Parameter 4 - PORTS USED. The System Performance and Port
Statistics reports are listed Logether in the CLEAR REPORT command. Therefore, also
list and clear the System Performance report when listing and clearing the Port Statistics
report.
..
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USAGE

1.

SYSTEM

3_.

PERFORMANCE:

NETWORK

3.

USER MESSAGE

4.

USER CALLING

_
-

TRAFFIC.
STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS

*-

l

#

- _

USAGE.
DETAIL.

The Mailbox Usage report contains information
detailing individual mailbox usage. The report
shows the amount of time a port was used for each mailbox in the USER Table. The extension
associated with each mailbox is also listed. The usage time for each mailbox is measured in two
ways: Logon Time and Access Time.

.

Logon Time

Logon time is the amount of time a person is logged onto their mailbox.
The accumulated
time is added to that mailbox’s logon time when the
person exits their mailbox (by entering q qor hanging up).

Access

Access time is the amount of time a caller listens to a greeting and/or
leaves a message. The accumulated time is added to that mailbox’s access.
time after the greeting plays or a message is left.

Time

This is an example

of a Mailbox

* MAILBOX USAGE SUMMARY
MM/DD

Usage report:

*

HHMM P.M. YYYY
LOGON
TlME(MIN)

ACCESS
TIME(MIN)

MAILBOX

EXTENSION

468

468

22 *

2

469

469

24

6

470

470

4

0

471

471

14

12

472

472

11

9’

0

0

473
474

474

10

2

475

475

6

3

In some applications,
it may be necessary to only collect timing information for certain ports. For
example - the amount of time a person is logged onto a mailbox over a WATS line should he
charged for, but the time logged on locally should not.
To provide this capability, COS Attribute 55 - DO NOT COLLECT MAILBOX TIMING
INFORMATION
FOR THIS PORT, can be assigned to specific ports. Timing information
is not
collected for calls made to ports with this attribute in their COS. (Attribute 55 has no effect if
assigned to a mailbox.)
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5.10

USER STATUS DETAIL

@

1.

SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE.

2.

kTTWORK

3.

USER MESSAGE

4.

USER CALLING

5.

DISK USAGE.

6.

PORT STATISTICS.

7.

MAILBOX

8.

USER STATUS DETAIL.

TRAFFIC.
STATISTICS.
STATISTICS.

USAGE.

This report provides current status information
with individual mailbox usage.

on mailbox

access and the time durations

associated

- _
The following

_.

-

.

information

is provided

for each mailbox.

l

Mailbox

l

Name Recorded

l

Greeting

ON (Y/N).

l

Greeting

Length

l

Last Logon (mm/dd/yy).

.

Oldest Message

l

Newest Message

.

Total Current

Messages

(up to 32).

.

Total Message

Duration

(mmm:ss).

.%I example

Number.
(Y/N>.

(mmm:&).

(mm/dd hh:mm).
(mm/dd hh:mm).

of the User Status Detail report follows.

u

*USER STATUS DETAIL REPORT*
Wd/DD

HH:MM P.M. YYYY

Page 1
LAST

NAME

<GREETING>

<-----MESSAGES

MAlLBOX

REC?

ON? LENGTH

LOG-ON

OLDEST

NEWEST

TOTAL

549

N

N

0:07

6/26 IO:03

6/04 II:18

6126 lo:03

8

1:23

550

N

Y

1:02

6103 13:ll

506 13:56

6/13 12:08

3

3:05

->
DUR.

551

N

N

0:13

6116 19:19

6t22 16:39

6126 1639

1

0~23

552

Y

Y

0:18

6112 lo:59

6112 9:19

6118 10:49

3

5:23

599

Y

Y

0:13

6/06 9:03

0

0:OO

-

-

Tnc User Status Detail report uses the same tables as the User Message Statistics and User Calling
Sr;ltistics reports. When one of these reports is cleared, the tables are cleared for all three reports.
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes procedures for maintainin, 0 the VP 100. The VP 1oQ’smodular design ant online computerized diagnostics simplify these procedures. The tools required to service a VP 100:

__
.-

I

- _

e

.

An RS-232C compatible ASCII send/receive terminal capable of 300,600, 1200,‘2400. rtSO@.
9600, 19200 or 38100 baud. Toshiba recommends a PC compatible. Refer to the follo\ving t-so
chapters in this manual: CONFIGURATION
APPLICATIONS
TERMINAL and
INSTALLATION.

.

Three standard touchtone telephones

.

A No. 1 Phillips screwdriver.

.

Telephone

test set (Butt set).

.

(2500-type).

,

Maintenance
Section

Subject

Command

information

Call

List Trace

LT

Trace for specific activity, selecting from the menu
shown.

Reports

CR

Gives a menu for the type of report to clear.

Hard Disk Drive

DEXxy

Reads all disk sectors.
x = disk number;
y = region number.

Prwessing
Trace
Diagnostics

_.

-

t

._

_

=-

+

List Features

LF

Lists the features the system is equipped with.

Message Status

LHEx

Lists the status of a message.
x = message header number.

Mailbox
Configuration

L.Mx

Lists the current configuration
x = mailbox number.

Mailbox
Configuration

LMxM

Lists information about messages for a specific
mailbox. (Release 6.1 or later)
x = mailbox number.

Nenvork Mailbox
Status

LNETx

Displays message information for a network
location. x = network location code.

Personal
Distribution

L PDL

Lists the number of Personal Distribution
(PDL) sectors currently used.

Port Configuration

LPOX

Displays current configuration
x = port number.

Reports

LR

Gives a menu for the type of report to list.

Tone and DTMF

PRT x

Monitors and prints the tone and DTMF events
received for the port specified. To exit the monitor
mode, press 1-1.
x = port number.

.

List

Toshiba VP Systems
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List
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Mhtenance
Section

Subject

Command

Information

Diagnostics
(ccentinued)

Port status

PS

Displays current state of the ports.

Ah-m Test

TEA

Attempts-to call number defined for alarm call.

System Forwarding

TEClxy

Forwards all ports specified_ Uses string from System
Parameter 45 - SYSTEM RELOAD FORWARD
STRING.
x = port number or first port in a range of ports
(optional);
y = port number of the last port in a range of ports
(optional).

Initialization

TEC2xy

Initializes and cancels forwarding for all ports
specified. Sends initialization string from System
Parameter 33 - PBX INITIALIZE CODE, then
cancels forward string from System Parameter -t6 SYSTEM RELOAD CANCEL-FORWARD
STFUSG.
x = port number or first port in a range of ports
(optional);
y = port number of the last port in a range of ports
(optional).

LIC

TEL1

Checks tone generation

LIC

TEL2

Ring-through

Netivork Routes

TENETxy

Tests network routes to a network location.
x = network location code (optional);
y = non-zero show digits dialed.

System Status

TES

Checks voltages and temperatures.

List Hardware
Error Table

LH

Lists the Hardware Error Table.

Clear Hardware
Error Table

CH

Clears the Hardware Error Table.

_.

-

.,

.

._

_

.-

Hardware
Errors
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test. Use only when no traffic on s>-stem.
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Maintenance
Section

Subject

Command

Information

Integration

Incoming Call

hiON

Used to monitor incoming call records over the
RS-232C link (TERM 2). To exit the monitor mode,
press lEscapel .

Message Waiting
Lamps

MWL RELITF

Send commands to relight each MWL that the VP 100
has marked as ON.

Message Waiting
Lamps

Mtti

Examines each mailbox to determine whether its
message waiting lamp should be ON or OFF.

Message Waiting
Lamps

MWOFF

Traffic Peg Count
Table

LP

Lists the pegs.

CP

Clears the pegs.

Records

- _

Traffic Pegs

RFCALC

x

Turns OFF lamp message waiting.
x is the mailbox number.
For All, enter A.
The maximum number of digits is eight.
(Release 6.1 or later)

.

-.
Message

Automatic

Purge

APURGE

Purge
..

_

.-

x y’z

Starts the message purge function if Automatic
Message Purge is not already in progress. Displays the
thresholds specified and asks for confirmation before
initiating the message purge function.
u
x = save threshold,
y = new threshold,
z = Net Name. (Release 6.1 or later)

Cancel Purge

CPURGE

Cancels message purge if it is in progress, regardless of
whether it was initiated automatically or by the
APURGE command. Asks for confirmation before
cancelling message purge. (Release 6.1 or later)

Baud Rate

BAUD

Displays the current baud rate setting. The available
baud rates are 300,600,1200,2400,4800,9600.
and
19200.
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Quick
Reference Guide
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hliaintenance
Section

Subject

Command

Information

Message

Allowable

HELP

Purge

commands

Displays the allowable commands for the password
level of operation currently logged in to.

System
configuration

IN

Command to enter the system configuration program
INSTALL. This pro,oram consists of a series of
questions that define the system database.

Internal Modem

lMODDISABLE

Blocks access to the VP 100 via the internal modem.

MOD ENABLE

Restores access to the VP 100 via the internal modem.

Password

PASS x y

Sets the password:
x = password level;
y = new password.
There are three password levels. Each password may
be a maximum of eight alphanumeric characters. O-9
and A through Z. All alpha characters must he in
capital letters.

Restart

RESTA

Time

TIME

Displays the current system date and time. Used only at
..
the @ prompt.

Update

UP

Command
program.

(continued)

Miscellaneous

.

..

-

._
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Restarts the CPU. All active ports are dropped. and the
modem is dropped.

to enter the system configuration

UPDATE

MAINTENALCE

3_I

PREVENTIVE

6.1

.c

,-

6-l

MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance
consists of a period& visual inspection of the connections,
and of listing
the System-Performance
tables. The frequency of this maintenance
depends on the operating
environment
provided for the VP 100. Based upon the environment,
the local service comF,tny
should determine the maintenance
interval required.

I

Inspect all connections
on the cabinet to make sure they are well seated and secure. Wires and
cables should be slack so they do not pull free or break. Cable restraints should be placed u-here
required.
b

- _

WARNING

4

Use of a wrist grounding
strap prevents
damage to sensitive
electronic
components.
Before handling any electronic equipment,
including the power
supply and cables, attach one end of the strap around your wrist and the other
end to any unpainted surface of the VP 100 inner metal cabinet.
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SUMMARY

The overall command structure for ,VP 1OQ maintenance commands is-different from the 1.erb-noun
protocol--used in the UPDATE Program. The following tables illustrate the format for each
command with BOLD letters indicating the minimum input. In some instances, a modifier and
extension may be required to complete the command string.
l*-

,-

The VP 100 indicates it is ready to receive information by displaying the @ promp_t. All command
strings must be followed by [K]
before the VP 100 executes the command.

B Listing Tables
Tables are listed from the @ prompt
abbreviate, enter:

- *

by entering

LIST followed

by the table name. To

L (table name) I/
For example, to list the Hardware Error Table, at the @ prompt enter L H. A space is always
required between the L (for LIST) and the following letter.
Command

.

. Basic Definition

LF

LIST FEATURES
Prints the optional packages the VP 100 has installed. Gives the
maximum number of ports, SCHEDULE Table entries, and
mailboxes.

LH

LIST HARDWARE
Lists the Hardware Error Table.

L M xxxx

LIST MAILBOX (XXXX=MAILBOX
NUMBER)
Lists the current configuration
for the mailbox specified.

LMMSIM

LIST MAILBOX M
(Release 6.1 and later) Lists the type, header number
each message being stored in a mailbox.
..
x = mailbox number

and creator of

LIST INTEGRATION STATUS
(Release 6.1 and later) Lists the current state of the integration
the diagnostic status, the status of the links and the pegs.

LINTx

x = slot number
LIST NETWORK MAILBOX
Lists messages in the network mailbox
specified netuork location.

LNETx

x = network

LIST PEG
Lists the TRAFFIC

LP

Toshiba VP Svstr-s
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Table.

waiting

to be sent to the

board,

6-3

MAINTENAhCE

Basic Definition

Command
LIST PERSON.\L

L PDL

DISTRIBUTION

Lists the numbsr of Personal
used throughout the system.
LIST PORT
Lisrs the current configuration

LPOX

LIST

Distribution

List
(PDL) sectors Turrsntly
_

status for the PORT number

x=port number

l

LIST REPORT

LR

Prints a menu for types of report to select which contains
following entries.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

- _

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

the

System Performance
Network Traffic
User Message Statistics
User Calling Statistics
Disk Usage
Port Statistics
Mailbox Usage
User Status Detail

LIST TRACE

LT

Prints a menu for types of trace to select which contains
entries.

.‘,-

-I

-.

sFcified.

1
2
3
4
5
6

=
=
=
=
=
=

the-following

Ail Activities
Mailbox Activity
Port Activity
Location Activity
Message Activity
Integration Activity

.

.

Clearing

Table Entries
from the @ prompt by enterin g CLEAR followed

Tables are cleared
abbreviate, enter:

C (table name)

-1

For example. to clear the Hardware Error Table, at the @ prompt
required between the C (for CLEAR) and the following letter.

enter C H. A space is always

Basic Definition

Command
CH

by the table name. To
..

CLEAR

HARDWARE

Clears Hardware Error Table. Also opens the alarm relay and turns
OFF the alarm LED.

‘Y
>

CP

CLEAR

PEG

Clears Traffic

Peg

Count Table and the System Performance

Toshiba VP Systems
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Basic Definition

Command

CLEAR REPORT
Gives a menu for the type of report to cle_ar.
.
1. System Performance, Traffic Pegs, and Port Statistics.

CR
.-

2. Network

Traffic.

3. User Message, User Calling , and Mailbox Us&e. When cleared,
the User Status Detail report is also cleared.
.

n Tests
The following commands test the alarm callout, forwarding strin g, initializing
string, hard disk,
line card, network location, and system status. From the @ prompt, enter TEST followed by the
name of the function to be tested. For example, to test the alarm, at the @ prompt enter:

_

TEA

.

A space is always required

between

the TE (for TEST) and the following
Basic Definition

Command

TEST ALAR.M
Tests the alarm call out feature. Places a call to the number
in the SYSTEM PARAMETER Table - System Parameter
closes the Alarm Relay and turns ON the Alarm LED.

TEA

R&aje

6.1

...

specified
3 1. Also

TE C I X [Y]

TEST CHANNEL 1 (X = PORT NUMBER or FIRST PORT IN A
RANGE OF PORTS. Y = LAST PORT IN A RANGE OF PORTS)
If a port or range of ports is specified (X [Y]), the VP 100 forwards
the pofi(s) specified. If no port is specified, the VP 100 tries to
forward all ports. If a port successfully forwards, it is left in a FWD
state. If a port fails to complete the forward string, it is left in the
NDT state (no dial tone). The VP 100 continues to try to forward all
ports specified until successful or w
is pressed.
0

TE C 2 X [Y-J

TEST CHANNEL 2 (X = PORT NUMBER or FIRST PORT IN A
RANGE OF PORTS. Y = LAST PORT IN A RANGE OF PORTS)
If a port or range of ports is specified (X [Y]), the VP 100 tries to
initialize and cancels forwarding for the port(s) specified. If no port is
specified, the VP 100 tries to initialize and cancels forwarding for all
ports. If a port successfully initializes and cancels forwarding. it goes
to the IDL state. If a port fails to complete either the initialization
or
cancel forward string, it is left in the NDT state.

TEL1

TEST LINE 1
Tone reflection test. Ports that fail are left in a TEST state.

TEL2

TEST LINE 2
Tests ring through capability

.

Toshiba VP Systems
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of all the ports.

./

MAINTENANCE

Basic

Command

TENET
LOC)

(NET

TES

DEX (REGION)

n Miscellaneous
- _

Definition

TEST NETWORK
(NETWORK
LOCATION)
Tests network routes to a network location. Tests all locations .if no
network location is specified.
.
TEST STATUS
Tests the VP 100 temperatures and voltages. Displays the temperature
range inside the cabinet since the last time the Hardware Error Table
was cleared. Also displays the current temperature inside the cabinet.
l*Disk Exerciser
.
Tests all hard disk sectors for read errors.

Commands
Basic Definition

Command

APURGE

6-5

x y z

(Release 6.1 and later) Starts the message purge function if Automatic
Message Purge is not already in progress. This command allows the
specification
of purge thresholds with the same restrictions enforced
.by UPDATE for the System and CSTAT parameters. Prior to
initiating the message purge function, this command displays the
thresholds specified and asks for confirmation.
x = save threshold
y = new threshold
z = Net Name

BAUD

Displays the VP 100’s current baud rate setting. To change the baud
rate, enter BAUD at the @ prompt followed by the desired baud rate.
Then change the terminal’s baud rate and press -1
when
prompted by the VP 100. The available baud rates are: 300, 600,
1200,2400,4800,9600,
19200, and 38400.

CPURGE

(Release 6.1 and later) Cancels message purge if it is in progress
regardless of whether it was initiated automatically or by the
APURGE command. Asks for confirmation
before cancelling
message purge.

HELP

Displays
currently

IN

INSTALL
At the @ (prompt), enter IN to access the System Configuration
Installation
program (INSTALL). This program consists of a series of
questions that define the VP 100 database. Answers to questions may
be derived from a list, a default value, or created by the installer.

MOD DISABLE

MODEM DISABLE
Blocks access to the VP 100 via the internal modem: Once the modem
is disabled, if logon is attempted by entering B qq H th~caller
receives the error message “That conmand is not alloMd.”

.

the allowable commands
logged in to.

for the pa&word

Toshiba VP Systems
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Command

Basic Definition

\IOD ENABLE

MODE>1 ENABLE
Restor?s.access
to the VP 100 via the internal

\ION2

f‘

modem.

tMONITOR TERMINAL
#Z
Used in conjunction
uith Centrex SMDI Integration
incoming call records over the RS-232C link.

to display.

m

,._

To EXIT the monitor

mode, press 1-1.

?lWL RECALC

Used in certain integrations where the PBX lights lamps via a
computer, when the computer has been out of servics. Examines each
mailbox to determine whether its message lvaiting lamp should be
turned ON or OFF.

I\lWL RELITE

Used in certain integrations when the PBX has been restarted. Turns
ON all message waiting lamps that were ON before the PBX w_as restarted.

- _
XlWOFF x

MESSAGE WAITING OFI?
(Release 6.1 and later) Turns OFF lamp message
x = mailbox

PASS (LEVEL)
(NEW
P.ISSWORD)

number

(up to eight digits). For All, enter A.

MAINTENANCE
Allows full access to system diagnostics,
INSTALL and UPDATE programs.

error information,

and the
_
_

ADMN;STRATIVE
Allows entrance into the UPDATE program. Also allows the LIST
and CLEAR commands to be used for the Hardware Error Table,
Pegs, and all reports.
REPORT
Allows the LIST and CLEAR commands
Error Table, Pegs, and all reports.

Toshiba VP :>‘stems

Release 6.1
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waiting.

PASSWORD (LEVEL) (NEW PASSWORD)
The VP 100 has three password levels. Passwords are not set by-the
manufacturer.
Each password may be a maximum of eight
alphanumeric
characters, 0 - 9 and A through Z. All alpha characters
must be in capital letters. To logon to a new system, press -1
when asked for the password. Refer to the Conjigurarion
manual L
UNDERSTANDING
CONFIGURATION.
The following is a list of
the three password levels:

Passwords

‘.

to be used for the Hardware

can be set for each level as follows:

Level

Set or Chance

Maintenance

Maintenance,

Administrative

Administration,

Report

Report

Password

Administration.

Report

Report
_-

.\
(

MAINTENk‘aCE

Command

6-7

Basic Definition

To set or change the password. at the @ (prompt)
commands follo\vsd by the password.
PASS.A

enter the i,llowing

(for administrative)

PASS M (for maintenance)
PASS R
PRT X

(for report)

PORT X
Monitors and.prints
channel specified.
w

*-

l

the tone and DTMF ex-ents received

To Exit the monitor

for -he

mode. press [Escape].

PS

PORT STATUS
Prints the status of all ports.

RRSTA

RESTART
Restarts the CPU. All active ports are dropped,
dropped.

- _

_.

r

REST0

TIME

RESTORE
Copies the features and system identity
(OCC) to the hard disk.
TIME
Displays
prompt.
Gz?

UP

-.

and the mod-m

from the Option

is

Corrrol Chip

4

the current system date and time.

Used only at the @

To change the date and time by using the UPDATE
the _(dot) command, enter M DATE.

pxgram.

at

UPDATE
Command to enter the system configuration
UPDATE progrm.
The
configuration
database may be LISTED, hlODIFIED,
or othxwise
changed to satisfy a specific requirement. A dot (_) is displa>:d
indicating when the UPDATE program is ready for cornman%. Refer
to the Configzrrnfiorz manual - UPDATE.

..
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DIAGNOSTICS

6.3
.-

The VP 100 performs selftesting, diaggostic programs which run conti<uously and do not interfere
‘with normal system operation. These tests are designed to locate faults in the system and reduce the
nescl for additional test equipment, circuit descriptions,
and schematic diagrams. When errors are
detested, they are logged into the Hardware Error Table, by error code, describing the fault and its
.*location.

.-

In addition to the background diagnostics, several diagnostic or test programs
command from a terminal. These programs are described in this section.

Poll the system on a regularly scheduled basis by using a 103A or 212A compatible modem. or poll
directly with a terminal or teleprinter. Print the Hardware Error Table, Traffic Peg Count Table,
System Performance report and User Statistics. Study the reports for any abnormal indications_ This
allows for scheduled maintenance or corrective action rather than reactive action. In addition. the
following diagnostics are available.

- _

_.

-B Mailbox

Configuration

Status

The mailbox configuration
command
the @ prompt, enter the following:
LIST MAILBOX

.

(or L M XXXX)

displays

information

about a specific

configured with multiple
for the current time period.

The following
packages.

This includes

example

shows all items that can be displayed.

optional

6.1

@L M 350
CLASS OF SERVICE: I WITH ATTRIBUTES: 8 10 13 24
CURRENTLY USING INFORMATION TABLE: 25
..
EXTENSION NUMBER: 350
>IESSAGE WAITING IS/-TURNED ON (OFFSITEj/-TURNED OFF/SUSPENDED
or MESSAGE WAITING IS OFF IN THE INFORMATION TABLE
or MESSAGE WAITING IS NOT WITHIN THE USER SPECIFIED TIME PERIOD TO CALL
or A CALL REMINDER HAS BEEN LEFT ON THIS DISPLAY PHONE
OFFSITE OR PAGER# 99875432
GREETING IS/TURNED ON/TURNED OFF/ON BY AUTO ACTIVATION
THIS MAILBOX HAS A SECURITY CODE/NO SECURITY CODE ON THIS MAILBOX
THIS IS AN EXTENDED MAILBOX
THE ALTERNATE TRANSFER CODES WILL BE USED TO CALL THIS MAILBOX
XIESSAGES WILL BE DIVERTED TO MAILBOX: 123
AUTO COPY MAILBOX:
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE MAILBOX: 325 (ACTIVE/NOT ACTIVE)
or NO PERSONAL ASSISTANCE MAILBOX
INTERCEFI- MAILBOX: 321 INTERCEPT EXTENSION: 321fiVlLL USE PORT INTERCEPT
or INTERCEPT MAILBOX: 654 IN ANOTHER CABINET
SUMBER OF MESSAGES: 9

=elease 6.1

m&box.

[]

.

_
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XXXX

quickly

where XXXX is the mailbox number. When listing a mailbox
INFORMATION
Tables, the status displays only information
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...1
..-

- _

@L M 350
INFORMATION TABLE NUMBER: 25 CLASS OF SERVICE: 1
WITH ATTRIBUTES 8 10 13 24
.
EXTENSION NUMBER:..350
MESSP;GE WAITING IS/ON (OFFSITE)/OFF/SUSPEKDED
or MESSAGE WAITING IS OFF IN THE INFORMATIOIN TABLE
or MESSAGE WAITING IS NOT WITHIN THE USER SPECIFIED TI,ME PERIOD TO CALL ’
or A CALL REMINDER HAS BEEN LEFT ON THIS DISPLAY PHOlUE
OFFSITE OR PAGER# 99875432
GREETING IS/ON/OFF/ON BY AUTO ACTIVATION
.‘THIS MAILBOX HAS A SECURITY CODE/NO SECURITY CODE, DEFL”;ED USE SYSTEM DEFAULT
THIS IS AN EXTENDED MAILBOX
’
THE ALTERNATE TRAHSFER CODES WILL BE USED TO CALL THIS MAILBOX
MESSAGES WILL BE DIVERTED TO MAILBOX:123
AUTO COPY MAILBOX:
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE MAILBOX: 325 (ACTIVEJNOT ACTIVE)
or PERSONAL ASSISTANCE MAILBOX: NONE
INTERCEPT MAILBOX: 32 1 FRCEPT
EXTENSION: 32 IiWILL USE PORT INTERCEPT
or INTERCEPT MAILBOX: 654 IN ANOTHER CABINET
NUMBER OF MESSAGES: 9 NUMBER OF FUTURE DELIVERY MESSAGES: 0
LOG-ON LANGUAGE: DEFAULT
MAX DIGITS: 0 PREFIX DIGITS:NONE
FLAGS:

_.

_
The

mailbox configuration
command LIST MAILBOX also displays information
about
message for a specific mailbox (Release 6.1 or later)_ At the @ prompt, enter the following:
.

LMxM[j

1.j
,’

where x is the mailbox
of the command.
The following
(Release

*

number,

is an example

and M is a required

of this extended

extension

(the letter M, not an argument)

command:

6.1 or later)

@LM350M
STATUS MSG CRE STATUS MSG CRE STATUS MSG CRE STATUS MSG CRE
22 SAV 0003 0001 20 SAV 0004 0000 20 SAV OOOA0000 10 NEW 001-l 0002

STATUS

The STATUS
Queue’(SAV)

field indicates whether the message is in the Saved
or New Queue (NEW).

MSG

The MSG field is the message

CRE

The CRE field shows the system
created the message.

header number.
user number

of the mailbox

\vho

Y

The user number is in the hexadecimal
format. To convert the user
number to the mailbox number, at the @ prompt, enter L M xxxx and
press Il.
xxxx = the user number in hexadecimal
four digits, including leading 0.
FFFF in the CRE field indicates
the network.

format.

thar the message

This number

was received

must be

from

0000 in the CRE field indicates thar ihe message was created b’;
Quick Message, broadcast message. or the creator is unknobvn.
la?

Distribution

lists are not mailboxes

and cannot be listed with this command

Tos-.tba VP Systems
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Status

The list header command
LIST HEADER

displays

information

about a message.

Enier the command

XXXX (or L HE XxXx’) )I

\vhere XXXX is the message number.
The following

example shows all items that can be displayed.

@LHE3
CREATOR MAILBOX h7JMBER: NONE
.
EXTENSION MESSAGE NUMBER: 0000
TIME 08/03/89 IO: 11
USE COUNT: 00002
ORIGINAL MESSAGE TYPE: 9
DEPTH OF FORWARDING: 0
FIRST EXTENSION BLOCK: 0004
hTUMBER OF FULL EXTENSION BLOCKS: 0
NUMBER OF DATA BLOCKS IN PARTIALLY FULL EXTENSION BLOCK: 13
FLAGS:
ADDRESSES:
3oGa
The

following

Number
1
2
3
4
:
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1-t
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

.

lists the descriptions

of the possible

Original

Message-Types:

Description
Made by message command
Forwarded message
Reply message
Greeting message
Name message
Broadcast message
Message left after call to busy extension
Message after no answer/vacantJCentrex
Quick Message
Message left after greeting played or no extension
Message came from network
This is a Rem? Receipt message
The message has been forwarded on the network
The mailbox is full
The mailbox does not exist
The disk was full
Routes failed too many times
The message was undeliverable
Too many addresses for this location
Generic mailbox failure (VP networking)
Not used
Auto-forward of a broadcast message
Personal Distribution
List name message
Send failure due to mailbox being full

defined

..

Network Mailbox Status
The LIST NETWORK MAlLBOX command displays information
contained in the network
mailbox about a specific location, includin g the message numbers of all the messages in the
network mailbox waiting to be sent to that location. It also shows the current delay (in
minutes), the error retry count, and the retry limit.

ToshiD2 VP Systems
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LIST NETklAILBOX

The ioliowing
@LSET

example

(or L FET

XXXX)

sho\t Y,the information
.

displayed

610

LOCATIOK
DELAY:

FRAME

NUMBER:

0005

MIN.

00000

ERRORS:
LI\lIT:

XXXX

00000

00010

lIESSAGE

8

OOOE
0010
0012

-_.

- _

The current
command:

.

Status

Port Configuration
configuration

status for a port can be listed at the @ prompr by entering

the

LIST PORT X (L PO X ) )]
where X represents the port number. When a port is configured to use different
INFORMATION
Tables, only current information
is displayed.
The following
packages.

@LPO

example

shows all items that can be displayed.

*

This includes optional

feature

1

CLASS OF SERVICE:

63

USE FOR OUTCALL:

YES/NO

PORT TYPE: 5000
CirpRENTLY
INTERCEPT

WITH ATTRIBUTES:
ANSWERIh’G

MODE: AX/CX/MX

TEST PORT: YES/NO

USING INFORMATION
MAILBOX:

PORT EXTENSION:

300 INTERCEPT

500

or NO PORT EXTENSION

_

TABLE:

COMPANY

64 ERROR

EXTENSION:
GREETING

NO INFORMATION

._

TABLE

300 I ERROR NO INTER=
MAILBOX:

or NO COMPANY GREETING

405

MAILBOX

..

Hard Disk (HD) Drive Diagnostics

DEX (DISK#)

(REGION)

The purpose of the DEX command is to “exercise” the disks; hence its name Disk Exerciser.
Since a small percentage of disk sectors are accessed in the course of normal system operation,
and since disk error handling cannot be performed for any sectors that are never accessed, DEX
provides an orderly and efficient means to read all disk sectors.
Each disk is divided
Region 1
Region 2
Regicn 4
Region 8
Region 10

into five regions.

as follows:

Critical sectors
File system
Prompts
Message headers
Voice data

-“.
4.
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tests each of the specified

through

the highest-numbered

regions

separately,

region.

When

starrin

DEX

g with

finishes

the lowest-numbered

testins

a region.

reiion

it displays

a status

line:

REGION

DISK #I: XXXXX

WW COMPLETE

MISMATCHES:ZZZZZ

ww

=

Region that has just completed

xxxxx

=

Number of sectors on the disk had read error

YYYYY.

=

Does not apply fo VP 100

zzzzz

=

Does not apply to VP 100

The form of the command
- _

DISK $2: YYYYY
.

DEX (DISK#)

(REGION)

is as follows:

1

=

0

=

Test disk
Abort background

The second argument specifies
applicable if DISK# is 0.
1
.2
4
8
10
[I

-@DEX

*-

l

(REGION)

(DISK#)

The following

testing

example

=
=
=
=
=

DEX

which regions to test. It is not

Critical sectors
File system
Prompts
Message headers
Voice data
All regions

shows how DEX is invoked

I ‘-

to test all regions the disk.
_

1

._

REGION 01 COMF’iJ3E DISK#1:flOOOO DISK#2rooooO MISMATCHES:C!OOOO
”

REGION 02 COMF’LETE DISK#l:OCX300 DISK#Q&&OO MIShiATCHE.S:ooooO
REGION 04 COMPkTE

DISK#l:OOCRB DISK#i2:ti2

REGION 08 COMPLJZE

DISK#l:OOOOO DISK#2:OOOOOh4ISMATCHE.S:ooooO

REGION 10 COMPLETE DISK#1:OOO12 DISK%230007
DISK EXERCISE

$&fATCHES:OOOOO
MISMATCHEBOOOOO

COMPLETJZ

If any errors are reported,

W Line Interface

refer to the Hardware

P

Errors section in this chapter.

Card (LIC) Diagnostics

Two on-line diagnostic tests may be used to test the LICs. The first test described is performed
periodically
during normal system operation. It is-used to check-the analog (voic+?path of the
LIC. The second test is performed only when there are no calls in the system. It is useh for the
ring-through
test.

Tcsarea
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Tone/DTMF/Beep

Test

To run the test. turn on the terminal
_-

6-13

or teleprinter.

At the @ prompt enter:

.

.

TEST LINE 1 (or TE L 1) m
.-

This test runs in sequence on each of the instalIed ports. It uses the hybrid transformer
LIC to check tone generation and detection circuitry.

on the

A tone is applied to the hybrid transformer and, as it is being reflected, the tone detectc?r is
turned on. A comparison is made to see if the tones match the tones detecf’cd. The test _<qience
continues through all assigned ports. If a test tone sent is not received correctly, an ermr is
entered in the Hardware Error Table.
Some PBXs have the capability of running diagnostics on their ports. The diagnostics may
cause the VP 100’s selftest to fail and place the VP 100 port in TST mode, taking the prt out
of service. The port remains in TST mode until selftest runs again and is able to put the port in
service, or until the VP 100 is restarted. In cases of conflict with PBX diagnostics, selftest can
be disabled in the PORTS Table.

- r

n

Ring - Through

Test

A ring-through test can also be used. This test runs only on demand and should only be used
when the VP 100 is initially installed or when it is known that no calls are being procetied
The ring-through

test performs

as follows:

l

Seizes a port.

a

Waits for dial tone from the PBX.

l

Dials a port using the extension

0

Waits for the port to answer, and sends a test pattern.

number entered in the PORTS Table.

For example, a 4-port system makes 12 test calls, each test call takes 20 to 30 seconds IO
complete. If the port called is busy or does not answer, an error is logged in the Hardware Error
Table. To initiate this test, at the @ prompt. enter:
.

.

I]

TESTLINE2(orTEL2)

n

Port Status

..

To display the current state of the installed ports, at the @ prompt, type:
PS [l] I]
Use [l] to get a continuous

update status of the ports. Press -1

to exit Port Status.

The VP 100 responds with the current state for each port installed, in addition to displsking
system features and disk drive status.
CHI
IDL

CH2 CH3
MSW TST

CHI
AK

CH5
IDL

CH6
MOD

CH7 CHS
GRT IDL

The LED lights indicate port usage and can be seen through the plastic window on the front of
the cabinet.
Port states are represented
the following table.

under CH 1. CH 2. etc.. and can be in any of the states listed in

Toshiba VP Systems
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Abbreviations

for Channel/Port

State

Description

Port State

_

.

- _

ADR ..

COLLECT ADDRESS’FOR

AFC

AUTO COPY CONFIGURATION

XFZ

PLAY ALL PHRASES

XIC

(ASSISTED INWARD

,ILM

ALARhI-CALL-OUT

.IPR

PLAY ALL PROMPTS

CHK

CHECK FEATURE

CON

CONFIGURATION,

DRP

DROPPING CALL

EXT

EXIT

F-UT

FUTURE DELIVERY
FORWARDED

.

Toshiba VP Systems

A MESSAGE

CALLING)

CALLING

A USER OR PLAYING

.

MSG WAITING

PARAMETERS

LISTEN

GRT

GREETING
ASKING FOR HELP

ID2

BUSY OlJT,PORT AFTER RING IN

IDL

IDLE

LSN

LISTENING TO A MESSAGE

1MSW

MESSAGE WAITING

MOD

THIS PORT IS CONNECTED

NAM

NAME SETUP

NDT

NO DIAL TONE WHEN ATTEMPTING

NET

NETWORKING

LNEW

CREATE NEW, FORWARD,

NDM

NAMES DIRECTORY

;‘JiMR

NET MESSAGE RECEIVE - PROTOCOL

TO FORWARD

OR INITIALIZE

REPLY OR GREETING MESSAGE

STATE

NMS
NTS

NET TEST STATE

.

OMC

OFFSITE MESSAGE

WAITING

QAD
QCK

COLLECTING

PAC

PERSONAL

ASSISTANCE

PDL

PERSONAL

DISTRIBUTION

RDY

WAITING

SCR

SCRIPTED GREETING

AN ADDRESS

1

1

CONFIGURATION
FOR A QUICK MESSAGE

RECORDING A QUICK MESSAGE

OR MESSAGE

AFTER CALL

CONFIGURATION

.

LISTS

FOR COMMAND

AT READY

STR

START OF INITIAL LOGON

TST

SLFTEST IN PROGRESS

VMR

VMX NET MESSAGE

RECEIVED

VMS

VMX NET MESSAGE

SEND - PROTOCOL

WFA

WAITING

FOR MAILBOX

WFD

WAITING

FOR FIRST DIGIT AFTER ANSWERING

DIG

IN-BAND DTMF INTEGRATION

1992

TABLE

TO THE MODEM

NET MESSAGE SEND - PROTOCOL

December.

OR SECURITY

TO DIGITS IN SYSTEM PARAMETER

HLP

qe’ease 6.1

A GREETING

BEFORE READY

OR PORT HAS FAILED SELF-LEST
- PROTOCOL

ADDRESS

2 (Not used)

2 (Not used)

AFTER RECEIVING #
CALL

FORTS

MAINTENANCE
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n Alarm Test
To test the alarm call-out

feature.

at the @ prl-‘“pt. enter:
.

TEST ALARM

(or TE A) L-1

The test attempts to call the strin, 0 entered durrcg I*KST,\LL.
answering the alarm call hears the folloxving:

If successful,

the person
*-

l

-Beep-Beep-Beep-Beep.
This is an alarm call .from x.oice system number 123. Errortype
X has
occurred. Press star to ackno\r.ledge alarm no$carion
or press pound to connect to the
modem.”

after 1 minute

If not acknowledged,
the call disconnects
acknowledged
(press q).
To logon, proceed
Press B.
terminal.

.

Press B when ready. This_ connects

The line Beeps for up to three minutes

If a second qis not entered,
until acknowledged.

List the Hardware
prompt, enter:

.

J_H

unrii

as follows:

.

m

and retries every i0 minutes

allowing

the modem enabling

the call dixonnects

Error Table after testing

time to connect

the modem

and

remote access to the system.

and continues

the 4am-r or enabling

to retry every

10 minutes

remote access. At the @

II
.

The VP 100 prompts *** ALARM HAS BEEN GI\-EN
performed. To clear this error, at the @ prom?:. t!-ps:

CH

*** to indicate

II

an alarm test was

.a

1.0~ must clear the Hardware Error Table to rtxt the VP 100 call-out feature or the system \vill
not attempt to call the alarm number when a tr:, 1 alarm occurs. If the Hardware Error Table
shows other errors, refer to the Hardware Errr,rs section in this chapter.

cz

TE A also closes the alarm relay and tu:T- OY the alarm LED.
C H reopens the alarm relay and turns OFF the alarm LED.
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@!TE .-‘I
System

“Beep, beep, beep.

calls string entsred

This is an chm

in System

from

Parameter

DISCONPXCT

’

Voice SJsrem number 123. Error Type 0 has
occurred.

31

Call disconnects

Press stnr to conjinn or press pound

ah

System retries call every 10

for modem access. ”

minutes, until acknowledged.

1

Line “beeps” for up
to three minutes

Goodbye

.

@LH
FRI \lXl/DD HH:MM:SS YYYY SYSTEM NtilE
CLE.kRED: \IM/DD HH:MM
*“+.ALARSlHAS BEEN GIVEN**”
TABLE IS E>IPTY

Call out feature tested

OT

ID:XXX SiX3X-i

List Hardwge
Error Table

_Alarm Callout snabled
Figure 6-1
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Alarm Test Flow

.

one minute.
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Forwarding

The forwarding string entered in System Parameter 4.5 - SYSTEM-RELOAD
FORWARD
STRING. is automatically
dialed if.the VP 100 reloads for any reason. During this time, calls
are not accepted for several minutes while ?n automatic check is performed on the database. If
forwarding strings are not set up_ incbmin g calls receive a ring-no-answer
condition until the
VP 100 is ready. When forwardin g strings are set up correctly, the PBX forwards all incoming
calls to an operator or attendant for handling until the VP 100 is ready to receive calls.The
following describes the procedure for testing this feature.

To test the forward

feature. at the @ prompt,

enter:

TEST C 1 (or TE C 1) -1

This causes each port to attempt the forward string. When successful,
To forward a specific port or range of ports, at the @ prompt, enter:

TEClX[Y]

a message

is displayed.

1x1

where X is the port number or the first port in a range of ports to forward, and Y is the last port
in a range of ports. If only one port is specified, the VP 100 attempts to forward only that port.
If a range is specified, the VP 100 attempts to forward all ports in the range. If no port is
specified. the VP 100 tries to forward all ports. If a port is successfully
forwarded, it is ieft in
the forward state. If a port fails to complete the forward strin,, (J it is left in the NDT state. The
VP 100 continues to try to forward all ports specified until successful or w
is pressed.
To review the port status, use the PS command. To cancel forwarding, run the system
initialization
test.

W System

Initialization

.
When the VP 100 has reloaded and is ready to handle calls, an initialization
sequence
automatically
takes place. First. the PBX initialization
strin g is attempted (System Parameter 33
- PBX I?JITIALIZE
CODE). then the cancel forward string is attempted (System Parameter
46 - SYSTEM-RELOAD
CANCEL FORWARD-STRING)
for each port in turn. When a port
fails to complete the initialization
string or the cancel forward string, the port is left in the KDT
d
state. The VP 100 attempts eve? 10 seconds to initialize a port.

To test this feature,

at the @ prompt

enter:

TEST C 2 (or TE C 2) (=I

This causes the initialization
string and cancel forward string to be attempted
turn. To test a specific port or range of ports, at the @ prompt, enter:

for each port in

TE C 2 X [Y] -1

Toshiba VP Systems
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where X is the port number or the first port in a range of ports initialized. and Y is the last port
in a range of ports. Ii onI!- one port is specified. the VP 100 tries to initialize and cancel
forwarding for only rhe port specified. If a range is specified, the VP 100 tries to initialize and
cancels forwarding for all ports in the range. If no port is specified. the VP 100 tries to
initialize and cancel forwarding for all ports. If a port successfully initializes and cancels
forwarding, it goes to the IDL state. If a port fails to complete either the initializat,ion string or
the cancel forwarding string, the status remains NDT.

n System Status

*-

l

Check the VP 100 status for DC voltages
TEST STATUS

and temperature.

At the 6%prompt. enter:’

(or TE S) -1

The temperature range inside the cabinet
cleared is displayed as follows:

TEMPERATURE-RANGE

since the last time the Hardware Error Table was

INSIDE CABINET SINCE MM/DD HHMM

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE:

‘27 DEGREES C.

80 DEGREES F.

CURRENT TEMPERATUREz

33 DEGREES C.

91 DEGREES F.

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE:

35 DEGREES C.

95 DEGREES F

.
If DC voltages

and temperature

are within acceptable

ranges,

the VP 100 responds

with:
7

SYSTEM STATUS TESTED OK.

If DC voltages

and temperature

are out of range, the VP 100 responds

ERROR DETECTED. SEE WWARE

ERROR TABLE.

n List Features
.
This command displays various information

-.

with:

about the VP 100 as shown below.

@LF
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
DAY MMfDD

HH:MM:SS

RELEASE A.X.X.X

(MMIDDNY)

YYYY (SYSTEM NAME) ID:XXX

S/N:123456

PBX:jiX

MODEL NAME: VP 100
FEATURE PACK;\GES:
SW-20001 SW-20005
MAXlMUM

NUMBER OF PORTS: 08

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DRIVES: 01
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SCHEDULE TABLE ENTRIES: 08
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF XLULBOXES: 00500
NUMBER OF PURCHASED MAILBOXES:

q Network

00500

Verification

Instructions
for testing a network are found in the Feature Description
NETWORKING.
Run the test for each location on the network.
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CALL PROCESSING

TRACE

The CPT (Call Processing Trace)
dri\?. The CPT logs events for:

lops

.

Ictivity

.

L-ser activity

.

\lessage

activity

.

Ictivity

for network

l

.I11 system

call

processing

activities

6-l Y

and events to a file on the hard disk

.

on a port.
while logged onto a mailbox.
*-

l

for a specific

message.

locations.

- _
activities.

The CPT logs VP 100 activities. The CPT can be used to determine, for example. why a caller
-.,-In ..-__:.._> -l__
_ _^__ -_- “TV7
30 I_ I_..,.,:> 9, TI_. PDT
&&jig
377 IGccIvcu
ulc 1c3puusc:
L;*1
-J7 15 111”(111U. I MZ t-1 1 CZG help de:ermmte which port

was

used for that call. However. the reason for the failure requires extensive testing to determine why
the digit was not detected. Possible reasons may include the caller’s instrument, transmission
quality, or any other interruption
in the transmission
path during sending of the DTMF digits.
The CPT is a diagnostic aid. and should only be used as such. As a diagnostic aid. the CPT is
designed to be used in conjunction
with a detailed customer complaint. When properly used. the
CPT helps to verify or explain complaints,
such as late delivery or reappearing messages.
When the CPT function is used as part of the process to determine
happened, se\:eral points should be considered:
.

The PBX numbering

.

The VP 100 mailbox/extension

.

The extension

numbers

.

PBX function

and feature access codes

H

Using the CPT

why something

unexpected

plan.

assigned

numbering

scheme.

to the VP 100 ports.

\Vhen the unexpected e\.ent is identified in the CPT, the first step is to backtrack
understand all activity reported prior to the event.

and attempt to

Examine ths CPT to determine the DTi\-IF digits entered just prior to the event. This usually
explains why the \.P 100 performed the way it did.
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Storage

The CPT stores several hours of activity for a high Traffic. ver\- active
system. &d up to several days of activities for a small, low traffic
system.

Listing the CPT

To list the trace, at-the @ prompt,

enter:

List Trace
x trace for specific
example.

activities

can be selected

from the menu as shown in the following
*-

l

OLT
1 ALL ACTIVITIES
2 MAILBOX ACi-MTY
3 PORT ACTIVITY
4 LOCATION ACIWITY
5 MESSAGE ACI-IWTY
6 INTEGRATION ACIWITY

- _
SELECT TRACE TO BE TD
(1 - 6, EMPTY LWF. = EXIT).
:I
Enterstarttime: Month Day Hour Mimxe or C (continuous)’
.:
:3 13 15 27
TIME 03 13 15:27
PORT2DIGIN3
.PORT2DIGIN4
PORT 2 logon MAILBOX 634

.

~3’

Only part of the time needs to be entered, but it is necessary to add the year first.
For
example, 92 02 24 lists all information
stored starting with the first event stored for
February 24, 1992 and continuing to the current date and time. If the date and time
entered precedes the date and time for the data stored, the system starts reporring events
for the earliest date within the range specified. To select the complete histoq stored,
press m
at t h e empty line. To display current events, enter C (for continuous)
and
press i.

Es=

A time stamp is recorded every minute. However, the only time stamps displayed
minute just before an activity and then each minute until the activity ceases.

n Trace Activity
This section

Toshiba VP Systems

contains

.

All activities.

.

Mailbox

.

Port activity.

.

Location

activity.

.

Message

activir_.

.

Integration
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Examples
examples

activity-.

Activity.

of trace activity.

Examples

are given for:

are the

\

All Activities
\

When trace type 1 is selected. all mailbos. pan. Ioc-;tion. message.
and integration activities are traced. The follows in_c :uample -bows
what the trace displays u-hen a pxson
calls in:a a port, logs on. pIa>-s
two messages.
saves rhe second one and esir~.

SELECT TRACE TO’BE LISTED
(1 - 6, EMPTY LINE = EXIT).
:1
PORT

01 OFF HOOK

TIME 02/2 1 10:3 1

- _

PORT

01 DIG IN #

PORT

01 DIG IN 3

PORT

01 DIG IN 3

PORT

01 DIG IN 0

PORT

01 LOG ON 330

PORT

01 DIG IN 5

PORT

01 PLAY

MSG 8731(make)

TIME 02/21

lo:32

TIME 02/21

lo:35

So actirity in last 3 minute5

PORT

01 MSG 8734 ENDED

PORT

01 DIG IN 5

PORT

01 PLAY

PORT

01 MSG 8944 ENDED

PORT

01 DIG IN 7

PORT

01 DIG IN 9

PORT

01 DIG IN 9

PORT

01 LOG OFF 330

PORT

01 ON HOOK

=MOVE

Listen

MSG 8944ttid)

MSG 8734 FROM MBX

330

(listen to end)
MSG 8734 FREED
(use count zero)

Example:

Quick message

PORT

01 OFF HOOK

PORT

01 DIG IN *

PORT

01 DIG IN 3

PORT

01 DIG IN 0

to a mailbox

that is logped on to.

PORT 01 DIG IN 0
PORT

01 START

RECORD

765 (quick

I_

MSG 0765 SENT (quick)
MSG 0765 DEFERRED

FOR MBX

300 _

Defrrwd mti%ge. 300 is logged on

PORT 01 DIG IN 9
..

PORT 01 DIG IN 9

Log oif 300

PORT 01 LOG OFF 300
PORT 01 ON HOOK
MSG 0765 PUT IN MBX

Mailbox

Activity

300

\leii;iye put in mnilhos

When trace type 2 is selected. a specific mailbox
line left empty to list activities for all mailboxes.

The following
l

mailbos

activities

34

s:n be entered

or the

are traced:

Logon to mailbox.
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0

Log off of mailbox

.

Hang up without

.

Enter valid mailbox
.

0

Make message

l

Invalid

0

Number

(99 or 90).

logging

to call.

waiting

security

off.

call.

code entered.

of messages

*-

l

in mailbox.

Example:

SELECT TRACE TO BE LISTED
12
Eater Mailbox (Empty line = ALL)
:1234
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT

ux?

LOG ON 1234
LOG OFF 1234
NOT LOGOFF 1234
CALL FOR MBX 1234
MSG WAIT CALL FOR MBX 1234
INVALID SEC CODE FOR \fBX 1234
THERE ARE 6 MSGS FOR &iBX 1234

When tracing activity for a mailbox. all activities on the port
used by the mailbox are listed until the mailbox is logged off.
For example:

PORT 02 LOG ON 402
PORT 02 THE& ARE 2 MSGS FOR >fBX 402
PORT 02 DIG IN 6
PORT 02 START RECORD 0003 (maks)
PORT 02 DIG IN +
PORT 02 DIG IN *
MSG 0003 FREED (hit **)
PORT 02 DIG IN 9
PORT 02 DIG IN 9
PORT 02 LOG OFF 402

.

Port Activity

Toshiba VP Systems

01
01
01
01
01
01
01

(1 - 6. EMPTY LIh’E= EXIT).
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When trace type 3 is selected.

to list port z:ricity,

or press

The follow

[Enter/

for all ports.

enter

a specific

ins port activities

l

Off hook.

0

Caller did nothing.

0

Port hung up (line drop).

l

DTMF digit in (digits dialed other than those for security

0

DTMF out (digits dialed).

l

Call status.
Answer

(used for/by msp wait)

port

are listed:

code).

MAINTENANCE
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Busy
Fast busy
No answer
Unavailable
.

Transfer Call:
Flash
Expect dial tone
Got dial tone
Delay

l

Invalid

l

security

code.

Example:
SELECT

TRACE

TO BE LISTED

(1 - 6, EMPTY

LINE 7 EXIT).

:3
Enter Port (Empty

line = ALL)

:1
PORT 01 OFF HOOK
PORT 01 ON HOOK
-^_^_ - -.-_^_
rUKI

VI

LlNE

YK”r

PORT 01 DIG IN 8
PORT 01 DIG OUT 9
PORT 01 ANSWER
PORT 01 BUSY
PdRT

01 FAST

BUSY

PORT 01 NO ANSWER
PORT 01 UNAVAILABLE
PORT 01 FLASH
PORT 01 DELAY
PORT 01 EXPECT

DIAL TONE

PORT 01 GOT DIAL TONE

.

Location

Activity

PORT 01 NO DIAL

TONE

PORT 01 ENVALID

SECURITY

CODE

When trace type 4 is selected, enter a location number or leave blank
for all locations. The following location activities are traced:
l

Message

l

NET message

received

l

NET message

sent (success/fail).

for NET location

(put message,

remove

message).

(success/fail).
*

Example:
SELECT

TRACE

TO BE LISTED

(1 - 6, EMPTY

LINE = EXIT,

:J
Enter Location

(Empry line = ALL)

:640
MSG

1234 PUT IN LOC 630

lLfSG 1233 REM FROM LOC 640
MSG 0543 FROM

LOC 640 RCVD

MSG OS43 FROM

LOC 640 FAILED

MSG

1234 FOR LOC 640 SENT

MSG

1234 FOR LOC 640 FAILED

TO RCV

TO SEND

Toshiba VP Systems
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Message

Activity

When trace type 5 is selected. a specific message number can be
entered or the line left blank for all message activity to be listed. The
following message activities are traced.
Put message

in mailbox

tL,lSG type. name. greeting.

Remove

message

from mailbox

Message

deferred

log on.

etc.).

(entered 2:. listened’till

end).

*-

l

Play message (Msg Type - make. forward. record greeting,
name, RNA message, broadcast message, Quick Message, after
greeting, from net, net error return).
Message

played to end.

Recording

- _

started.

Message

sent.

Message

freed.

Explanation

Message
Too Short

Message

recorded

No Talk

Nothing

but silence recorded

Erase Request
Hit **

Pressed

Old Greeting

Old greeting

Old Name

Old name is replaced

No Address

q while

was too short
recording

Pressed m@ while addressing

Entered

is replaced
’

Address

for message was not entered

Use Count 0

Message

not owned by any mailbox

Caller Hung Up

Abandoned

Bad Addtess

Address

Recording

Error

Disk error

Extension

Header

Extension
message

for message cannot be found
header of a delivered
..

Example:
SELECT

TRACE

:5
Enter Message

TO BE LISTED

(1 - 6, EMPTY

(Empty line = ALL)

:1234
MSG

1234 PUT IN MBX 3456

MSG

1234 REM FROM MBX 3574 (entered 3)

MSG

1234 DEFERRED

PORT 01 PLAY
PORT 01 MSG

1234 ENDED

PORT 01 START
PORT 01 MSG
MSG

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1
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FOR MBX 4567

MSG 1234 (forward)
RECORD

1234 (quick)

1234 SENT

1234 FREED

(use count 0)

LINE = EXIT).

forwarded

MAIN

Integration

Activity

The command
just occurred.

SELECT

TRACE

to turn ON or OFF Slessage

TO B’ELISTED

(1 - 6. EMPTY

Waiting

I tNANLt

6-25

Notification

has

LINE = EXIT).

16
Enter start time: Year Month Day Hour hlinute or C (continuous)
TI?.fE MM/DDNY

’

HH:Mhl

>lSG WAITING

SET FOR 202

&lSG WXITIKG

SET FOR 211

\lSG WXITIlVG

CLEARED

MSG WXITIKG

SET FOR 217

l*-

FOR 2 16

.
.

..

Toshiba
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TRAFFIC

6.5

PEG COUNT TABLE

The Traffic Peg Count Tab!e is used to record events monitored by the VP 100. Proper use of the
table helps to Ltndsrstand how the varidus VP 100 features and functions are being used.
Pegs are arranged in a table 10 columns wide. The pegs are numbered from the top left corner
across the first row: 0, 1i 2.. The second row begins with 10, 11. 12...
.*uZ’

Some pegs are no longer used. Unused pegs do not appear in the peg description

below.

The header displayed when the table is listed contains the current date, time. system name, system
ID number, system serial number, and PBX type. Under the header is the date and time the Peg
table was last cleared. The numbers displayed in the Peg table are for the time period beginning
from when the Peg Table was last cleared.
- _
A listing of the peu=s must be obtained on a regular basis to gather useful data. If the pegs are
allowed to accumulate for a long period of time, they will not be incremented beyond a maximum
value of 65535 (for Release 6.1 and later) or 32767 (prior to Release 6.1). (The System
,nr.- --.--corn.- VD~I,PC
Q,-P the
CP.IPF~~ yLa.7,
nc.rr.Performance report can print numbers rup to 65535.) S:____
. ____” _...
. .._ clam
.,..l.l nt“l .,“.bA&Al
it is possible to overflow. Ii an overflow occurs during the printing of a field. the field is replaced
with *** (stars).
0

To display

pegs on a terminal,

at the @ prompt, enter:

0

To set pegs to zero, at the @ prompt,

enter:

,

L P (for List Pegs).

C P (for Clear Pegs).
.i

b

WARNING

4

Many of the traffic pegs are used in the System Performance
report. When the
Traffic Peg Count Table is cleared. the System Performance
report is also
cleared. Likewise. if the System Performance report is cleared, the Traffic Peg
Count Table is cleared.
.

.

n Traffic Pegs
#

Name

01

NUM

Description
CALLS:

INCOIvlI~G

calls

u

Total number of INCOMING CALLS ansn.ered
Includes calls, logons, hangups, etc.
02

03

QUICK

MSG

MSG:

CREATE:

QUICK
Number
@).

by the VP 100.

messages

of QUICK messages

left (IntraMessaging

feature.

key

IMessages CREATED

Total number of 1MESSAGES CREATED. Includes messages
after extension busy/no answer. NEW messages, REPLY
messages, QUICK messages, etc.(NEW, REPLY, QUICK).
04

Toshiba VP Systems
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Times LISTEN was used
Number of times LISTEN was used (key @).

left

_’

Name

DescriDtion

05

LAST:

Times LAST was used
Number of times L.\ST was used (keys 1 a).

06

DIST MSG:

3Iessages SENT to Distribution
List
Number bf time’s messages were SENT to Distribution

07

- _

.

_

#
-

SAVE:

Times SAVE was used
Number of times SAVE

was used (key r).

08

ERASE:

Times EUSE
was used
Number of times ERASE was used (key z).

09

LOGON:

Times user LOGGED ON
Number of times callers successfully
mailbox number and security code.

IO

EXIT:

II

ALLRDY

I2

ERROR

Liars

qfollou-ed

pressed

b)

Times EXIT was used
Number of times g was used to EXIT from mailbox.
LOGON:

DROP:

Mailbox IN USE when user attempted
to logon
Number of times the mailbox was already IN USE when? LQGc)r\!
was attempted.
User was DROPPED because of TOO MANY ERRORS
Number of times a person was DISCONNECTED
because
_)
rhany errors had been made.

too

I3

NO DIAL:

No DIAL TONE from PBX when trying to make a call
Number of times the VP 100 attempted to call out and DID SOT
RECEIVE dial tone from the PBX (when connecting a call I.

I4

MSG AFT CALL:

Left message AFTER CALLING
an extensiop
Number of MESSAGES LEFT AFTER CALLING
which was busy or did not answer.

I5

VPERR:

Number
Number

of VOICE PROCESSING
of software errors.

I6

NEW:

Times NEW was used to create a message
Number of times NEW was used to create a message

ERRORS

FORWD:

Number
Number

I8

REPLY:

Number of REPLY messages
Number of times REPLY was used (kel-s 3

q).

I9

VOLUME:

Times VOLUME was used
Number of times VOLUME was used (keys

qE).

20

RETURN
ATN:

21

TIME:

(ke>- 5 ).

messages
u
of FORIVARDED
of times FORWARD was used (keys p 2).

I7

AT0

au extension

Returned to AUTO ATTENDANT
from logon
Number of times z 0 was used from mailbox to RETURY
AUTOlMATED ATTENDANT
level.

to

Times TI.\lE STAMP was used
Number of times TIME was used (key p).

Toshiba VP Systems
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#

Name

22

MULT

Description
ADDR:

Messages sent with MORE THA& ONE ADDRESS
.
Number of messages that \vsre direcrsd to 11ORE THAN ONE
address.
.

23

MSG DELETE:

Messages DELETED
Number of messages DELETED - hsard 10 conclusion
and
EXITED with q, DELETED because too short, or ERASED. If a
message has been sent to more than one address:‘The message is
not deleted (.and count accumulated)
until all addresses have
erased the message.

24

SEC ALL BSY:

Amount of seconds ALL PORTS BUSY
Total number of seconds calls were BLOCKED
100 ports were busy.

because

all VP

25

MSG WT COLLID:

Message Waiting COLLIDED
with an incoming
call
Number of times Message Waiting call COLLIDED with
incoming call or did not ieceive dial tone from PBX.

26

MSG WT CALL:

CALLS
Number

27

TOO SHORT:

Message deleted - TOO SHORT
Number of messages DELETED because they were less than 4
seconds in duration.

29

IMMED

IMlMEDIATE
CALL used
Number of times IMMEDIATE

30

31
.

CALL:

BACKlIP

LISTEN:

BACKUP
RECORD:

Waiting
CALLS MADE.

CALL was used ( keys 18).

BACKUP while LISTENING
to a message
Number of times BACKUP was used while listening
(key ml,.

to a message

BACKUP while RECORDING
a message
Number of times BACKUP was used while recording
(key’ @.

a message

Times system has RELOADED
Number of times the system has RELOADED.

RELOAD

33

RESTART

34

BUSY

35

NO ANS CALLS:

Auto Attendant
calls to extension
Number of calls made to extensions

36

GREET

Greetings
PLAYED
Number of times GREETINGS

Release 6.1

GREET
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COUNT:

MADE by Message
of Message Waiting

32

37
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COUNT:

CALLS:

PLAY:

RECORD:

Times system has RESTARTED
,.
Number of times the system has RESTil\RTED.
Auto Attendant
calls to BUSY extension
Number of calls made to BUSY exrensions.

Greetings
RECORDED
Number of GREETINGS

that DID NOT ANSWER
Ihat DID NOT Ai\;SWER.

were playsd.

recorded.

_

MAINTENANCE

?

Name

38

VACANT

39

UNAVAIL

CALLS:

CALLS:

Calls to VACANT extension
Number of calls made to extensions
not counl messa~s Lx.
aitinz calls 1.

that DO SOT EXIST

Calls tdUNAvAIL.\BLE
extension
Number of calls made to UNAVXILABLE

(does

extsnsions.

ALARM

CONFRM:

Alarm calls CONFIRMED
I___ “1
_c nln*,,,
I*I,.__ r-i,_
rAhTKTnx#rn
.L_
aa .._^_
hT..I.UIIIlJ~;I
LLL11S
L”1.1 IfiIVIL;U L..
vy _____:__
p)11;5>111s
L11C
UP””
.‘receipt of Alarm Call.

41

ALARM

ATTMPT:

Alarm calls ATTE>fPTED
Number of calls made ATTEkIPTING
Calls.

42

ALARM

TO DELIVER

Alarm

NO PORT: .NO PORT AVAIL_iBLE
when alarm call was attempted
Number of times an Alarm Call could not be made because
was NOT AVAIL.lBLE.

a Port

43

MSG WT NO
_hC_
run!:

Message Waiting encountered 3/4 of the PORTS BUSY
iu’umber of seconds Iviessage Waiting couid nor caii, and/or couid
not deliver a Network message because 3/4 or more of all PORTS
WERE BUSY (when all ports are configured for Outcall).

44

MSG WT VACANT:.

Message Waiting called VACANT extension
Number of times blessage Waiting called an extension
NOT EXIST.

45

t

Description

40

- _

.
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CALLS

PLACED:

ANSWRD:

Auto Attendant calls PLACED
Number of times the system DIXLED
counts all extensions called.

an extension

that-DID

number;

Auto Attendant calls ANSWERED
by called party
Number of CALLS PLACED that were answered.

46

CALLS

47

ATN XFR DIAL 0:

48

to intercept
by time out
ATN XFR BY TMO: Number of times TRANSFER
(no digits dialed)
.,
Number of times actually TRXSSFERRED
to intercept when
caller defaulted because no digits were entered. (The different?
betiveen pep 48 and peg 138 equals the number of times the
Attendant/ Intercept Greeting played.)

49

ALT NO DIAL:

No dial tone on ALTERNATE
TRANSFER CODE
Number of times X0 DIAL TOSE \vas received Lvhen attempting
the ALTERNATE
transfer string.

50

BROADCAST:

Number of BROADCAST
messages sent
Number of BROADCAST messages sent.

II58

PORT # CALLS:

Number of CALLS IN - broken down by ports
Number of CALLS RECEIVED by PORT, peg 5 1 = Port 1, pep
52 = Port 2. etc.

Number
Numb&
dialed.

of times TRANSFER
to intercept
by dialing 0
of times TRANSFER to intercept because zero was

Tosh~a
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#

Name

Description

67

MSG SND FAILED:

Message Send Failed
Numl& of times mfssage isilsd to be dsIi\.ered
full or set not_to accspt messAges.

70

SUBSEQ

CALLS:

of SUBSEQUENT
CALLS
of mailboxes dialed -AFTER PL.I\CING

INITIAL

mailbox

CALL.

71

MSG WT BUSY:

Message Waiting calls to BUSY extensions
+*iu’umber of @is iviessage ‘G-airing piacsd to B’USi’ extensions.

72

MSG WT NO ANS:

Message Waiting calls to RI3G-x0-XNSWER
extensions
Number of calls Message Waiting placed ~0 RING-NO-ANSWER
extensions.

73

MSG WT
ANSWER:

Message Waiting calls ANSWERED
Number of calls Message Waiting placed that were AIISWERED.

74

NAME RECORD:

NAME messages recorded
Number of NAME messages

recorded.

Pl7XTT\
. IcV-rz.hTT\l7’T\
031‘rl.Yc..:,,.2
1a,1=;u L”
ljfi IJlrl.ULU n.r-r\v
1.IUV.n - -..:,l.,.*
ll,n,,““n C.-l,,.,u,u>e: to not
accept message
Number of times a message n’AS NOT SENT to an Extended
Mailbox because the mailbox was full or set not to accept
messages.

75

l

76

OFFSITE

77

SETUP:

SET UP Offsite Message \I-aiting
Number of times Offsite Message Waiting
UP.

digit string was SET

MW GOT CX
PORT:

Message Waiting called Cs14IS port
Number of times an extension was called and answered
100 CX/MX PORT.

78

NET SND
ATTMPT:

NETWORK
message send ATTEMPT
Number of network messages sent ATTEMPTS

79

NET SND
SUCCESS:

NETWORK
message send SUCCESS
Number of network message- sent successfully.

80

NET SND COLLID:

NETWORK
send COLLISION
..
Number of network messages sent ATTESfPTS
with an incoming call.

.

81-

97

=aezlse 6.1

by a VP

that COLLIDED

# PORT BUSY:

Each peg represents that number of ports found BUSY (in
set) Each peg represents the _I\MOUNT OF SECONDS that
number of ports were busy. I i.e. if peg 82 = 99, 2 ports were
busy for 99 seconds.)

NET DIG LOST:

DIGIT
Number
network
not add

88

Tosr zx VP S_istems

Number
Number

because

December.
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LOST during NEXX-ORK communication
of times a DIGIT \vas LOST OR G;\RBLED
during
communication.
(Bad checksum - value of numbers
up correctly.)

did

..

MAINTENANCE

- _

#

Name

Description

98

AIC GOT CX
PORT:

AIC called a Cs/h~lX port
(AIC = Assisted Inward Callins) Number of times a CXnls
ans\vered when the VP 100 \\ 2s extendins a call.
.
POWE% FAILED
Number of times the VP 100 dstected a PO\i-ER FAILURE.

FAILED:

6-31

port

99

POWER

100

NET SND BSY:

NET message send - other system BlJSY
X7_-..._..l. ,,,~5>a~:_r;
- _^__^_^ ll”l
__* seiii - VLIIC;I
-.L-- ~~SLCU’
__._._- .>>a>
..^_ DTTC”
_^.A_
IYCLW”lh
Y,l+J I I^_
(S:_ICLIIL‘
than 3/4 of the ports were busy).

113

NET RCV DSK
FUL:

NETWORK
message receive DISK Fl_XL
Number of times received DISK FULL lvhen receiving
message.

114

NET RCV LONG:

NETWORK
message receive HIT BLOCK LI;\IIT
Message being received is LONGER than expected. (i.e. line
dropped - end of message not detected.)

115

NET RCV SIL LIM:

NETWORK
message received HIT SILEMCE LIMIT
Network message receive ABORTED due to siience iimit being
exceeded.

116

NET RCV BUSY:

NETWORK
message receive PORTS BUSY
Network message attempt received system BUSY (greater
314 ports busy).

a network

than

117

OFF MW CALLS:

OFFSITE
Message Waiting calls PLACED
Number of Offsite Message Xvaiting calls XTTESIPTED.

118

OFF MW ’
ANSWER:

OFFSITE
Message Waiting times AXSWERED
Number of Offsite Message Waiting Calls calls ANSWERED.

119

OFF MW SPK LIM:

Message Waiting hswered
but NO RESPO?;SE
OFFSITE
Number of times Offsite Message Waiting calls ivere ans\\-ered
but the system detected no response after speaking the prompt the
maximum number of times.

120

OFF MW PRE
FAIL:

OFFSITE
Message Waiting pre-digit
F-AILED
Number of times the PRE DIGIT string iJilsd.

121

NETQUA
ATTEMPT:

NETWORK
Line Quality Test ATTElfPT
Network line quality ATTEAIPTS.

122

NET QUA FAIL:

NETWORK
Line Quality Test F-AILED
Network line quality FAILURES.

123

NET QUA LOW
SIG:

NETWORK
Line Quality Signal TOO LO\V
Network line quality signal too LOW.

124

NET QUA LOW
S/N:

NETWORK
Line Quality Signal/Noise
ratio TOO LOI\
Network line quality signal/noise
ratio 1~70LOW.

125

MSG WT LAMP:

LAMP Message Waiting calls made
Number of times a message waiting lamp digit string was
ATTEMPTED.
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#

Name

126

LIN DRP EVENTS:

127

-

INIT DIAL 0:

DIAL 0:

IXTERRCFTIO?;

(momentary

INITIAL dialed q for assistance
Number of times a caller dialed 3 IM>lEDI.~TELY

after answer.

SUBSEQUENT
Dialed 0 for assistance
+‘. --_
-7.7 1.._
Kumber of ri.mes callers diaied z Ar 1 CK UINL~~C~
a maiibox.

SUBSEQ

129

INIT DIG DIAL:

INITIAL dialed extension or digit
Number of times a caller INITIALLY dialed the FIRST DIGIT
(1-8) for a defined mailbox or extension in the USER Table.

130

SUBSQ

SUBSEQUENT
dialed extension or digit
Number of times a caller SUBSEQUENTLY
dialed a FIRST
DIGIT (1-S) mailbox or extension defined in the USER Table.

131

INIT DIAL #:

INITIAL PRESSED E to logon
Number of times caller INITIALLY dialed 2 as a first digit,
indicating a request to logon to a mailbox.

132

SUBSQ

SUBSEQUENT
PRESSED H to logon
Number of times a caller SUBSEQUENTLY
attempting to call another mailbox.

133

Toshiba VP Systems

LINE DROP events
Nukber of LOOP CURRENT
disconnect)..

128

DIG DIAL:

- _

.

Descrihon

INIT DIAL *:

134

SUBSQ

135

CALLER
NET:

Recase 6.1

DIAL #:

DIAL *:

WAS

dialed

INITIAL PRESSED E for Quick hlessage
Number of times q was dialed IMMEDLATELY
answered.

q after

after the system

SUBSEQUENT
PRESSED q for Quick Jlessage
Number of times q was SUBSEQUEKTLJdialed after other
digits were dialed.
Caller was NETWORK
Nuniber of times the caller was from anor%r network

system.

137

CALL XFR TO
NET:

Caller was TRANSFERRED
OUT to Setwork
Number of calls TRANSFERRED
out to i?s net\vork.

138

INL DFLT INTCP:

INITIAL DEFAULT
to Intercept
..
The number of times a caller listened to ri- Company Greeting.
did nothing and DEFAULTED
to the ITTERCEPT
extension.
The call may not actually be transferred 1c7rhe intercept
extension. For example. the greeting ma! i-.;lve played or the
caller may have abandoned. (The differen:? bet\veen peg 48 and
peg 138 equals the number of times the .\rzndant/Intercept
Greeting played.)

139

SUB DEF INTCP:

SUBSEQUENT
DEFAULT
TO Intercept - caller made too
many errors
Number of times callers were TR,\NSFERRED
to the
INTERCEPT extension after dialing too c2ny non-existent
extensions.

December.

1992

,
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#

Name

Description

140

INL LFT MSG:

INITIAL left message at tone
Sum&r of callers that left a MESSAGE

141

SUBSQ
MSG:

LEFT

6-33

at the tone.

SUBSEQUENT
left message at tone
Sumb~iof
tin;es 2 message was left AFTER CALLING
different Mailbox.

a

142

MSG AFT GRT:

143

MSG RCV FRM
NET:

Message received from NETWORK
Number of messages RECEIVED from the NETWORK.

144

NORMAL
PLA:

Normal GREETING
PLAYED, no call placed
?Jumber of times a GREETING PLAYED and no additional
digits were dialed.

145

MSG CRE NOT
SNT:

Message CREATED BUT NOT SENT, (error - no address,
etc.)
Number of messages NOT SENT because there was absolute
siience, no addrehb was cniered. or the message was deleted
before sent. A message is defined as any message, greetin:. or
name.

146

PARTL

INCOMPLETE
extension number dialed
Number of times caller FAILED TO FINISH DIALING
extension number.

GRT

EXTENS:

\ -\

an _

152

RS-232C

MW ON:

Command
sent over RS-232C to PBX to TURN ON Message
Waiting
Number of times a command was sent over RS-232C to PBX to
TURN ON Message Waiting light (PBX Integration only).

153

RS-232C
OFF:

MW

Command
sent o\-er RS-232C to PBX to TURN OFF Message
Waiting
?Jumber of times a command was sent oyer RS-232C to PBX to
TURN OFF Message Waiting light (PBX Integration only).

154

RS-232C

IN:

INFORMATION
sent from PBX over RS-232C
Received information from PBX over RS-232C (PBX Integration
only ).
..

155

RS-232C
UNKNWN:

Received INVALID/UNEXPECTED
response from PBS over
RS-‘32C
Received invalid or unexpected response from PBX over RSl3lC (PBX Integration only).

156

INTG BUSY FWD:

INTEGRATION
PBX forwarded

- BUSY forward
call when BUSY was encountered.

157

INTG RNA FWD:

INTEGRATION
PBS forwarded
encountered.

- RING-NO-ANSWER
forward
call when RING-NO-AI\;SWER
was
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#

Name

Description

158

INTG ALL FWD:

INTEGRATION
- ALL forward
Integration - PBX immediately
forwarded
forwarding sta!us unknown.
~

- _

159

INTG DIRECT:

INTEGRATION
- DIRECT call
Integration - Direct station call to LOGON.

160

INTG NO CALL
REC:

+.INTEGRATION
- NO CALL RECORD
Integr.atiou - iUumber of times received a call on an integrated
’
system but received no call record or it was late.

161

XFR PA:

TRANSFER
TO PERSONAL
ASSISTANT
Number of times caller dialed q or was automatically
to a Personal Assistance position.

PA UNAVAIL:

AA_

tbr

PDL

170

REPLY ADDR:

Number

of times reply to additional

171

MSG PRIV:

Number

of times mark a message

172

FUTURE

Number

of times FUTURE

173

NAME DIR USED:

Number of times the NAMES
accessed.

174

,Drill

Number

175

NET P2 ATTEMPT:

I_

176

190

Release 6.1

BAD ADDR:

DELIV:

114FD:
W”_

Number of times a message was sent to a Personal Distribution
List that contained an invalid mailbox as one of its members.
addresses
PRIVATE

DELIVERY

was used.

message

DIRECTORY

of times a PERSONAL

was used.

was used.

mailbox

DISTRIBUTION

PROTOCOL
2 message attempt
Numb<r of PROTOCOL 2 messages

attempted.

NET P2
SUCCESS:

PROTOCOL
2 message sent
Number of PROTOCOL 2 messages

successfully

INTG PBX RST:

..
INTEGRATION
- PBX RESTART
PBX notified the VP 100 of a restart. Message
relit.

sent.

waiting

INTG REC-CALL

INTEGRATION
- RECORD
CALL-IN-PROGRESS
Record call-in-progress
requested by user.

192

INTG FORCED

INTEGRATION
-FORCED
FORWARD
A call was forced to forward to the VP 100.

193

INTG UNK FMT

INTEGRATION
-UNKNOWN
FORMAT
Unknown format for call record received.

194

INTG PREM END

INTEGRATION
-PREMATURE
Premature end of call record.

FWD

END

was

LIST was used.

191

December. 1992

transferred

PERSONAL
ASSISTANT
Unavailable
Number of times a Personal Assistant did not answer due to
Busy, Ring-No-Answer,
or-telephone forwarded back to the VP
100.

162

.
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#

Name

Description

195

INTG BAD FD

INTEGRATIOK

-

6-35

BAD FIRST DIGIT

Bad first digit in V.AR fie!d.
196

INTG DIG NOM

INTEGRATION

Digits do not-match
197

TO DO QUEUE

TODO

-

DIGITS NO>IXTCH

call format.

QUEUE TOO FULL

(Release 6.1 and later)
AT..-L^..
-c r:___
I~““IVLI “1
LIIIIL>-rr\r\A
1““Y

n,‘rTrc I_,.
,n\ +_
rnr,“,.c.“.3
VL-L”l_.
L”” c..,,
,111,,I
,2,-r,
L” :ake zi u1h,axlg\..
.‘-

Figure 6-2 represents the Traffic Peg Count Table. In the representation.
names are used. In the
actual table, the number of occurrences appears. The pegs are arranged in a table 10 columns wide.
The pegs are numbered from the top left corner across the first row: 0. 1, 2... The second row
begins with 10, 11, 12...
- _

.
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L:\ST

VPERR
DROP

!.IL-I_TI

FOL’.-RD

REPLY

VOLL-\IE

.

CALL

\lISC

SEC ALL

.2DDR

DELETE

BSY

MSG \VT
COLID

BACKUP

BACKL?

RELOAD

RESTART

BUSY

NO AliS

L!STEN

RECG??

CO1 INT

co1 7\T

CALLS

CALLS

PORT

SO PORT

VACANT

PLACED

XlSG UT
CALL

SHORT

CALLS
CONFRM

BROAD
CAST

Al-l-%RJT

PORT

1

CALLS

PORT
CALLS

2

PORT
CALLS

3

PORT
CALLS

4

PORT 5

PORT

CALLS

CALLS

6

PORT

7

C.U

FORT

8

B

CALLS

q
EXTND

OFFSI-;r

MW GOT

SET S>D

x5-r

FAILED

SETUP

CX FORT

;\mm

SUCCESS

5 PORTS

6 PORTS

i FORTS

3 FORTS

BUSY

BUSY

BCSY

BUSY

n

n

SET

DIG

LOST
RQST

RQST

RQST

DID/E&M

T.+BLES

DLllED

ERROR

NET RCV

NET RE\

OFF .\M

SIL LD.1

BUSY-

c.xLL.s

MSG WT

LN DROP

n-mu_

LAMP

EVENT

DLV.

C..,,-_

NET

RS23l
UNKNWN
RESET
INTEGR
NET P1
ATTEMPT

INTG BAD
FD

7 992

6-2 Traffic F eg Count

OFF

snv

.kKSV.ER

SUBSEQ
0

DLV

0

OFF\nr‘
SPK LIhl
lNm_-u
DIG DIAL
SUB DEF
ISI-CP

MSG CRE

rs.s7ber.

POV.-ER
FAILURE

CODE

NOT SENT

Release 6.1

.%IC MT
CX FORT

INVALID

CALLER

Toshiba VP Systems

n

BUS MSG

WAS

Figure

SND

‘able

BOOT

ROM DIAGNOSTICS

When the VP 100 reloads after input pdwer is applied,
bootup process. This process includes some diagnostic
.
,
correctly.

the processor on the Main Board starts its
tests that verify that the hardware is working

The complete message shown below is printed, except when an error is detected by the boot ROM
diagnostics.
If errors are encountered,
an error message is printed.
TESTIYG HARDWARE...
TEST COMPLETE
BOOTISG FROXl HARD DISK
________________SYSTEM SOFIWARE
DAY \fWDD/
HHMM:SS
YYYY

RELEASE AX.X.X
(MM/DDNY)
ID:000 S/N:000000
PBX:OO

----------------

(MODEM ENABLED)
LAST LOGS:
OO/OO OO:oO
@PREPARING
DISK TO RE.kD D.\TA
DISK READY
RUNh-ING DISK REBUILD... DO&?5
INITLXIZING
PORTS...DOhF

There are several possible error messages
messages and the required actions are:

that can be encountered

Message

during the bootup process.

Required Action

ERROR

1. PROB-\BLE

CAL-SE:

\lXIN

ERROR

2. PROB.-\BLE

CAL-SE:

H.ARD DISK

Replace the hard disk.

ERROR

3. PROB.kBLE

CXCSE:

DISK DATA

Restore system software
that was aborted.

**’ POWER

FAIL ***

BOARD

Replace

’

The

_

the Main Board and metal case.

or restart the procedure

Ignore if power was turned OFF. Otherwise,
replace the power supply.

.
.
Refer to the VP 100 Installation section in the INSTALLATION
connect a local terminal IO observe the bootup process.

chapter for details of how to
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HARDWARE

ERRORS

The VP 100 logs each hardware error. along Lvith its date, time, and type, in the HardLvare Error
Table. This section explains how to read and intfrpret the information in the Hardware Error Table.
It also suggests some probable causes and remedies.
To LIST the Hardware

0

Error Table, from the @ prompt,

enter:
a*-

LIST HARDWW
l

To CLEAR

the Hardware

CLEAR HARDW.m
- _

.

or (L H) 1-1
Error Table,

from the @ prompt,

enter:

or (C H) -1

Hardware Error Table Example:
TYPE SLOT
## #e
#

The Hardware

CHNL PRIO DATE TIME
*BAD
mmldd hh:mm #
#I#
f#:
#

Error Table field descriptions

DATA1 DATA2
#k# ##I

DATA4

are as follows.

Range I-nn. Indicates which hardware
failed to perform a function.

TYPE

DATA3

assembly

detected

an error or
n

SLOT

Where applicable, shows slot number
the error was reported.

CHNL

krdicates

PRlO

Range l-3, with 1 the lowest. Indicates the priority of the error. Always
correct the higher priority errors first. Priority 3 errors attempt an alarm
call immediately.
Priority 2 attempts an alarm call after 25 failures of
exactly the same type. (including data fields). Priority 1 attempts the
alarm call after 50 failures of the same type.

DATE

Shows the month

TIME

..
Shotvs the hour and minute the error was first detected,

.

the number

in which PCA was installed

when

of the failed channel.

and date the error was first detected.
usinp a 24-hour

ClOCk.

#BAD

Indicates

DATAl-DATA4

These fields contain
returned for repair.

D

Hardware

the number

of times the error occurred
information

used by Toshiba

(up to 99 times).
when an assembly

is

Error Types

The following table outlines the probable cause and su_Ooested remedy for errors. Clear errors
with the highest priority first. Priority 3 is the highest: I is the lowest.
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Hardware

Error Types and Remedies

Source

Error Type:Name
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Remedy

Pr‘iority

2:

Tone
Reflection

Selftest or
TEST LIKE 1.

Clear Hardware Error Table. Run TE L 1.
If one channel fails, disconnect line cord
and run TE L 1 again . If errors repeat,
replace the LI. If all lines fail. check the
configuration or MB as possible cause,If
error repeats. replace MB and metal case.

2

3:

Prompt

Selftest or
TEST LIKE 1.

Same as error 2.

2

4:

DTlMF

Selftest or
l-EsT LIKE 1.

Same as error 2.

2

5:

Ring Through

TEST LIKE 2.

Verify extension numbers in the PORT
Table are correct. Could be a problem in
- _PBX extensions or LIC.

2

9:

Hard Disk

Error detected or reported
by HD.

Replace HD. Re-boot the system if error
repeats. replace MB and metal case.

3

10: Disk is Getting

Percentage of storage has
reached threshold.

DATA 1 = 01 t alarm threshold has been
reached. Increase alarm threshold or erase
some messages.

Error detected while
initirializmg the HD.

Replace the hard disk. If error repeats,
replace MB and metal case.

Parity error detected on
the _MB.

Replace power supply. If error repeats,
replace MB and metal case.

Reflection

- _

Full

11: Disk Initiaion
Failure
12: CPU Parit!
.

-3

.

15: System Status
Error

Temperat;rs.
If D_ATA 1 = 1, the inner
cabinet temperature has
either risen above 113 F
(45 C) or ix dropped
bslow 41 F 15 C).

Check that the room temperature is within
the range of 65 F-80 F (18 C-27 C). Also
check tha the fan is \vorking properly. If
error persists. replace MB and metal case.

LIC

If DATA 1 = 10 , the number of LICs does
not correspond to the number of ports
defined for System Parameter -I.

\-oltage
If D.ATA 1 does not equal
I or 10. rhsn one of the
system voltages is out of
range.

Replace the power supply. If the error
repeats. replace MB and metal case.

I
/
i

3

i
/
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Table 6-2

Hardware Error Types and Remedies
Source

Error Type:Name

.

(continued)

Remedy

Priority

16: HD =l PROMPTS

Defect in prompt area
logged into Defect List.

Restore system prompts from the CAT to
the HD. Refer to the PROCEDURES
chapter. If errors repeat, replace the HD. If
the error repeats, replace MB and mef;rl
.case.

3

17: HD Defects

Too many defects, or
defects in a critical area.

Replace the hard disk with a spare
provided by Toshiba. Possible cause: HD,
VCU. Replace one at a time. If error
repeats, contact Toshiba technical support.

3

- _

DATA-1
DXTA-2
D.XTA-3
D.ATA-4

=
=
=
=

ERROR CODES
DISK #
NOT USED
NOT USED

18: HD Relocate
Error

Failed attempt to relocate
a bad sector.

Replace HD. If the error repeats, replace
MB and metal case.

3

23: PBS Integration

Problem w&the
RS-232C link with the
PBX.

Check the RS-232C connections. If error
repeats, check the PBX configuration.

3

24: PBS Integration

Problem with the
RS-232C. link with the
PBX.

This error pertains only to RS-232C
integrated systems. The following outlines
the probable cause and suggested remedy
for that error.

1
.

D.iTA-1
.

‘.

GOT CALL, BUT NO qALL RECORD (OR CALL RECORD WAS TOO
LATE)
DATA-2 = PORT # CALL CAME IN ON
DATA-3 = NOT USED
DATA-4 = NOT USED
c

09

The call rang in on the Port. but the call record was not received on the RS-232C link.
Thtrefore, the VP 100 port answered the call after 5 rings and played the generic company
5oreetino.z
RESIEDY: Check the RS-232C conneciton to the PBX. If the cabling is correct and the
problem persists, call Toshiba technical support

HD was unable to handle a
disk error properly.

26: Hard Disk Error

Toshiba VP Systems

lweass

6.1

December.

1992

Replace the HD. If the error repeats.
replace MB and the metal case.

3

MAINTENANCE

Table 6-2

Hardware Error Types and Remedies
Source

Error Type:Name
27: Option Control
Chip Error

Problem wide rhr Option
Control Chip.

DATA-1
-._-.- = ERROR

=
=
=
=
=
=

DATA -2
DAT_a-3
DAT,I-1

(continued)

Remedy
.
Contact Toshiba technical support.

Priority
3

C(?lJE:

01 = OCC READ ERROR (OCC CHIP PRqBABLY

02
03
0-t
05
06
07

6-41

‘-

l

BAD OR MISSDG)

OCC CHECKSml
ERROR
SERLV. NUhlBERS ON THE OCC AND SECTOR 3 ARE DIFFERENT
COATENTS OF THE OCC AlW SECTOR 3 ARE DIFFERENT
OCC SERIAL WJlBER
IS ALL ZEROES
SECTOR 3 RE.kD ERROR
SECTOR 3 CHEC%UI\I
ERROR

’

L\-USED
l_?WSED
L’USED

29: D&IA Timeout

i Non-maskable

interrupt.

Contact Toshiba technical suport.

3

30: Arbitration
Timeout

/ Non-ma&able

interrupt.

Contact Toshiba technical support.

-3

37: Ring Detection
Failure

( TEST Line 4

Ensure that the PBX is properly connected
to the LIC, and verify that rhe PBX type
provides sufficient loop current for the test.
If the test still fails. replace the LIC.

2

DATA-l =
DATA-2 =
* DATA-3 =
DATA-1 =

LJJEXPECTED EVE\T
SOT UNUSED
SOT UNL-SED
SOT UNLSED

TYPE

.

..
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various vie\vs of the VP 100 cabinet.
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Power and
Telephone
Cables
Figure 6-3

The VP 100 Cabinet Front View
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Mounting Locations

Alarm LED
Card Reset xX
LEDs
‘\

Power LED

\

._Q___Q__-Q___Q~
__-_-_--------\
Channel
Statrjs LEDs -i-

..

03

05

07

0/

0

.

Ho’der

Figure 6-4
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Mo;&ing
Locations

The VP 100 Front View of Metal Enclosure

I
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Fuse Holder,

.

-

Power Switch

Port
Numbers
I

I

6-45

IEC Connector
I

d-

\
\

\

II

OI’
cl’

cl3

cl5

cl7

cl2

04

0.6

08

cl

- _

_.

1

A
I

I
/

Term 1

I

\

.

*

Term 2

AUX
Connector

Figure &!5 VP 100 Bottom View of Metal Enclosure

.

.
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HARDWARE

6.9

’

REPLACEMENT
->

.-

The following sections explain how to safely replace sub-assemblies
in the VP 100 cabinet. The
sub-assemblies
do not contain any replaceable components.
Replacing. attempting to replace. or
modifying any of the sub-assemblies
voids all warranties. An assembly may be replaced by the
manufacturer with an equivalent assembly.
.*b WARNI’NG
4
Use’of a wrist grounding
strap prevents
damage to sensitive
electronic
components.
Before handling any electronic equipment,
including the power
supply and cables, attach one end of the strap around your wrist and the other
end to any unpainted surface of the VP 100 cabinet.

- _

n Access
_.

The following are the instructions
Specific instructions for replacing

.

_

.

to the VP 100 Inner Components

5.

Unlock
hinges.

6.

Turn OFF the input power switch located at the right side on the bottom of the VP 100
cabinet.

7.

Loosen
down.

n Closing

and remove the plastic

_

cover. The plastic

cover swings up and is removed

at the

.)

the four screws at the sides of the VP 100 metal case and swing the metal cover

the VP 100 Metal and Plastic Cases
.

To close the case after replacing
..

for removing the outer plastic cover and the inner metal case.
hardware components are in this chapter.

.-=

hardware

components:

1.

Close the metal case and tighten

the four retaining

screws.

2.

Connect

3.

Turn ON the input power.

4.

Observe

5.

Rotate the plastic case down over the metal cover and lock it in place.

..
the input line cord.

system startup messages

n Component

on a terminal.

Locations

The following diagrams illustrate the components and their mounting locations, and the
components with their connectors.
Refer to these drawings when reading the replacement
instructions
in the following sections.
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Ha;d Disk
Mounting
Screws

Fan Mounting

, Fan

Pin 1
/ Indicator

Pin
\
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Main Board ,

Power
SUPPlY

/

III II ’

Line Card
1

Line Card
Extractors

I II \\

Power

’IIA

Mounting
Screws

.

Figure 6-6
a

The VP 100 Components

and Their Mounting

_ _
A.

Locations
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Main Board
Hard Disk

I

Figure 6-7
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The VP 100 Cable Connections

/

Power
SUPPlY

MAINTENANCE

n Line Interface
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Card (LIC) Replacement

..“I

_.-

If a LIC problem occurs, the card must be returned
the LIC are not replaceable.
-

to Toshiba

for replacement.

4
b WARNING
The VP 100 must be turned OFF before inserting or removing

Components

on

a LIC.
.-

l

The procedures to remove and add a LIC are below. Be careful not to touch the components on
the LIC. Handle the card carefully, touching it only on the sides and using the extractors. Use a
wrist grounding strap to prevent damage to sensitive electronic components.

Removing

A

LIC

The procedure
Forward

2.

Remove the outer covers to gain access to the inner components.
Be sure to turn OFF the input power before opening the metal
case.

3.

Remove

4.

Use the two white extractors on the LIC to lift the board out of
the card cage. Between the ports on the LIC is a piece of
grounding metal. When removing a LIC, be careful not to snag or
bend it.

1.

Position the LIC in the the guides mounted on the card cage. Use
the two white extractors on the LIC to push the board into the
card cage. If the LIC does not easily snap into the connector,
rather than applying unnecessary
force, try to realign the LIC in
the guides.
.

2.

Insert the modular

3.

Close the metal and plastic cases.

4.

Test to be sure the VP 100 and the new LIC are operating
correctly.

i
/

..

_

._

LIC

1

all ports by entering,

the modular

at the @ prompt:

TE C 1.

line cords.

line cords from the PBX.

r

If Adding

.

Card is as follows:

1.

..

Installing

to replace a Line Integration

Ports:

1.

Enter the UPDATE

program.

2.

Modify

System Parameter

3.

Modify
ports.

the PORT Table -

4.

Exit UPDATE

5.

At the @ prompt, type:

4 to reflect the number

and perform

add required

information

the Configuration

RESTA

I\.

of ports.
for new

Backup procedure.
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6: When the VP 100 comes up, logon by entering
7. Verify that the additional

the passlvord.

ports exist. At the @ prompt,

enzr:

PS.

‘)
_

,

8. Test the rrew LIC. At the @ prompt, enter: TE L 1.
9. Test the new ports for call processing
capabilities.
10. Add the new extensions

and message

fo the existing

taking

.‘PBX hunt group.

Hard Disk Drive (HD) Replacement
Hard disk drives are initially shipped installed in the cabinet. When a replacement is required,
certain procedures must be followed to restore a system to.normal operation. The following
describes the physical aspects of disk drive, voice storage capacities, and replacement
procedures. Refer to PROCEDURES,
Hard Disk Drive Replacement Procedures in this manual
for detailed instructions when restoring the system to nomml operation after replacing a hard
disk drive.

All hard disk drives are shipped

e

installed

Table 6-3 Disk Drive Assembly
VP 1 $$$rage
2.5

.

I

6.0

I

11.0

Removing Hard
Disk Drive

Release 5.1

bracket (see Figure 6-6).

When removing or shipping the disk drive for any reason, always remove
assembly_ Altering or tampering with the disk drive voids all warranties.

I

Toshiba VP Systems
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‘I
I

the complete
:

Numbers

Maximum
Ports

Disk Drive
Part No.

8

lOOH&2.5

8

I

1OOHD-6

8

I

lOOHD-11

To remove the hard disk drive, follow the procedures
below.

described

fGZ

Only hard disk drives supplied by Toshiba can be used to
replace or to upgrade a system.

1.

Remove the outer cover to gain access to the inner components.
Be sure to turn OFF the input power before opening the mersl
case.

2.

Loosen the four S-32 Phillips head screws securing
at the top exterior of the VP 100 cabinet.

3.

Remove the hard disk drive from the VP 100 cabinet.
easy access to the cables.

the disk drive

This

allows

1

MAINTENANCE
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Hard Disk
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4.

Remove

the disk dri\,e SCSI data cable.

5.

Remove

the disk po\+‘sr supply cable.

To replace
belotv.’

the hard disk drive follow the procedures

described

’

1.

Connect

the disk po\ver supply cable.

2.

Connect the disk drive SCSI data cable. Th:._cable is ke>-ed to
only mount in one direction; you cannot connect it incorrectly.

3.

Install the hard disk drive in the upper position by positioning
drive with cable connectors facing to the right.

4.

Raise the drive until the four holes in the shock mount align with
=
the holes in the cabinet top wall.

5.

Tighten

6.

Close the metal and plastic cases.

7.

Refer to PROCEDURES
procedure to follow.

the

the four 8-32 x 3/g screws.

for the correct Hard Disk Drive

Power Supply (PS) Replacement
There are no adjustments on the power supply. There is a replaceable fuse located on the
bottom of the cabinet near the power switch (refer to Figure 6-5). If the Boot ROM diagnostics
report that the power supply is bad or if the VP 100 does not power on, check the fuse. If the
fuse is OK, replace the power supply.

However,

whenever

the input power switch is turned OFF, the following

.

message

appears:

.
*** POWER FAIL ***
In this case, the error message

should be ignored.
..

Removing
SUPPlY

Power

In the event of damage or malfunction,
the PS may require
replacement.
The following describes how to remove the PS safely.
1.

Remove the outer cover to gain access to the inner components.
Be sure to turn OFF the input power before opening the metal
case.

2.

Remove

3.

Loosen the PS retaining screws and remove the power supply.
This allows easy access to the DC power cables.

4.

Disconnect the disk power cables at the power supply. There are
three power cables that go to the MB, the HD, and the fan.

the input power cord.
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installing

Power

SUPPlY

To install the PS safeI>,. perform

the steps in the following

order:
f‘

I.

Make sure the input po\ver switch on the PS is turned OFF.

3
_.

Place the PS into the VP 100 cabinet.
Reconnect
fan.

the three DC power cables to the MB, the HD, and the

4.

Tighten

the four PS retaining

5.

Connect

the input pouer

6.

Close the metal and plastic cases.

screws.

cord.

When the system is up. check for proper operation. Clear the
Hardware Error Table before starting the checkout. List the Hardware
Error Table when the checkout is completed. Verify that no errors
_.
were reported by the system diagnostics.

n

Fan Replacement
Removing

Installing

Fan

Fan

.

n

.

1.

Remove the outer cover to gain access to the inner components.
Be sure to turn OFF the input power before opening the metal
case.

2.

Remove

3.

Disconnect

4.

Loosen

1.

Verify that the input power switch on the PS is turned OFF.

2.

Connect

3.

Place the fan into the VP 100 cabinet.

4.

Tighten

5.

Close the metal and plastic cases.

the input power cord from the PS.
the fan DC power cable at the power supply.

the three fan retaining

the thin connector

screws and remove the fan.

to the PS.

the three fan retaining

screws.

Main Board (MB) Replacement
If a bad Main Board is suspected, the metal case including the MB must be replaced. Remove
the hard disk, OCC, power supply, fan, and all line cards from the metal cabinet. Place them in
a protected environment
(electrostatic bag) until the replacement metal case arrives.
b WARNING
4
The Main Board is not to be removed from the metal case. Doing so can cause
damage to the Main Board or to the connectors.
-.
_

/-

c,’
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n Option Control Chip (OCC) Replacement
Th? OCC is the component that contains the features that each VP 100 is equipped with. The
OCC assembly is an S-pin integrated circuit that is inserted into a socket soldered onto the
Llain Board.
.
Ths OCC must always remain with the system it was purchased for. If a Main Board is being
replaced. the OCC must be removed from its socket and placed into the socket on the Main
Board of the replacement cabinet. It is recommended
that you use an IC puller or a small
screwdriver to carefully pry the OCC from.the Main Board. If a pin is broken’& bent during
remo\-al. a new OCC must be ordered.

If the OCC goes bad. the system still operates since the features are also stored on disk.
Hokvever. you can not ,oet into the UPDATE program; a new OCC must be ordered. OCC
failure or malfunction
is reported in the Hardware Error Table.
-.

- _
The OCC must be properly
alignment.

placed on the board; it is not keyed. Refer to Figure 6-6 for proper

Figure 6-8 shows the OCC assembly.
take it out of the socket assembly.

.r

When removing

the OCC from the Main Board, do not

‘4

.

Figure 6-8 OCC Assembly
c
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6.10

DESCRIPTIONS

AND PART NUMBEds

Component

Part Number

Metal case with Main Board and cable

2OO-0147.-00 1

Cable -

5 10-0326-00
*-

CAT Interface

1

l

Cable -

Terminal

5 10;0327-001

Interface

200-0156-001

Fan

- _

Hard Disk -

2.5 hour

1OOHD-2.5

Hard Disk -

6.0 hour

lOOHD-6

Hard Disk -

11 .O hour

1OOHD- 11
VP-2P

Line Card
Option Control

152-0709-00 1

Chip

200-0144-011

Power Supply

.

-.

..
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INTRODUCTION
.
This chapter explains the VP 100 procedures available through use of the Configuration Applications
Terminal, referred to as the CAT. The VP CAT menu option scrcsns and the VP 100 procedures are
described. CAT hard disk drive procedures are also described.
The CAT is used to initiate the prcxedures described in this chapter. The CAT is an IBM c‘gmpatible PC
with a floppy drive and an internal hard disk drive.
l

l

The CAT floppy drive is used to transfer programs and files to and from the CAT hard disk drive.
The CAT hard disk drive is used to store the CAT program. VP 100 system software, prompts, and
backed up system configurations. It is also used when transferring programs and files to and from the
.-_.
VP 100.

Most standard ASCII data terminals that meet EIA RS-232C specifications can be used to communicate
with the VP 100. These ASCII terminals can be used to access all configuration, reporting, and diagnostic
programs on the VP 100.
The CAT is used with multiple Toshiba products. If the CAT hard disk drive contains information for more
than one product type, the following screen appears when the CAT is first turned ON. It does not appear if
only one product type is installed This screen allows you to select the Toshiba product being used- _

Use *

and _) to move selector and ENTER to make selection
Select Product Type
VMXworks
-a

Configuration

Applications

Terminal

VMX CAT version XXX
(c) 1989,199O by VMX, Inc.
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This chapter contains

the following information.

(.

This section explains the Select System screen options and the Help, Exit, and

CAT Menus

Terminal menus of the CAT program.

.

Backup Procedures

This section explains how to backup a VP 100 System Configuration and
Greetings. Names, Scripted. and Sequential Messages (GNSSM). It also
explains how to archive a VP 100 system to floppy diskette. .,-

Restore Procedures

This section explains how to recover a backed up VP 100 system from floppy
diskette. It also explains the following procedures:
l

Restore System Configuration.

l

Restore GNSSM.

l

Restore System Software.

l

Restore System Prompts.

l

Add a second language (Release 6.1 or later).

_.

_

._

- _

VP 100 Hard Disk
Replacement

This section explains how to replace a hard disk drive in a VP 100. The drive
may need to be replaced when specific Boot ROM or hardware errors occur.

VP 100 Hard Disk
Upgrade

This section explains how to upgrade a VP 100 disk drive to a drive with
increased capacity, which will provide additional hours of voice message
storage.

VP 100 System
Software Update

This section explains how to update a VP 100 system to a new release of system
software.
_
.-

Session Review

This section prbvides information about session logs captured during
communications with a VP 100. Also described are procedures for saving,
deleting, viewing, and printing the files containing a record of session activity.

CAT Hard Disk
Drive Operations

This section explains the procedures to remove a VP*100 system from the CAT
hard disk drive, and provides guidelines for CAT hard disk drive maintenance.

Appendix A

A sample listing of System Serial number subdirectories.

Appendix B

The Data Transfer Messages are listed.

.
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COKVENTIONS:
To

indicate

Text

tlls

difference

between the text in this chapter. the following conventions
-

This is normal text in this chapter.

VP 100 and DOS
system prompts

are followed.

The VP 100 system and DOS prompts are represented

in this type:
d-

C:\VMXCAT>

VP 100 screen
sample

The VP 100 screens are represented
surrounded by gray shading:

in the following type face and are
_

-_.

- _
-------SYSTEM
DAY

User entries within
VP 100 screens

SOFTWARE

MM/DD

HHMM:SS

RELEASEA.X.X.X.

YYYY NAh4EID:XXXXXX

The VP 100 system and DOS commands
this iype:

(MM/DD/YY)------SM:XXXXXX

_

PBX:XX

that you type are represented

in

.M USER

.MUSER
Enter current MAILBOX number.
500
Enter each user’s MAILBOX and COSEnter as:
MaiIbox,COS (Mailbox=l-S digits, COS=o-127)
User’sEXTENSIONwiIIhe set to matchMAILBOXMOD500,~~

.

-

- -

..

CAT Menus
The names of CAT Menus are represented
Terminal

in this ,~pe:

Menu

@5 The various screens described in this chapter appear ONLY when using the CAT.

-.
_.
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Procedures
Tips and Not&

Commonly. Used DOS Prompts
DOS provides a prompt to indicate when it is ready fo receive and process commands.
prompt information:
- _

The following are examples

of DOS
-

.-_.

Prompt

Descrintion

c:>

DOS prompt, not indicating

which directory is selected. This prompt will most likely appear if the VP
CAT software has not been installed or if the PC was not rebooted after VP CAT software was
installed.

C:b

DOS prompt with the root directory selected.

C:\VMXCAT>

DOS prompt with the VP CAT-directory

*

selected.

\
I\..

Moving from the Select System screen to the CAT menus

_.

l

With the Select

System

screen displayed on.tbe CAT press IEscape

a

Hold down the m

0

Use the left and right tiow

.

key and press H. The CAT menu appears with the Help option selected.
.

cursor control keys to select the desired menu option.
.

_

._

Moving from the VP 100 screen to the CAT menus.
Hold down the [Alto key and press the fust letter of the VP CAT menu item you wish to select.
top of the screen with the selected menu item highlighted in reverse video:
IAlt/H

Help.

mEormX

Exit the CAT pro,oram and return to the DOS prompt

mT

Terminal (VP CAT activities).

DB

Backup information from the VP 100.

DR

Restore information to the VP 100.

l=JU

Update the VP 100 system software.
_

The’menu bar appears at the
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The following is a brief description of the VP CAT batch file commands. In the DOS command column, XXXXXX
represents the system serial number, and YY represents the Log file number. All commands are typed into the DOS command processor when the following DOS prompt is displayed: C:\VMXCAT>
Desired Action

DOS Command
SYS_BACK

Archive

XXXXXX

SYS_DEL XXXXXX

I

Command used to archive (backup) a VP 100 system
to floppy diskette.

m

Recover
from floppy

SYSJIEST

XXXXXX

Save a
log file

LOG-SAVE

XXXXXX)]

-

IEnter

Command used to delete (remove) a VP 100 system
from the hard disk of the PC. Should be used only after
archiving to a floppy diskette.

LOG_DIR XXXXXX[j

Command used to display the names of all stored log
files for this particular system serial number.

Display
Log file

LOG-SHOW

Command used to display the CATLQG file. If log
number YY is included. displays that log file. Enter
1-1
S and -1
Q to start and stop file
display.

Print
Log file

LOG_PRNT

XXXXXX YY m

XXXXXX Y-Y -Enter

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1
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CAT hard disk Drive Operations
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L.

Command used to print the CAT.LOG file. If log file
number YY is included prints that log file. Enter
m
-1
to print a snapshot of the current
screen while in the CAT program

sections of this chapter for details about these commands:

Backup Procedures
Restore Procedures

I-

Command used to recover (restore) a VP 100 system
from a floppy diskette, or beginning with Release 6.1,
add a second language.

Log file
directory

0
0

/

Command used to save a CAT.LOG file as CAT.LYY
(where YY is the next sequentially available-log file
pumber).

.

Refer to the following

_’

Description

to floppy
Delete
a system

-

-.

:.:
.:.;
:.
c;
,.-.

.’
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Procedures
This table shows VP CAT vs RS-232C terminal operation capability with the various VP 100 programs and procedures.
The procedures that can be accessed from a remote location using the internal modem of the VP 100 are indicated. All
programs and procedures listed can be performed onsite.

Terminal vs VP CAT Operations

VP CAT

Program/Procedure

Guideline

RS-232c
Terminal

Install Program

Y

Y

Backup System Configuration

Y

N

Backup Names/Greetings

Y

N

Configuration

(GNSSM)

Remote1
Procedure

Onsite Baud
Rate

N

Y

Changes3

/

?9200

I

19200

N

N

Restore System Configuration

19200
_

Y

-

N

N

19200

Restore System Software4

N

N

38400

Restore Systems Prompts.4

N

N

Restore System Disk4

N

N

Add a Second Language

N

Update System Software4

N

Save Log Sessions

N

Restore F&es/Greetings

‘\
./
:
\ -.-..

1
2
3
4

-

_.

- _

(GNSSM)

Remote (modem) operations & be performed at 1200 or 300 baud only.
Not recommended.
Configuration changes saved only to VP 100 hard disk drive.
These operations require the VP 100 to be OUIof service to perform the proceduie.

-’

Y

I

I
I
I

._

38400

38400
38400
38400
ALL
-.
4.

All ports must tw forwarded.
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CAT MENU OPTIONS

7.1

This section explarns each CAT menu option and sivei a sample of each screen. The selected menu
option appears highlighted at the top of the screen. On is in the menu screen. use the left and right
arrow keys to move between the choices at the top of the screen. The active menu choice is always
highlighted at the top of the screen with a description of it at the bottom.

To access the various menus
a terminal for communicating
menu option desired.

The following
- _

while in the terminal emulation mode, (which causes4,the PC to act like
with the VP 100); hold down g
then press the first letter of the

is a list of the CAT menu options and the command

l

Help

l

Terminal

m

0

Backup

.mB

l

Restore

l

Update

T (includes

Select

System

to obtain each.

screen)

$iLJU

This section explains the Select System, Help, Exit, and Terminal options.
and Update options are described in following sections of this chapter.

The Backup,

Restore,

.
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n Select

System

Screen

The Select System screen appears Li,htn ths CAT program is first sraned. This screen can also
be accessed from the Terminal menu after the program has been stansd. by choosing Select
System from the menu choices.

The Select System screen enables you to work with previously stored systems on the CAT
hard disk. You can work without selecting a system, select an existing VP 100 ta’tiodify, or
add a new system. The following IS an example of rhe Select System screen foiiowed by an
explanation df each selection.

Use *

and W to move selector and ENTER to make seiection

____

Select this line to add another system

ISystem

Name

System 1
System 2
System 3

Toshiba VP Systems
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System iD

System S/?--i Reiease ii

123123
456456
657657

123123
456456
657657

.

A.04.03.08
A.05.02.02
A.06.01 .OO

Prompi SiZijSj

000
A50
ENGGH M51

1

-

I
~-
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Select

7-3

No System

When the Select System screen first appears. the cursor is positioned on the Select this
line for no system field. Choose this field Lvhen using the C.\T for terminal emulation
purposes only. Terminal emulation be$ns as soon as you press I:
When No
System is selected. the Backup, Restore and Update procedures described in this chapter
are not available. Session log information
is still captured and stored in the CAT.LOG fils
in the C:\VMXCAT
subdirectory.

The following

explains

how to use the &AT for terminal
CAT/VP

Action

n

1.

I

2.

!I

Select

emulation.

100 Description

‘-

l

and Response

Move to
Select this line for no system.
Selection is highlighted.

and +

Terminal equlation
begins. SysS/N<none>
appears
in the status line at the bottom of the screen.

an Existing

System

The Select System screen displays all systems currently stored on the CAT hard disk
drive. Each VP 100 is ihentified by its unique serial number on the CAT hard’disk drive.
Refer to the CAT chapter, Software Description. The following explains how to access an
existing system.
Action

CATNP

1
*.

6

Move to desired

2.

i[

and-

-.
.

100 Description
system.

and Response

Selection

is highlighted

Terminal emulation begins. The selected system‘s
serial number appears in the status line at the bottom
of the screen.
Terminal emulation mode allows the CAT to acr as a
terminal device for communicating
with a VP 100.
When a system is selected in this manner. all system
backup and session log info:mation
is stored within
that system’s subdirectory.
In addition, any system
restore procedure transfers information
files from
the seIected system’s subdirectory to the VP 100. If
the selected system was previously backed up and is
backed up again, the old information
is lost and is
replaced with the ne\\- information.
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Modify

an Existing

The following

explains

System

how tomodify

system.

Action

‘CAT/VP 100 Description

1.

h

Move to desired system.

2.

F31

3.

Modify

4.

-1

and t

System information
system information

LW

and Response

Selection

screen appears.

is highlighted.
*-

l

Refer to fields as shown in the diagram in the
previous section, Add a New System. The changes
are saved when information
in the last field has been
entered.
Terminal emulation begins. The selected system’s
serial number appears in the status line at the bottom
of the screen.

- _

n

an existing

To abort the modify operation,

press IEscape.1 and changes

are not saved.

Add a New System

The following

explains

how to add a new VP 100 system to the CAT.

Action

CAT/VP

I.

6

Selection is highlighted. Move to
Select this line to add another system

2.

[Enter)

and t

100 Description

System information
below.
~

and Response

screen appears.

as displayed

Use Enter to move between fields ~

SW Release:.

..

I

3.

Enter sb-stem information

Enter information into the fields by using the
following guidelines and conventions.
Press the
[=I
key to move between fields.
SysName: 1 to 8 alpha-numeric characters and spaces
Use this field to enter the system name. Generally.
this name is the same as displayed on the VP 100
system header, System Parameter I.
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SJ-slD: I to 6 digits
The system identification
can be any string of
nzmbsrs u>sd to identify the particular VP 100.
Generally the system ID is the same as the system
Serial number.
S+23:
6 digits only
All VP 100 system serial numbers are six digits
long. The serial number is assigned by the
manufacturer and is hardware resident, stored in the
Option Control Chip (OCC). The entry in this field
niust be the same as the serial number assigned to
ths VP 100 that appears in the system he’ader.

I3

- _

X0 SPACES ARE ALLOWED
entering this number.

when

Release #:
n‘hen the cursor enters this field, a release number
oI‘VP 100 system software installed on the CAT
hxd disk is automatically
inserted. To accept this
sntry press I]
or use the A and * keys to
move among the choices. Only select the software
release that matches the release currently
installed on the VP 100 being added. II

Prompt Sets:
TX Prompt Set field is blank, but a window appears
displaying the languages installed on the CAT hard
disk. An example of this window is below. A valid
1.-.._ _^ ______
__. must be selected. Use the 4
~;il~_uit~~
~,IUIII~)LXL
z~:d w keys to select a language choice. Press
EnrsrI
.

Use Enter

r

to move between

fields

System Name:
S&tern ID:
System S/N:
SW Release:
Prompt Sets:

I -
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Beginning with Release 6.1. two language prompt
sets can be installed. After the first prompt set is
selected, the window displays the languages again.
Select another language to install or select none to
install Prompt Set 1.
After the prompt selection(s) has been made p;ess
-1
, the CAT goes into the terminal emulation
mode and the new system serial numbr appears in
tb,e nrzxrir9.n
rt?tllr Iin‘
y’“j.uu*
LI...LY.J
1111..

w

VP 100 system software and prompts must be installed
a system using the Select System screen.

.
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Help Menu
The Help menu offers online help for CAT program operation. procedures, and for VP 100
programming
and system commands. The folio\\-ins is an example of the Help screen. Th.e list
that is displayed in the Help screen varies accordin< to the software release of the VP System
.
selected.

CAT Version

Command

Summary

Configuration
Introduction
Maintenance
Procedures
Reports

Help on CAT (Configuration

The following

1.

Application

explains

Terminal)

software

how to access the Help menu while in terminal

Action

CATNP

100 Description

aH’

The Help menu appears.
To highlight

the desired

emulation.

and Response

topic. Selection

is highlighted.

Help windo\.\- appears.

Use the arroiv and page keys to scroll through
Information in Help \vindow scrolls.
5.

a

Escapel

To return 10 terminal emulation.
to terminal emulation.

when finished.

the text.

Returns

us% Pressing

lAlfl followed by any letter that is not a valid (first letter) menu choice
automatically
highlights the pop-up Help menu.
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EXIT
The Exit menu is used to terminaie

the C,\T program and return rhe PC to the DOS prompt in
the C:\VMXCAT
subdirectory. Prior to qiting the CAT program. make sure your
communication
session with the seiected s-stem is complete and that the 0 prompt is displayed
from the VP 100. When you exit the CAT program. any open CAT.LOG file is closed and
saved.
The following

is an example

.

.*-

of the Exit screen.

..

Exit to DOS

The following

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

explains

how to use the EXIT menu.

Action

CAT/VP

1.

jAltlEor/AltJX

TO exit the CAT program while in terminal
Menus appear with Exit option selected.

2.

-1

Return the PC to the DOS prompt. DOS prompt
displayed.

December,

1992

100 Description

and Response
emulation

is

_

PROCEDURES

)

7-O

q TERMINAL
The Terminal menu oprions provide control of terminal emulation activities. The menu
i:iectionare used to <?lect the baud rate, select a system. start and stop session logsing..and
to
clear the CAT terminal screen (without affecting the VP 100). The follo\vine is an examDIe of
.
rhs Terminal screen.

.Session Logging
Select System
Clear Screen

3

The follo\x ing explain-

I.

how to access the Terminal menu while in terminal

Action

CAT/VP

_All:

To activate Terminal menu option. Menus appear with
Terminal option selected.

T

Highlight

100 Description

emulation.

the desired choice.

and’Response

Selection

is highlighted.

Menu appears for selected choice. Selected action begins.

-4

G

In the CONFIGCR.~TIOYJ
APPLICATIONS
TERMINAL (CXT) chapter in this manual.
Terminal menu options are discussed in the VP CAT Overview - Clear Screen section,
and Communi<xion
with the VP 100 - Changing the Baud Rate section.

w

In the PROCEDURES chapter, Terminal menu options are discussed in the CAT Menu
Options -Select
System Screen section, and the Session Review and File Maintenance section.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

December. 1992
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BACKUP

PROCEDURES

This section describes how to backup the VP LOOconfiguration
and select combinations
of
Greetings, Names. Scripted. and Sequential Messages t GNSSM). The VP 100 should be backed up
using this procedure, then archived to a floppy diskette after the initial installation and whenever
major changes are made to the VP 100. The backed up information
is required to restore a system in
the event of a hard disk drive failure.
l*Information

in this section describes

the following.

l

Prepare

for a backup.

l

Backup

information

e

Archive

a VP 100 to a floppy diskette.

from a VP 100.

menu option is only available when a system.is selected. All backup data is stored
within the selected system’s subdirectory.
Refer to the CAT chapter, Software Description.

The Backup

The Backup

procedure

13. The CAT program
14. The backed

is a two-step

is used to backup

data from the VP 100 to the CAT hard disk.,

up data on the CAT hard disk is archived
b

The Backup procedures
should not be performed

The following

process:

is an example

WARNING

should be performed
at 38400 baud.

to floppy diskette.

4
at 19200

baud or less. Backups

of the Backup screen.

.

0

Toshiba VP Systems
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Backup

Preparation

The following

explains

how to prepare

, CATVVP

Action

1.

for the VP 100 Backup

Start the CAT program

procedure.

100 Description

Select System screen

and Response

appears. Refer to the CAT

chapter.
2.

Select/add

3.

Set baud rate

4.

Establish

5.

Log on

us7

Toshiba VP Systezs

Release 6.1

system to backup

connection

Refer to the specific procedure
procedure.

Decemtar.

1992

*-

l

Terminal emulation begins. Refer to the Select System
Screen section in this chapter.
Baud rate is displayed on the status line. Refer to the
CAT Chapter and Quick Reference Guide. Choose 19200
baud for onsite backup, and 1200 (300) for remote
backup.
VP 100 password prompt appears. Connection can be
onsite (cabled) or remote (modem) with the VP 100 to be
backed up. Refer to the INSTALLATION
chapter.
VP 100 @ prompt appears. Enter the maintenance
administrative
level password.

in this chapter for detailed

instructions

on performing

or

the

.

7-13
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-

System Configuration

This procedure backs Up ths system configuration
database from the VP 100 to the CAT hard
disk. The length of tin12 this procedure takss to complete varies depending on the baud rate
selected (on site or remote connection),
and the configuration
to be backed up.

Prepare for a backup
steps below.

a- described

earlier

in the Backup Preparation

section,

then follow the

Action

CAT/VP 100 Description

1.

gB

With the @ prompt displayed, obtain the Backup menu
and move the cursor to highlight the desired backup
option. Backup menu appears.

7
-.

4

3.

rzzq

Data transfer begins.

-l.

Wait for completion

As each step begins and ends, the screen is updated. At
completion. the Data Transfer Complete screen appears.

_

and t

Move to System Configuration.
highlighted.

Returns to terminal

6.

lzc

Archive

emulation

Selection

is

(VP 100 @ prompt).
<

See -*chive VP 100 System to Floppy Diskette
in this chapter.

to floppy diskette

If an error message, appears
Messages.

cz= To abort this procedure.

and Response

during the procedure,

refer to Appendix

B -

section

Data Transfer

press 1EscaF:j at any time.

t
.

Toshiba VP Systems
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-. n Backup - Greetings,
(GNSSM)

Names,

Scripted,

& Sequential

Messages

This procedure backs up recorded voice information from the VP 100 to the CXT hard disk
drive. Recordings that can be backed up &e Greetings. Names, Scripted. and Sequential
Messages (GTSSM). hlessapes stored in a mailbox cannot be backed up_
’

.

Recorded voice requires a lot of space on the disk. therefore, a large amount &PC disk storage
.\ c n ~U1ULU11L.)
,-..:,3‘?.1:-0 approxitnate;y
!77K bytes of disk spat* is isquiied ;o
space may I..3
“L.,,,...;..,z.rl
,LLrIu”b”. _J
backup each minute of recorded voice.

The time this procedure takes to complete varies depending
backed up, and the length of the recordings. This operation
cabled connection at 19100 baud.

on the number of GNSSM to be
should be performed onsite with a

- _
Is

Due to the length of time required to backup recorded
operation be performed locally, not remotely.

The following
follows.

Begin Procedure

is an example

of the Backup GNSSM screen. An explanation

Greetings/Names/Script

Getting User Input.

& Seq Msgs

..

Greetings:

Y

Script & Seq Msgs:

Y

cos:

Release 6.1

December.

1992

Y

Names:

Mailbox:

Toshiba VP Systems

voice, it is recommended

All

that this

of the fields

.
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Information

The default value of each option is NO. To move the cursor within the menu. press
IEnr-;
or use the * or t .keys. The fields are described below.
Greetings,
Script

Names,

& Sequential

Enter Y in the’field of the option you wish to backup. After
entering Y, you are automatically
advanced to the next option.
Only Y and N are valid characters in the option fields.
r-1__.

.I__

L;IILGI

Lllc.

-c

-..-I--II”IIIlJI;I

“I

.L^

LIIL

-..:,I.,,

,,,LL,,““*

tn

l.n.rlr..,

I”

“LLL.RUy.

VA,>
1
“Y

-1-n
UlJ”

-0.~
“..A_.

P.l,.=T
L1.LL.1

ALL to backup all mailboxes in the USER Table?he
CAT
checks the VP 100 database for valid entries. If an invalid
mailbox number is entered, the VP 100 sends the following error
message:
Mailbox does not exist.

cos

To backup all mailboxes
number for backup.

w

Either a mailbox number

for a specific

or a COS is entered,

Prepare for a backup as described
steps below.

COS, enter the COS

not both.

earlier in the Backup Preparation

then follow the
*

Response

Action

CAT/VP

1.

=B

With the @ prompt displayed, obtain the Backup
menu and move the cursor to highlight the desired
backup option. Backup menu appears.

-J
-.

4

_)

~ Enter

1.

Enter information
Backup menu

3

and

Move to Greetings/Names/Script
Selection is highlighted.

and t

J.

100 Description

section,

The GNSSM Backup menu appears.

.

for GNSSM

Entt:

& Seq Msgs.

Refer above to the description

of each field.

Once the COS is entered, the procedure begins
immediately.
The GNSSM Backup menu disappears
and data transfer begins.

6.

I\*ait for completion

As each step begins and ends, the screen is updated.
The length of this procedure is determined by the
amount of voice data being backed up. Xt
completion, the Data Transfer Complete screen
appears.

7.

~ Enter I

Returns

to terminal

Ls

If 311 error message appears durin g the procedure,
Transfer hlesssges.

us

To abort this procedure,

press -1

emulation

(VP 100 @ prompt).

refer to Appendix

B -

Data

at any time.

Toshiba VP Systems
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n Archive

VP 100 System

to Floppy Diskette

All information
backed up for eacli VP 100 stored on
floppy diskerrs by using the procedure shown beloiv.
hard disk then archived to floppy diskette to produce
Systems should be archived to floppy diskette before
drive. Refer to the CAT Hard Disk Drive Operations

the CAT hard disk can be archived to
Systems must be backed up to the CAT
a copy of critical system information.
deleting a system from the CAT hard disk
section in this chapter.
*-

l

55

T.$-o >ets Of aic:,;ve

diskettes

are iecoi‘ii,iei*+;

Information
archived for each system
GNSSM, and all session log files.

includes

M&ip!e flsppy diskettes “23 f be required
labeled with the following information:
0

VP 100 serial number.’

0

Date of backup.

0

Type of PC used for backup.

a

Backup

0

DOS \-ersion

installed

l

Maintenance

leveLpassword

diskette

for each systsiii.

the backed-up

to complete

system configuration,

this operation.

Each diskette

backed up

should be

number.
on PC.
at time of backup.
b

WARNING

4

This procedure
uses the DOS backup
utility
stored
in the C:\DOS
subdirector>-. and is unique for each PC. Backups made on one PC type may
not be able to be restored to a different type of PC. Always identify the type of
PC used for the backup.

To archive

ri VP 100 from the CAT hard disk to floppy,

Relea~

6.1

below.

1.

Be sure rhat the VP 100 resident on the CAT hard disk is the latest copy of that system’s
configuration.
Complete any activity with the VP 100 2nd exit from the CAT program
(3
E I.

2.

Format snough tloppy diskettes required for the archive. Refer to the CONFIGURATION
APPLIC.I\TIONS
CHAPTER, Appendix A - DOS Commands. or to your PC Olvner’s
Manual. for formatting instructions.

3.

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXCAT>
displayed.
XXXz?3X is the system serial number:
SYS_BeaCK

Toshiba VP Systems

..
follow the procedure

December.

1-4

XXXXXX

[Enter/

type the following

command,

where

.
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F~liow
the instructions displayed on the screen. The first example screen is irEm a Zenith
lrptop. The second example screen is from a Toshiba TI 600 laptop.

.

C:\\>lSCAT>

SYS_B.%CK 000002

The command

is used to backup a CAT system

Copyright

BACKUP version 3.30.06
(C) 1988 Zenith Data Systems

to

flbppy diskette(s)

Corporation

Insert first backup disk in drive A:
Format back-p disk (Y/N) ? Y
Format low or high density (LM) ? H
FOFMAT version 3.30.05
Copyright (C) 1988, Zenith Data Systems
Head: X Cylinder:

- _

Corporation

XX

C:\VMXCA~N000002.lOO~YSINFO.VMX
C:\VMXCAIJSN000002.lOOMDELYT.IM
C:\VMXCA-IVN000002.1OO\SYSP.IM

C:\VMXCA’I,

SYS_BACK

000002

The command

is used to backup a system

Insert backup

disk 01 in drive A:

to floppp diskette(s)

Vi_AIt’;LvG! Files in the target drive
A:\ root directory v+iIl be erased
Press any keF to continue..

Toshiba VP Systems
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PROCEDURES

This section describes how to restore information
to a VP 100. The Restore procedure transfers
information
from the CAT hard disk drive to the VP 100. To restore system configuration
and
GNSSM information
to the VP 100, it must have been previously backed up to the CAT hard’disk
(by using the Backup procedures) and archi\-ed to floppy diskette.
*-

l

Information

in this section

describes

l

Recover

l

Restore

preparation.

0

Restore

System

l

Restore

Greetings,

l

Restore

System

Software.

e

Restore

System

Prompts.

l

Adding

a Second

the foiiowipg:

VP 100 from floppy diskette.

Configuration.
Names, Scripted

Language

Prompt

& Sequential

Set (Release

Messages

(GNSSM).

6.1 or later).

The Restore System Disk procedure is used when replacin g or upgrading a hard disk drive, and
beginning with Release 6.1~ this procedure is used when adding a second language if the optional
Multilingual
Prompt feature is installed. These procedures are described in this chapter.
I@

The Restore menu option is only available when a system is selected. All data to be restored
is copied from subdirectories
on the CAT hard disk dri\-e to the VP 100. The actual
subdirectories
used during a Restore procedure are determined by the selected system’s serial
number, release of system software, and release of prompts. Refer to the CONFIGURATION
APPLICATIONS
TERMINAL chapter. Software Description section.

.
The following
System

are guidelines

Configuration

and GNSSM

on how to’petiorm

the Restore procedures.

These procedures
cabled connection

must be done on site at 19300 baud by using a
to the VP 100.

w

System Software
System

Prompts

System Disk
System

Release 6.1

December.

These procedures must be done on site at 38400 baud by using a
cabled connection to ths VP 100. These procedures require that the
VP 100 be taken out-of-service
for the duration of the procedure.
The Restore System Disk procedure is used Lvhen replacing or
upgrading a L’P 100 hard disk drive. Refer to the appropriate
procedure in this chapter for detailed instructions.

Disk

Procedure

Toshiba VP Systems

VP 100 system configurations
and/or GNSSM must have been
previously backed up before they can be restored.

1992
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The following is an example of the Restore menu. Beginnin, 0 with Release 6.1. the window lists
System Prompts (Set-l) and System Prompts (Set-2) as sho\\n. The screen may display different
worciinz if the Toshiba VP System software is at another release.

System Configuration

(PRELOAD)

System Software

Release A.&.xx.xx

System Prompts

(SET-l)

’

System Prompts (SET-2)
System Disk

Restore Greetings.

Names and/or Script & Seq Msgs from the PC to the VMX 100

.
.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

December,

1992
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n Recover

VP 100 System from Floppy Diskette

All information
for each VP 100 system previousl!. archived to floppy diskette can be
recovered or copied back to the CAT hard disk by using the procedure described below.
Systems should be recovered priorto a Re’store procedure. usually prior to replacing a failed
VP 100 hard disk drive.
Information
recovered for each system is exactly what had been previously arc&ived, including
the system configuration.
GNSSM, all previous session log files. and mainten&e
level and
mailbox passwords. All diskettes used to complete an archive operation are required to recover
a system from floppy diskette.

b WARNING

4

Thisprocedure uses the DOS Restore utility stored in the C/DOS subdirectory, and
- _

To perform a VP 100 System Recover
procedure below.

from floppy diskette to CAT hard disk, follow the

rr!%’ Be sure that the VP 100 system on the floppy diskette being recovered
the same type of PC you are currently using.
1.

Complete any active communication
program (/Alrl E).

2.

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXCAT>
displayed, type the following
XXXXXX is the system serial number to be restored:
SYS_REST

was archived

session with a VP 100 and exit from the CAT

command,

The following

where

XXXXXX

is a sample Recover,

on a Zenith Laptop.

C:\VMXCAT>

SYS_REST

000002

This command

is to restore a CAT system from floppy diskette(s)

RESTORE version 330.06
Copyright (C) 1988 Zenith Data System

Corporation

Insert volume 1 in drive A and
press RETURN when ready.
Files were backed up on Month Day, Year
C:\VMXCAT\SN000002.lOO~YSINFO.VMX
C:\VMXCATlSN000002.1001~DELYT.IM
C:\VMXCAT\SN0OO002.100’SYSP.IM

Release 6.1

December.

1992

..

,;
4

by

If this system serial number already exists on the CAT hard disk. all existing information
for this system is deleted and replaced by the system being restored. The Recover program
prompts you to insert the first backup floppy diskette into the drive. Follow the on-line
instructions
to complete the recover operation.

.

Toshiba VP Systems

is

unique for each PC. Archives made on one PC type may not be able to be
recovered
on another PC type. Always identify the PC type used for the
archive.

..z
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Preparation

The following

esplains

ho\r

to

prep:xc

for the VP 100 Restore

procedure.

Action

CAT/VP

1.

Start the CAT program

Select System
chapter.

2.

Select system

Tsrminai emuiarion begins. Refer to ihe&eiect
Scrs:n section in this chapter.

to restore

100 Description

screen is displayed.

Check the status line of
the proper system serial
system to be restored is
System screen, recover
- _

and Response

Refer to the CAT

System

the CAT screen and verify that
number has been selected. If the
not displayed in the Select
the system from floppy diskette.

Refer to the Recover VP 100 System from Floppy
Diskette section of this chapter.
3,

Set baud rate

Baud rate is displayed on the CAT status line. Refer to
the Quick Reference Guide at the beginning of this
chapter. Set baud rate for the desired Restore procedure.

4.

Establish

VP 100 password prompt appears. Establish a local
(cabled) connection to the VP 100 being restored. Refer
to the INSTALLATION
chapter.

5.

Log on

VP 100 @ prompt is displayed.
level password.

6.

T’E C 1 (

Forg-ard all ports by using this command.
is a sample screen.

connection

0

Enter the maintenance

The following

If a PBX forwarding string is not defined in System
Parameter 45, the ports are still placed in the FWD state
but may not have actually been forwarded on the PBX.

@TECl
PORT # 1 FORWARDED
PORT # 2 FORWARDED
PORT # 3 FORWARDED
PORT 9 4 FORWARDED

..

ALL PORTS FOR\V.-IRDED

7.

PSI

Port status is displayed, VP 100 displays @ prompt.
Verify that all ports are forwarded by using this
command. The following is a sample screen.

CH lCHZCH3CH4CH5CH6CH7CHS
FII‘D FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD

Toshiba VP Systems

FWD

Release 6.1
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8.

Verify forwarding

Refer IO the specific

-.

.

Toshiba VP Systems

Rdeze

6.1

December. 1992

Place a test call to the VP 100 and verify the ports have
been forwarded and that the call is ans\versd by a Ii\-e
intercept.

Restore procedure

in this chapter for further instrwrions

PHOCEDURES

n

System

Restore

Configuration
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(Preload)

Once a system configuration
database has been backed up from the VP 100 to the CAT hard
disk. the database can then be restored (copied) from the C.\T hard disk to any VP 100. This
procedure can be used to restore an original configuration
to a system. For example, on a
system where numerous changes were’made’that are no longer desired or are incorrect.
The Restore System Configuration
procedure can also be used to place a “templafe”
configuration
(preload) onto any VP 100. For example. this configuration
could contain a basic
COS, SCHEDULE Table and INFORIMATION
labie structure that couid be utzd for many
systems.
The Restore procedure starts by clearin, 0 any existing configuration
on the VP 100, then copies
the system configuration
from the selected system’s subdirectory
on the CAT hard disk onto the
VP 100 hard disk. This procedure takes about 10 minutes.

This procedure results in the complete loss of all messages and GNSSM on
the VP 100. After restdring a system confipuratiori,
you may use the Restore
GNSSM procedure to restore previously baclzd up GNSSM to the VP 100.

us

To restore the VP 100 data from floppy diskette
described in this section.

For an example
of this section.

“i

of the Restore System

Prepare for a restore as described
MZ?

earlier

(Preload)

in this section.

menu, refer to the beginning

then follow the steps below.

Verify the baud rate is 19200.
CAT/VP

Action

.

Configuration

to the CAT hard disk. use the procedure

100 Description

With the @ prompt

Response

and

displayed.

obtain the Restore menu.

1.

3Fl

2.

b

3.

-1

The Restore

4.

Wait for completion

At completion. the Data Transfer Complete screen
appears. As each step begins and ends, the screen is
updated. This procedure takes about 10 minutes.

5.

piq

Returns

.

Move to System Configuration
highlighted.

and t

menu disappears

to terminal

emulation

Selection

(Preload).

a$

data transfer

If an error message appears durin g the procedure.
Messages.

uZ?

To abort this procedure,

press [I

begins.

(VP 100 0 prompt).

The new configuration
is now in effect. The VP 100 is ready for another command,
press ;\ltl R to return to the Restore menu screen to restore GNSShI.
@?

is

refer to Appendix

B -

or you can

Data Transfer

at any time.

Toshiba

VP Systems

Release 6.1

December.
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Restore - Greetings,
(GNSSM)

Names, Scripted,

& Sequential

Messages

This procedure is used to restore Greetings. Names. Scripted. and Sequtntial Messa~rs
(GNSSM) from the CAT hard disk to the VP 100. For example. to restpi? original GNSS\l
system that had a hard disk drive replaced or upgraded to a larger capsciiy drive. ,
E?

To restore information to the VP 100. it must have been previously
the CAT hard disk by using the Backup procedures.

to a

backed up (saved) on
l*-

GNSSM can be restored (copied) to either the original mailbox from \vhich it was hacked up, or
to a different mailbox, and to the same or to a different system. For example, the same
company greeting may be restored to multiple VP 100 systems for consistency.
The Restore procedurereplaces
existing GNSSM with the original (restored) message. The
voice information
is stored in the selected system’s subdirectory on the CAT hard disk.

- _

Ez

The time this procedure takes to complete
recorded voice information.

varies.depending

upon rhe length of the

The following is an example of the RESTORE GNSSM menu with the backed-up
displayed. An explanation follows.

ALL
123
125
301
303
355

.

Greetings:
Names: _
Script & Seq Msgs:

Restore Greetings,

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

Original

Mailbox:

Destination

Mailbox:

Y

N
GN
G
M4
GNM2
..

Names and/or Script & Seq Msgs from the PC to the VP 100

December. 1992

GNSSM
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Prepare for a restor:
below.
cz=

Verify

in the Restore Preparation

section,

then iollo;v ths steps

that ths baud rate is 19100.

Action

CAT/VP

I.

gi3

With the @ prompt displayed,

obtain the Restore

4.

Enter information

Refer below to the description

of each field.

GNSSM

Restore

into
menu

100 Description

and Response

Menu.

5.

[Enter1

Once rhe destination mailbox is enrered, the procedure
begins immediately.
The GNSSM Restore menu
disappears and data transfer begins.

6.

Wait for compierion

As each step begins and ends, the screen is updated. Tine
amount of rime this procedure taker varies with the
amount of voice being restored. Ar completion, the Data
Transfer Complete screen appears.

7.

(Enter]

Returns

us

If an error message
Messages.

us

To abort thir procedure.

The following
.

3s deixibetl

Greetings,

is a descriprion

Names.

Script

Sequential

Original

Mailbox

Destination

appears during

Mailbox

&

to terminal

the procedure,

press m

emularion

(VP 100 @ p&mpt).

refer to Xppendis

B -

_

Data Transfer

at any rime.

of each field.
Enter Y in the field of the option you wish to restore. After
entering T. rhe cursor is automaticall>- Ldvanced to the next
option. Only Y and N are valid characters in the option
fields. To restore all GNSSM that ha\-? been backed up, enter
r’ for all three fields.
Enter the mailbox number from whiche GNSSM was backed
up. You may also enter ALL to restor? ~11GNSSSfs that
\L-ere backed up.
Xumber to Lvhich any of the GSSSM ar: to be restored
different from the Original Mailbox number.

if

If the Destination Mailbox is the sams 2s the Original
hlailbos. this fitId may be left blank. ~7:enter the same
mailbox number.
If ILL was entsred
be left blank.
The following

describes

ho\v to display

as the Original

and select backed-up

Mailbox.

this field must

GNSSMs.
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CAT/VP

Action

100 Description

and Response

Move to original mailbox field.
Field entry is highlighted.
.
To display a list of all GNSSM backed up on the CAT
hard disk for the selected system. List appears.

and t-

1.

4

’
_.

B

3.

Scroll through

Use the arrow keys to select the desired ‘Failbox (or
ALL). Selected item is highlighted.

list.

That mailbox number is placed in the Original Mailbox
field, and the cursor advances to the Destination
Mailbox field.

l-L
,

describes

,,e fo!lowing

.%LL
123
15
301

G
G

M

4

GNM2

j
A

GNSSM format.

Select ALL entries that match chosen field
Select ALL entries that match chosen field
Backed up Greeting and Name for mailbox 125
Backed up Greeting for mailbox 301
Four Scripted/Sequential
Messages backed up for mailbox 303
A Greeting, Name, and two S/S Messages backed up for mailbox 305

N
N

303
305

rho
1.1%h--k-d-lup
VU_&_

#

Number

of script or sequential

M

SCRIPT

or SEQ MSG is recorded

N

rNAME is recorded

G

GREETING

Mailbox

number

messages

stored for that mailbox

and backed up for that mailbox

and backed up for that mailbox

is recorded and backed up for that mailbox
as backed up on the CAT hard disk drive

..
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q Restore

System

Software

The Restore System Software procedure is used to copy the original \.P I r:*i:isystem soft\sare
from the CAT hard disk IO the VP 100. This prccedure should only be us:? t.vhen recommended
.
by the manufacturer.
The selected system defines which release of System Software will be restored onto the’VP 100
hard disk. All system software files on the VP 100 are replaced with the original (master) files
stored in the seiected reiease directory. Any parcnes that were insraiieci in the s&tern are
removed.

us

Be sure the correct release of software is defined
Select System Screen section of this chapter.
b

- _

WARNING

for the selected system. Refer to the

4

This procedure
takes approximately
15 minutes (at the recommended
rate). during which time the VP 100 will be out of service.

Prepare for a restore

1.

.

as described

earlier

in this section.

baud

then follow the steps below.

Action

CAT/VP

mR

To display; the Restore menus at the @ prompt.
Restore menu appears.

3
-.

1

3.

IEnr_r]

4.

Po\ver VP 100 OFF

and

100 Description

Move to System

w

Software.

and Response

Selection

The procedure begins by requesting
powered OFF. and responds with:
Please power OFF the system.

e

The

is highlighted.
the system

to be

This step is skipped if po\ver is already OFF.
Thank you. Please wait.
This dela>- is for the VP 100 hard disk drive to spin
down. Please power ON the system.
..
Data transfer begins.

5.

Wait 15 seconds

6.

Power VP 100 OK

7.

Wait for completion

As each step begins and ends. the xreen is updated. This
procedure takes about 45 minutes. .At completion.
the
Data Transfer Complete screen appears.

s.

IEnr_r]

System reboots.

9.

/]

rxz?

...

This besins
. ..

auto baud detect. TESTING

10. Wait for VP 100 to boot

This step takes about three minutes.
INITIALIZING
PORTS..
.DOir;E

Il.

VP 100 @ prompt.

Logon

Toshiba VP Systems

HARDWARE
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CH

(1

To clear the Hardware
appears.

Test for normal operation.
.

:_‘. Test

c3

If an error message appears durin g the procedure,
Messages.

CZ

To abort this procedure, press I EscapeI at any time. ii aborted, this procedure must be
restarted and run through to completion before the VP 100 returns to operation.

- _

.

Toshiba VP Systems

Error table. VP 100 0 prompt

Release c I

December.

1992
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Restore System Prompts
The Restore S! stern Prompts procedure is used to copy the original VP 100 system prompts
from the CAT h2rd disk to the VP 100. This procedure should only be used when recomm;ndsd
by the manufacrurer.
or lvhen a Type. I.6 Hardware Error is logged. as described below.

_

Do not use this Restore System Prompts procedure to add a second set oi
l~nllaop
._..=1_3_ nrc>mntc
T.__~~T~_.Use the Procedure. for Adding a Second Language Prompt
l*Set in this chapter.

- _

The disk sector number is automatically
added to the hard disk defect list when the VP 100
encounters a dsfective sector on the hard disk in the prompt region. Hardware error type 16 is
!ogged in the Hardware Error Table, indicating that the prompts should be copied to the VP 100
by using this procedure.

The selected s>-stem defines which release of system prompts will be restored onto the VP 100
hard disk. All system prompts on the VP 100 are replaced with the original (master) prompts
stored in the selected prompts directory.

C@

Be sure the correct release of prompts is defined for the selected
Select System Screen section of this chapter.
b

WARNING

system. Refer to the

4

This procsdure
takes approximately
15 minutes (at the recommended
rate). during \vhich time the VP 100 is out of service.

Toshiba VP Systems
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q Restore

System

Promp.ts at Release 5.8

To restore system prompts for systems at Release 5.8, prepare
in this section. then follow the steps below,

for a restore as described

To restore system
the steps below.

earlier in this section.

software, prepare for a restore as described

earlier

then follow

.*Action

CAT/VP

100 Description

1.

mFi

To display the Restore menus at the @ prompt.

7
-.

A

3.

)]

The procedure begins by requesting
powered OFF, and responds with:
Please power OFF the system.

1.

Power VP 100 OFF

This step is skipped if power is already OFF.
Thank you. Please wait.

5.

Wait 15 seconds

6.

Power VP 100 ON

Data transfer begins.

7.

Wait for completion

As each step begins and ends, the screen is updated. This
procedure takes about 45 minutes. At completion, the
Data Transfer Complete screen appears.

Move to System Software.

and t

-

and Response

Selection

is highlighted.
the system to be

This delay is for the VP 100 hard disk drive to spin down.
Please power ON the system.

System reboots.
This begins auto baud detect.
TESTING HARDWARE..
.
10. Wait for VP 100 to boot

This step takes about three minutes.
INITIALIZING
PORTS..
.DONE

11. Logon

VP 100 @ prompt.

12. CH I[

To clear the Hardware
VP 100 prompt.

13. Test

Test for normal operation.

Es

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

If an error message appears during the procedure,
Messages.

December,
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Error table.

refer to Appendix

B -

Data Transfer
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PO abort this procedure,

press (Esfapc
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at an> time

To abort this procedure. press [I
at an>- rime. Ii aborted. this procedure
must be restaned and run through’ to coinpletion before the VP 100 returns to
operation.

.
.
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n Restore System

Prompts

Sets Beginning

with Release 6.1

To restore system prompts for systems at Release 6.1 or later, prepare for a Restore as
t=scribed earlier in this section. then ~follovy the steps below.
CAT/VP

Action

100 Description

After the @ prompt,

and Response

to display the Rest&

menus.

Move to Prompt Set I or to Prompt Set 2. Selection
highlighted.
w

.

is

If you choose Prompt Set 2 and do not have two
languages installed, an error message is displayed.

:
_.

IEnrrr)

The procedure begins by requesting
powered OFF, and responds with:
Please power OFF the system.

’
-_

Power VP 100 OFF

Thank you. Please wait.
This step is skipped if power is already OFF.

5.

Wait 15 seconds

This delay is for the VP 100 hard disk drive to spin down.
Please power ON the system.

5.

Power VP 100 OS

Data transfer begins.

-_

Wait for completion

As each step begins and ends, the screen is updated.
procedure takes 45 or more minutes. At completion,
Data Transfer Complete screen appears.

s.

[I

3.

-1

.
i Entei

/

.

This
the

System reboots.
This begins auto baud detect.
TESTING HARDWARE..
.

:O. Wait for VP 100 to boot

..
This step takes about three minutes.
INITIALIZING
PORTS..
-DONE

i 1. Logon

VP 100 @ prompt.

;2. C H [Enter]

To clear the Hardware
VP 100 prompt.

13. Test

Test for normal operation.

Lzr

the system to be

If an error message appears durin, (J the procedure,
Messages.

Error table.

refer to Appendix

B -

>.

Data Transfer
-1
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_,
***

LW

To abort this procedure,

press -1
b

at any time.

WARNING

If aborted. this procedure must be restarted
before the VP 100 returns to operation.

4
and run through

to completion

?
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HARD DISK DRIVE REPLACEMENi-

7.4

PROCEDURE

This section describes the procedure to replace a VP 100 hard disk. Information
prepare for a hard disk drive replacement
and to replace the hard disk drive.
The circumstances

under which the VP 100 hard disk must be replaced

.

When a Type 2 Root ROM diagnostic

l

When Hardware

Error types 17 or 18 are logged.

0

When Hardware

Error type 16 continues

0

When the amount of available storage has decreased
Usage Report section, in this manual.

is provided

to

,

are:
.‘-

error occ?lrs.

to be lo gged after restoring
significantly.

system prompts.
Refer to REPORTS,

Disk

Hardware error types 16, 17, and 18 indicate the disk drive has serious problems. If power to
the VP 100 is lost, the system may not come back up. If you do not have a current backup of
the system configuration
and/or GNSSM, perform the necessary backup procedures as soon
as possible.

Ez

b

WARNING

4

Replacing the VP 100 hard disk drive results in the loss of all stored messages
in every mailbox. The system configuration
and associated GNSSM that are
restored to the replacement
drive will reflect the configuration
at the time the
last backup was made.

You should be familiar with basic maintenance
procedures and the UPDATE and INSTALL
programs of the VP 100. Refer to the followin, 0 chapters and sections in this manual for further
information:
Chapter

Section

INSTALLATION

Testing

MAINTENANCE

Hard Disk Drive (HD) Replacement

Also refer to the Configuration

manual -

the Installation

UPDATE

and Telephone

and INSTALL

Changes

chapters.

The Restore System Disk procedure is used when replacin, ~1a hard disk. The CAT Restore
menu option transfers data from the CAT hard disk to the VP 100. The procedure transfers VP
100 System Software, then System Prompts. and then the System Configuration
tables to the
new hard disk.
UT

Toshiba VP

Systems

Release

6.1

The Restore System Disk procedure
VP 100 at 38400 baud, and requires
the procedure.

December.

1992

must be done onsite with a cabled connection to the
the VP 100 to hc out of service for the duration of
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The Restore System Disk menu option is only available when a system is selected. All data to be
r,-stored is copied from subdirectories
on the CAT hard disk to the VP 100. The subdirectories
used
during this restore procedure are determined by the selected system’s serial number, release of
system software. and by the release of prompts defined for the system. Refer to CONFIGIJRATION
.\PPLIC.\TIONS
TERMINAL,
Software Description in this manual.

.\ny GNSSM that had previously been saved (by usin g the Backup procedure)
the VP 100 after the Restore System Disk procedure has completed.
~ZZ’ If a type 3 Boot ROM diagnostic error occurs, perform
the error persists, replace the hard disk drive.

may be restored

the Restore Sysrern_Disk

to

procedure.

If

December,

1992

_ .
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Replacement
The following
starting:
0

Procedure

equipment

A replacement

uz

-

_.

Installation and Maintenance Manual

is needed for this procedure

prior tc

VP 100 hard disk drive.

ONLY TOSHIBA
THE VP 100.

SUPPLIED

HARD DISK DRIVES

CAN BE USED WITH
l*-

0

A fully operational

0

A CAT interface

0

The configuration
diskettes for the customer location (unless the backed up configuration
and GNSSM are already present on the CAT hard disk drive).

CAT with all VP 100 PC software

installed

(refer to the .CAT chapter).

cable.

To replace the VP 100 hard disk, perform the following

Toshiba VP Systems

and should be assembled

steps.

Action

CAT/VP

100 Description

and Response

1.

Siart the CAT program

Refer to the CAT chapter.
displayed.

2.

Select system to restore

Refer to the Select System Screen section

Select System

screen is

of this- chapter.

If the system whose
not displayed in the
system from floppy
procedure described

hard disk drive is being replaced is
Select System screen, recover the
diskette following the Recover
in this chapter.

Terminal

begins.

emulation

3.

Connect null modem cable to
VP 100 TERM #I

If the VP 100 is not operational
disk, skip to step 11.

4.

Establish connection
19200 baud.

Establish a local (cabled) connection with the VP 100
that is being restored. Refer to the INSTALLATION
chapter. Prompts for passxvord.

5.

Logon

Release 6.1

December.

at

Logon to Maintenance

1992

due to a defective

hard

level at the VP 100 @ prompt.

..

PROCEDURES

Action
6.

TEC

CATNP
1 b=-

100 Description

and Response

7-37

(continued)

Forward all ports by using this command. The following
is 3 sample screen. When all ports are forwarded. VP 100
dirplays the @ prompt.
@l-EC1
PORT # 1 FORWARDED
PORT # 2 FORWARDED
PORT # 3 FORWARDED
PORT # 4 FORWARDED
PORT # 5 FORWARDED
PORT # 6 FORWARDED
PORT # 7 FORWARDED
PORT # 8 FORWARDED
ALL PORTS FORWARDED

e

7.PS

.*-

If a PBX forwarding string is not defined in
System Parameter 45, the ports are still placed in
the FWD state but may not have actually been
forwarded on the PBX.

1.srify that all ports are forwarded by using this
command. The following is a sample screen. Port status
is displayed. The VP 100 displays @ prompt.

I

CHlCH2CH3CH4CH5CH6CH7CHS
FIVD FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD

FWD

FWD

If any ports were n6t forwarded. enter TE C
again. Repeat as necessary until all ports are
forivarded.

i

8.

Verify- forwarding

Pisce a test call to the VP 100 and verify the ports have
b-en forwarded and that the call is anslvered by a live
ir.iercept.

9.

Backup system xniigurarion

q-e Backup - System Configuration
i%pter.

10. Backup

GNSS\l

q-2 Backup - GNSSM section
_.L

section

in this

in this chapter.

11. Power VP 100 OFF 2nd
replace rhe VP 100 hsrd
disk drive

F;lllo\v the procedure to replace the hard disk drive.
R:fer.to the MAINTENANCE
chapter.

12. =\lrlT

TL) display

rhe Terminal

menu. The Terminal

menu

2nFxxs.

13. *

and t

?lovr to Change Baud Rate. Selection is highlightecl.

Toshiba VP Systems
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Action

CAT/VP

14.

r

To change

15.

*

16.

m

18.

or

19.

D=-l

20.

Power VP 100 ON

and

-

100 Description

and Response

(continued)

baud rate. The Baud Rates menu appears.

Move to 38400. Selection

is highlighted.

To accept new baud rate. Status line displays
of 38400.

and t

Move to System Disk. Selection

The data transfer procedure
power is applied.

b&d rate

is highlighted.

begins immediately

after the

For VP 100 systems at Release 5.x, go to step 30 and
follow the steps from 30.
For VP 100 systems at Release 6.1, continue with step
21.
A ***WARNING*** screen appears asking that Release 6
Prompt Set(s) be selected from the menus that follow.
21.

I

Choose

new Prompt Set screen

first language
22.

-& and t

I-E=4

appears

showing

is highlighted.

W

The prompt sets must be installed in the same
order as they were installed originall!. for the
system configuration
to be correct.

@?

If none is selected.

the procedure

w.ill abort.

If Prompt Set 1 is United States English. a
;c‘rren appears stating thar U.S. English
is selected for Prompt Set 1. For all other languages
installed. the screen states that U.S. English Leas not
selected.
***WARNING***

Choose

new Prompt Set screen

Prompt Set 2 selecrions.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1
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the

Set 1.

Move the the language prompt set number for the
language being installed. This should be the same
language as previously installed as Prompt Set 1.
Selection

23.

as Prompt

appears

sho\ving

PROCEDURES
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_
CAT/VP

Action
25.

and

A

100 Description

(continued)

Move to the language prompt set number for the
language being installed. Select none if the VP. 100 does
not have the Multilingual
Prompts feature.

t

Selection
26.

and Response

is highlighted.

If none is selected, Prompt Set 1 is loaded ontb the hard
disk. Proceed to step 30.

b=-l

+‘-

OR

If a language is selected, a “*WARNINGi’*
screen
appears saying that a selection for Prompt Set 2 has been
made and disk drive voice storage capacity will be
reduced.
27.

[

Another ‘**WARNING*** screen appears saying that the
Multilingual
feature package must be installed IO
activate Prompt Set 2.

28.

IEnter

If Prompt Set 2 is United States English. a
***WARNING***
screen appears stating that U.S. English
has been selected for Prompt Set 2. For all other
languages installed, the screen states that U.S. English
was not selected.

29.

(Enter

Both prompt sets are loaded onto the hard disk.

30. Wait for completion

This procedure takes about one hour to complete. At
completion, the Data Transfer Complete screen appears.

31.

[

System reboots.

32.

[

-1

This begins auto baud detect.
TESTING

HARDWARE.

This step takes about three minutes.

33. Wait for the VP 100 to boot

INITIALIZING

34.

PORTS..

VP 100 password

1 Enter 1

Enter the maintenance
is displayed.

36. Test

Test for normal operation.
appears durin, 0 the procedure,

If an error message
Messages.

C@

To abort this procedure.

press I]
b

. DONE.

prompt is displayed.

35. Logon

UGZ

. . .

Ieke password.

refer to Appendix

VP 100 @ prompt

B -

Data Transfer

at any time.

WARNING

If aborted. this procedure must be restarted
before the VP 100 will be back in service.

4

and run through

to conlpIc1ion

_
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7.5

HARD DISK DRIVE UPGRADE

:\

PROCEDURE

This section describes the procedure to upgrade a VP 100 hard disk to a higher capacity hard disk
drive. A hard disk drive upgrade provides additional hours of voice message storage. Information
provided is preparation for hard disk drive replacement
and hard disk drive replacement procedures.

Refer to the Disk Usage report to determine
REPORTS chapter in this manual.
b

when to install

WARNING

a higher capacity

drivti: Refer to the

4

Replacing the VP 100 hard disk drive results in the loss of all stored messages
in all mailboxes. The system configuration
and associated GNSSM that are
restored to the replacement
drive will reflect the configuration
at the time the
last backup was made.

You should be familiar with basic maintenance
programs of the VP 100. Refer to the following
information:

procedures and the UPDATE and INSTALL
chapters and sections in this manual for further

Manual

Chapter

Section

Installation and
Maintenance

INSTALLATION

Testing

Installation and
Maintenance

MAINTENANCE

Hard Disk Drive (HD) Replacement

Conjigw-ation

CONFIGURATION

UPDATE

the Installation

and Telephone

Changes

and INSTxLL

The Restore System Disk procedure is used when upgrading a hard disk. The CAT Restore menu
option transfers data from the CAT hard disk to the VP 100. The procedure transfers VP 100
System SoftLvare, then System Prompts, and the System Configuration
tables to the new hard disk.

us= The Restore System Disk procedure
100 at 38400 baud, and requires
procedure.

must be done onsite \vith a cabled connection to the VP
the VP 100 to be out of service for the duration of the

The Restore System Disk menu option is only available when a system is selected. All data to be
restored is copied from subdirectories
on the CAT hard disk to the VP 100. The subdirectories
used
during this Restore procedure are determined by the selected sysrem’s serial number. release of
system software. and by the release of prompts defined for the system. Refer to the CAT chapter,
SoftLyare Description section.

Any GNSSM that have previously been saved (by usin, 11the Backup procedure)
the VP 100 after the Restore System Disk procedure has con~pletrd.

Toshiba VP Systems
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may be restored

to
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n

Upgrade

Procedure

The following
starting:
0
->.

u?c?
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equipment

is needed for this procedure

and should be assembled

prior to

The new 1-P 100 hard disk drive.

ONLY TOSHIBA
VP
. I

0

A fully operational

0

A CAT interface

To replace

SUPPLIED

HARD DISK DRIVES

CAN BE USED WITH THE

1nn
A”“.

.‘-

CAT with all VP 100 PC software

installed.

Refer to the. CAT chapter.

cable.

the VP 100 hard disk. perform the following

steps.

Action

CAT/VP

100 Description

and Response

1.

Start the CAT program

Refer to the CAT chapter.
displayed.

2.

Select system to update

Refer to the Select System Screen section

Select

System

screen is

of this chapter.

If the system whose
not displayed in the
system from floppy
procedure described

hard disk drive is being replaced is
screeh, recover the
diskette following the Recover
in this chapter.

Terminal

begins.

emulation

Select System

3.

Connect null modem cable to
VP IO0 TERM #I

If the VP 100 is not operational
disk, skip to step 11.

4.

Establish connection
19200 baud.

Establish a local (cabled) connection
with the VP 100
that is being restored. The screen prompts for the
password. Refer to the INSTALLATION
chapter.

5.

Logon

Logon to Maintenance

6.

TE C 1 Enter

Forward all ports by using this command. The following
is a sample screen. When all ports are forwarded, the VP
100 displays the @ prompt.

at

due to a defective

hard

level at the VP 100 @ prompt.

@TECl
PORT # 1 FORIVARDED
PORT # Z FOR\VARDED
PORT # 3 FORWARDED
PORT # 4 FORWARDED
PORT # 5 FORW.ARDED
PORT # 6 FORWARDED
PORT # 7 FOR\VARDED
PORT # 8 FOR\VhRDED
ALL PORTS FORlVARDED

Toshiba

VP Systems

Releas$

6.1

December,
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CAT/VP

Action

iiz?

7.

100 Description

and Response

(continued)
!

If a PBX forwarding string is not defined in
System Parameter 45, the ports are still placed in
the FWD state but may not have actually been
forwarded on the PBX.

.

Verify that all ports are forwarded by using this
command. Port status is displayed. T&e VP 100 displays
m
c .-PPV.
\-I __..-_f
t-“““‘~L_-l-L?.
11LL+-e.llP....:“”
I”II”vv111~ ;‘.1J 0U r~rnF.1~
.xU,.rJ,r .YC&titi....

PS II

@F5
CEIlCH2CH3CH4CH5CH6CH7CHS
FWDFWDFWDFWDFWDFWDFWDFWD

us

If any ports were not forwarded, enter TE C 1
again. Repeat as necessary until all ports are
forwarded.

8.

Verify forwarding

Place a test call to the VP 100 and verify the ports have
been forwarded and that the call is answered by a live
intercept.

9.

Backup

See Backup - System
chapter.

system

10. Backup

configuration

GNSSM

Configuration

See Backup - GNSSM

section

section in this

in this chapter.

11. Power VP 100 OFF and
replace the VP 100 hard
disk drive

Follow the procedure to replace the hard disk drive.
Refer to the MAINTENANCE
chapter.

12.

To display
and t

the Terminal

Move to Change

menu.

Baud Rate. Selection

is highlighted.

13.

A

14.

[ Enter 1

To change baud rate. The Baud Rates menu appears.

15.

4

Move to 38400.

16.

1 Entsr 1

and t

*

and t

is highlighted.

To accept new baud rate. Status line displays
of 38400.
To display

18.

Selection

baud rate

the Restore menu.

Move to System

Disk. Selection

is highlighted.

The data transfer
po\ver is applied.

procedure begins immediately
Data transfer begins.

19.
20.

Power VP 100 ON

after the
/

Toshiba VP SystemS

Release

6.1
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CAT/VP

Action

100 Description

and Response
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(continued)

For VP 100 systems at Release
follow the steps from 30.

5.x, go to step 30 and

For VP 100 systems
21.

6.1, continue

at Release

with step

A ***WARNING***
screen appears asking’rhat Release 6
Prompt Set(s) be selected from the menus that follow.
21.

[

22.

*

Choose new Prompt Set screen appears
first language as Prompt Set 1.
and

t

/Enrzr]

the

Move the the language prompt set number for the
language being installed. Selection is highlighted.
W

23.

showing

The prompt sets must be installed in the same
order as they were installed originally for the
system configuration
to be correct.

If Prompt Set 1 is United States English. a
screen appears stating that U.S. English
is selected for Prompt Set 1. For all other+languages
installed, the screen states that U.S. English was not
selected.

***WARNING***

24.

-1

Choose

new Prompt

Set screen

appears

showing

Prompt Set 2 selections.
25.

1

and -

Move to the language prompt ser number for the
language being installed. Select none if the VP 100 does
not have the Multilingual
Prompts feature.
Selection

is highlighted.

If none is selected, Prompt
disk. Proceed to step 30.

Set 1 is loadsd

onto the hard

OR
If a language is selected. a ***WARNING”*
screen
appears saying that a selection for Prompt Set 2 has been
made and disk drive voice storage capacity will be
reduced.
27.

:J

screen appears saying that the
Another ***WARNING***
Multilingual
feature package must be installed to
activate Prompt Set 2.

I.
7-44
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[Enter1

28.

..

Manual

100 Description

and Response

(continued)

If Prompt Set 2 is United States English, a
.
screen appears stating that U.S. English
has been selected for Prompt Set 2. For all other
languages installed. the screen states that U.S. English
u-as not selected.
“‘WARNING*”

29.

Both prompt sets are loaded onto the,hard disk.

[Enter

30. Wait for completion

This procedure takes about one hour to complete. At
completion,
the Data Transfer Complete screen appears.

31.

I

System

32.

(1

33.

Wait for the VP 100 to boot

This step takes about three minutes.
INITIALIZING
PORTS..
. DONE.

34.

I

VP 100 password

( Enter ]

reboots

This begins auto baud detect.
TESTING
HARDWARE.
...

35. Logon

Enter the maintenance
is displayed.

36. Test

Test for normal

e

If an error message
Messages.

c@?

To abort this procedure,

press lEsfapel

Release 6.1

December.

1992

VP 100 @ prompt

refer to Appendix

B -

Data Transfer

at any time.

WARNING

If aborted, this procedure
must be restarted
before the VP 100 is back in operation.

VP Srjtems

level password.

operation

appears during the procedure,

b

Toshiba

prompt is displayed.

4

and run through

to completion

.

PROCEDURES

7.6

Update

SYSTEM

SOFTWARE

UPDATE

The following

is nn es:ic~plr

Update

of thf

disk on the VP 100 to Release

A.05.02.02

PROCEDURE

-

I~C~LI.

To Release

A.04.XX.XX

To Release

A.04.XX.XX

7-45
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‘>
The Update procedure must be done onsite with a cabled connection to the VP 100 at 38400
baud. and requires the VP 100 to be out of service for the duration of the procedure.

lz=

Sew VP 100 software releases from the manufacturer
are generally accompanied by a software
release notice describing rhe changes, improvements,
and modifications
to the VP 100. The notice
may also contain specific instructions
for installin, 0 the new release on the CAT haid disk ‘and on
the VP 100. The instructions ma?; supersede rhe general instructions that follow.

H Update

Procedure

To update the VP 100 soft\vare,

1.

3
I.

perform

the following

steps.

,Artinn
.4_._..

CATNP

Start the CAT program

Refer to the CAT chapter. Select System screen is
displayed.

Cc=-lert

__

.__.

c\rctPm

.,,

-...*-*

tn 11ndarl=
.-

-r.--‘-

100 Description

and Response

Refer to the Se!ect System Screen section

of this chapter.

If the system whose software is being updated is not
displayed in the Select System screen, recover the
system from floppy diskette following the Recoiler
procedure described in this chapter.
Terminal
at

emulation

begins.

Establish a local (cabled) connection with the VP 100
that is being restored. Refer to the INSTALLATION
chapter. Prompts for password.

3.

Establish connecrion
38400 baud.

4.

Logon

Logon to Maintenance
displayed.

5.

TEClE

Forward all ports by using this command.
is a sample screen.

level. VP 100 @ prompt is

The following

@TECl
PORT # 1 FORWARDED
PORT # 2 FORWARDED
PORT # 3 FORWARDED
PORT # 4 FORWARDED
PORT # 5 FORWARDED
PORT # 6 FORWARDED
PORT # 7 FORWARDED
PORT # 8 FORWARDED
ALI, PORTS FORWARDED

\Yhcn ail ports are forwarded,
@ prompt.

Toshiba VP SyslemS

Relrase 6.1

December.

1992

the VP 100 displays

the
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CATNP

Action

~3

6.

100 Description

and Response

(continued)

If a PBX forwarding string is not defined in
System Parameter 45, the ports are still placed in
the FWD state but may not have actually been
forwarded on the PBX.

Verify that all ports are forwarded by using this
command. Port status is displayed. The VP 100 displays
@ prompt. The following is a sampie%reen

PS j[

@PS
CHl CH2 CH3 CH4 CH5 CH6 CH7 CHS
FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD FWD

If any ports were not forwarded, enter TE C 1
again. Repeat as necessary until all ports are
forwarded.
7.

Verify

8.

/AltlU

9.

or

10.

[Enter]

forwarding

and

11. PowerVP

place 2 test ca!! :c the x.rp ."Y
inn ..I...
-“A ,Ipr;f,l
the
""',

pords have

been forwarded
intercept.

by a live

To display

and that the call is answered

the Update

Move to desired release.

t

menu.
Selection

is highlighted.

Procedure begins by requesting that the system
powered OFF. Please power OFF the system.
lOOOFF

be

This step is skipped if PO\.IJP~
_. is already OFF. Thar&
you. Please wait.

12. Wait 15 seconds.

This delay is for the VP 100 hard disk drive to spin
down. Please power ON the system.

13. Power VP 100 ON

Data transfer

14. Wait for completion

As each step begins and ends. the screen is updated. See
release note for length of time this procedure takes to
complete. At completion. the Data Transfer Complete
screen appears.
System

begins.

reboots.

This begins auto baud detect.
TESTING
HARDWARE..
..

.
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and Response

17. Wait for the VP 100 to boot

This step takes about three minutes.
INITJALIZING
PORTS.. . DONE.

18. Test

Test for normal

rs

If an error message appears
Mess2~P.s
------‘--

us

To abort this procedure, press -1
restarted and run through to completion

Release 6.1

December.

1992

during the procedure,

(continued)

_

operation.

refer to Appendix

Fe_- Data Transfer

at any time. If aborted, this procedure must be
before the VP 100 is back in operation.

PROCEDURES

‘\ 7.7

ELECTRONIC

FEATURE

DELIVERY/REMOVAL

-

The Option Control Chip (OCC) on the Main Board (MB) contains the features contained
VP 100. The following optional features can be added or removed from VP 100 systems.
Software

LEF

the Toshiba

Networking
Network Names Confirmati~a
Multilingual
Prompts
Centrex Integration Software

Customer

_

on the

Description

Option

s\v-30004
SU‘-20034
sU--2004 1
s\\--20042

Contact

7-49

Service

department

’

to add or remove VP 100 optional

software.

The OCC must always remain with the system for which it was purchased. You cannot enter
the l_PDATE program if the original OCC is not installed on the MB. If the MB must be
replaced, the OCC assembly must be removed from the original MB and installed on the
replacement
MB.

Toshiba VP Systems

Releye

6.1

December,

1992
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SESSION

.,

--.\
.:,
!

REVIEW AND FILE MAINTENANCE

This section provides information
about logging sessions captured during communications
with a
VP 100. Also described are procedures for saving, deleting, viewing, and printing the files
containing logging information.

Each time the CAT program is started and enters terminal emulation,
captures all the information received from a VP 100. The CAT.LOG
logging is enabled and stored in the selected system’s subdirectory.

a file r-ran& CXT.LOG
file is created by default

when

For example, the log file for system serial number 000512 would be stored on the CAT hard disk in
subdirectory
SN000512.100.
The following is an example.

if a CAT.LOG
file exists from a previous session, it is reopened and the new session’s information
is added to the existing session information
already in the file. The following is an example.

_

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

D-her.

1992

PROCEDURES

_______________________CAT.LOG

ope,,&

_______--______--_-_-

OtTgina

-_________

Information

--------------------SYSTEM SOFT??‘ARE RELEASE A.4.3.8 (MhVDD/YY-----DAY MM/DD HH:MM:SS Y-Y-YY 100 DEiMO ID:123456 Sfi:123456 PBX:lO
(MODEM ENABLED)
@PASSWORD:
@U

LAST LOGON:

LItiVDD

____________
_____-_____
SYSTEM CONFfGURaTfGN
DAY MM/DD HH:MM:SS YYYY 100 DEMO

HH:hl&l

UPDATE__-_ __-___________
ID:123456 S/N:123456 PBX:lO

At the dot (.), enter ? for HELP.
.A USER
ADD:710,N,13
ADD:
.E
EXITING

UPDATE.

WAIT...DONE.

DAY MM/DD HH:MM:SS

TYYY

__________
______-___
GONf?IGUR%TIGN
________________________
____
_::_GAT.LGG

100 DE%10 ID:123156

S/N:123456 PBX:lO

UPDATE CGAfF’LE-fED-_-______I________
opened -_____-_------_________

New information

@U
___________
____________
SYSTEM CGNFfGURATfGN
DAY MM/DD HH:MM:SS YYYY 100 DEXIO

UPDATE _______
____________
Hk123-116 S/N:123456 PBX:lO

At the dot (.), enter ? for HELP.
.D USER
DEL:710
DEL:
.E
EXITING

UPDATE.

WAIT...DONE.

- -- ‘.

DAY MMJDD HH:MM:SS

YTYY

___________
_____-_____
CGNFIGLRlTlGN

100 DE\10

ID:123456

L-FD.\TE COJIPLFTE

S/S:123456 PBX:lO
---___________-__
_

@

To save each csssion

CAT.LOG

jz I-.
~~+ra~e t.lzs
‘; rsther than adding to the end of a single cumulative
fils. at the DOS pr0111pr C:\VJlSC.lT>.
enter: LOG_SAVE
SXXXXI

7-51
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C:\VMXCAT>DIR

Manual

,

SNXXXXXX.lOO\C.AT.*

Volume in drive C is TEST STA B
Volume Serial Number is XXXXXX
Directory of C:\VMXCAT\SNXXXX~XXIOO
CAT
LO4
CAT
LO1
CAT
LO2
CAT
LO3
t CAT 5 File(s)
LOG

43 DD-MM-YY
HH:JIMa
22037 DD-MM-YY
HH:MMp
16477 DD-MIM-YY
HH:MMa
8552 DD-MM-YY
HH:lMMa
30742528
115 12-31-99
bytes free 11:59D

Previous sessions

saved

Ls individual

files

in an individual

file

>
4

Current

logged

session
l‘-

I

C:\VM_XCAT>LOG_SAVE

XXXXXX

I[

C:\VMXCAT>ECHO
OFF
This command is used to save a CAT-LOG
Saved as LOG file 05
C:\VMXCAT>
C:\VMXCAT>DIR

4

Save the current

session

ftie session

SNXXXXXX.?O”!CAT.*

Volume in drive C is TEST STA B
Volume Serial Number is 2D27-14EB
Directory of C:\VMXCAT\SN050102.1OfJ
CAT
LO4
_^_
LUl
CAT
CAT
LO2
CAT
LO3
CAT
LO5
5 File(s)

43 DD-MM-YY
HH:MMa
__^^_ -- -------_-LLU5I IJIJ-IVIIVI-IY
Jltltl:mmp
16477 DD-MM-YY
HH:MMa
8552 DD-MM-YY
HH:MMa
115 12-31-99 113591,
30742528 byWs free

When the LOG-SAVE
command is executed,
next time a session is sa\-ed. it is automatically
automatically
sequentially
numbered.

From the size, date, & time, you can
4 see this was the CAT.LOG file now
renamed

to CAT.LO5

the session is automatically
renamed ChT.LOl.
named CAT.LO2. All further sessions are

The

For example, if the LOG-SAVE
command were executed for system serial number 0005 11, the
SN0005 12 directory would contain a file CAT.LOl. The following shows how it appears.

C:\VMXCATJSN000512.100\C;\T.L01

If LOG-SAVE
C:\VMXCAT

is esecursd
director\

\vhen no system

is selected.

the CAT-LOG

file is stored in ths

PROCEDURES

n To Stop Session

Logging

The CAT program always starts with session
explain how to turn session logging OFF.

logging

Description

=JT

To enter Terminal
Logging

Stop Logging

I

n To Start Session
The following

and t

keys to highlight.

Use the A

and t

keys to highlight.

procedures

explain

how to turn session

,a

To enter Terminal

LW

“-

Logging

Description

T
Logging

Start Logging
CAT.LOG m

procedures

menu.

Use the A

Action

Session

turned ON. The folIoa-inp

_

Action

Session

7-53

to File

If the CAT/LOGOFF
file closed.

logging ON.

menu.

Use the -c+ and 5

keys to high!igh:.

Use the 4

keys to highlight.

command

and t

line option is used, the CAT program

Toshiba VP Syslems

starts with the log.

Relea$e

6.1

December,

1992
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n

System

Log Directory

\

If prior session logs have been saved, multiple log files may be stored within a system’s
subdirectory.
Up to 100 session logs can be stored for each system: C_%T.LOG and numbered
logs from CAT-LO1 to CAT.L99. The procedure to display all logs stored for a given system
follows:
1.

Complete any active communication
program (/Altl E).

2.

To print the log directory,
UZ

3.

Release 6 1

with a VP 100 and Exit from the CAT
.‘-

ON and type

OFF when finished

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXCAT>
displayed,
XXXXXX is the system serial number:

-1

by entering:

the log file name, the file size (in bytes).

the log directory

display,

type:

-1

To start scrolling

the log directory

display,

type:

[Controll Q

1992

(‘print screen).

‘-1

I/

enter the following

To stop scrolling

December.

I]

command.

.
where

XXXXXX

The program displays
file was created.

VP Systems

turn the printer

Be sure to turn the printer

LOG-DIR

Toshiba

session

S

and the date and time the

’

PROCEDURES
.,
a$&+

n Saving a Session

_ ..

Log

The CAT program ala-sys uses the log file name CAT.LOG
to store session
file must exist within a given systems subdirectory
before it can be saved.
To save a session

7-55

_.....

log follow the procedur?

information.

This

below.

1.

Complete any active communication
program (a
E).

2.

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXCAT>
displayed.
XXXXXX is the system serial number:

session

with a VP 100 and exit from the CAT
*-

l

LOG-SAVE

enter the following

command,

where

XXXXXX

This command saves the CAT.LOG
tile as CAT.LXX, where XX is the log file number,
starting with 01. The time and date of the save is attached to the file. Each time this
command is issued. the next available log number is assigned. Up to 99 log files can be
saved in this manner.

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

December.

1992
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n Considerations
The CAT-LOG
file is created by default when lo gging is enabled. If logging information
is
saved as individual
files, the existing CAT.LOG
is renamed to CAT-LXX. The following are
considerations
for managing session log files:
e

To create a CAT.LXX file with a known start time or to create a log file containing
desired data, use the following procedure:
l*1.

LOG-SAVE

if the information

from previous

sessions

is required.

only

*

or
LOG-DEL

if information

2.

Execute

the commands

3.

LOG-SAVE

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

sessions

is not required.

in the VP 100 which you wish to save in the log file.

again.

The last log file will contain
0

from previous

only the data you wish to keep.

Since the entire CAT.LOG
file is in effect moved to the CAT.LXX file, each execution of
the LOG-SAVE
command marks the start of a new file. After a LOG-SAVE
command. a.
new CAT.LOG
file is recreated as an empty file when logging is enabled; data will not
overlap from one file to another and data from a deleted log file is not retrievable.

December.

1992

.

PROCEDURES

\

H

Deleting

a Session

7-57

Log

Any session log can be deleted iron the C-AT. when no longer needed or to increase storage
capacity on the hard disk. To delete individual session logs from a given system’s subdirectory.
follow the procedure belolv.
1.

Complete any active communication
program (I
E )_

2.

With the DOS prompt C:\\‘JIXCAT>
XXXXXX is the system serial number
LOG-DEL

XXXXXX

If the argument
To delete the session

session

displayed, enter the following co’mmand, where
and YY is the saved log number (01 .to 99):

YY-

YY is omitted.
log not specitic

the C_%T.LOG tile is deleted.
to anl; system.

1.

Complete any active communi<ation
program (a
E ).

2.

With the DOS prompt C:\\->lXCAT>
DEL CAT.LOG

with a VP 100 and exit from rhe CAT

session

follow the procedure

below:

with a VP 100 and exit from the CAT

displayed,

type the following

command:

I==-

Toshiba VP Systems

Releap

6.1

December.

1992
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n Viewing

a Session

Log

The contents of any log file stored on the CAT hard disk can be displayed. When viewing
session log. the display always starts from the top or beginning of the log file.

To view a session

log for a given system,

1.

Complete any active communication
program (a
E ).

2.

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXC.%T>
XXXXXX is the system serial number
LOG-SHOW

XXXXXX

If the argument

displayed, enter the following command, where
and YY is the saved log number (01 to 99):

YY

YY is omitted,

the CAT.LOG

file is displayed.

display,

type:

I]

To start scroilinp

the iog session

dispiay,

type:

[C~~~r~l] Q

To print a screen of information
while scrolling
( -1
S) then IShift
Il.

log for no system

<NONE>,

1.

Complete any active communication
program (Alt] E ).

2.

With the DOS prompt
TYPE

Release 6.1

with a VP 100 and exit from the CAT

the log session

To view the session

VP Systems

session

below.

To stop scrolling

w

Toshiba

follow the procedure

C:\i;MXC.%T>

session

C.%T.LOG
type:

-1

S

To start the log display.

type:

-1

Q

1992

S

through

a Log file, stop the display

follow the procedure

below.

with a VP 100 and exit from the CAT

displayed,

To stop the log display.

December.

a

enter the following

command:

n

Printing

a Session

Log

The contents of any log file stored on the CAT hard disk can be printed.
session log. the entire file is printed.
1.

Complete any active communication
prosram (jg
E ).

session

2.

Turn the printer ON and attach the printer

When printing

a

with a VP 100 and exit from the CAT

cable to the CAT.
*-

l

3.

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXCAT>
XXXXXX is the system serial number
LOG_PRNT

XXXXXX

If the argument

1.

P-_-l_...
LUILI~~L;LG

^-_.
ally

program
3
_.

the (default)

log for no system
__&:..e

L~LLIVC

<NONE>,

-,__.._:,_*:,,
CVIIIIIIUIIIL~LIVII

CAT.LOG

follow

file is printed.

the procedure

below

XSSiOtl wi:h a \‘P
. 100 and exi: from the CAT
.

E ).

With the DOS prompt C:\VMXCAT>
PRINT

Ez

(m

YY

YY is omitted,

To print the session

displayed, enter the following command, where
and YY is the saved log number (Oi to 99):

CAT-LOG

displayed,

type the following

command:

[\

To display all VP 100 systems stored on the CAT hard disk while in the DOS command
processor, type the following command at the DOS prompt C:\\MXCAT>

.A listing of all system serial number subdirectories
is displayed (see APPENDIX A at
the end of this chapter). Note that the system name, ID, soft\vare and prompt level are
not displayed. To view this information,
you must use the CXT Select System menu.

uz

To display all DOS operations described in this chapter. typs ths following
the DOS command processor with the DOS prompt C:\VMSC.L\T>

command

at

DIR *.BAT

A listing of all CAT DOS batch file commands
ths bzginninp of this chapter).

is displayed

in the Quick Rcferrnce

Toshiba VP Systems

Release 6.1

Guide at

December.

1992
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CAT HARD DISK DRIVE OPERATIONS

j

This section explains the procedures to delete a VP 100 from the CXT hard disk drive, and provides
guidelines for CAT hard disk maintenance.

H

Delete

l

System

When the CAT hard disk drive approaches maximum storage capacity, it is necessary to free space
for ne\v systems. Existing systems on the CAT should first be archived to floppy diskette. After
archiving the data, delete the system from the CAT hard disk by following the procedure below.

Deleting a system removes all stored information
for the selected VP 100 from the CAT hard
disk. including backup configuration,
GNSSM, and session log files.
b
Follow
the procedures
performing the following

WARNING

to back up a system
procedure.

To delete a VP 100 system directory

4
to floppy

diskette

from the CAT hard disk, follow the steps below;

1.

Write down the six digit serial number

of the system to be deleted.

3.

Exit the CAT program

by pressing

E 1x1

3.

Meith the DOS prompt
serial number. type:

displayed

S-S-DEL

before

m

(C:\VMXCAT>).

where XXXXXX

is the YP 100 system

XXXXXX

The follov4ng

text is displayed:

This command is used to erase a VP 100 system subdirectory. If you do NOT
w-ish to remove SYSTEM S/N XXXXXX press Ctrl-C NO\l- otherwise.
Press any key when ready..
.

4.

Prsss any key Lvhen ready to remove

Ii you yet the following prompt.
being deleted: file not found.
c-3

the system directory

all possible

options

have not been backed-up

for the system

To display all VP 100 systems stored on the CAT hard disk Lvhile in the DOS command
pt-ocessor and with the DOS prompt C:\VRIXCAT> displa!-ed. type the following
Lwllllll;llld:

PROCEDURES
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A listing of all system serial number subdirectories is displayed (see _PPENDIX A in the
back of this chapter for sample listing). Note that the system name. ID. software;and
prompt
level are not displayed. To view this information you must use the CAT Select System
menu.

n CAT Hard Disk Drive Maintenance
xn^“*
ll,“>L

PAT
b_*1

L,,,l

,,a,”

,3:-l-

U13h

A.-;..o‘.

U11.L.J

Lorrn
11LI”b

0

u

3n

mc=.m*hxJto ctnrc.c.~ r~n~r;rw

&“-.L.~~Y”JL1

.J.“...>..

bay..

Althmtirh

“‘,.

large size, it can quickly fill up when storin g data representing
Names. Scripted and Sequential Messages).

‘-y.v_=~~c

digitized

th;c D,,,,PR,-9 t,, he :,
-I-r---_- -__

voice (Greetings,

Since one CAT may be used to support many VP 100, the hard disk drive on the CAT is
generally used as a temporary storage area for VP 100 system configurations.
After repeated
write and delete operations have occurred on any disk drive, performax?
and speed can be
reduced because files become fragmented.
Old information
must be deleted from the hard disk
drive to accommodate
new systems.
Tnchiho
nrnm-ami
such as Norton Utilities Speed Disk, to
A.,,, _..- . r-romm~nrlr
__*_ _._._._*-_- thP
_.__nwiodic
r- ------ 12s~ of a r--c-.
perform housekeeping
chores on the hard disk drive. These utilities can scan and test all
segments of a disk drive and correct most deficiencies
in the system. In addition, data on the
disk can be reorganized
to allow more efficient data storage and retrieval.
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7.10

ADDING

This section

W

A SECOND

describes

The Multilingual
language.

LANGUAGE

the procedure

(RELEASE

to add a second language

Prompts feature must be installed

6.1 AND LATER)

prompt set to the VP 100 hard disk.

to activate the prompt set for the second
.‘-

b

WARNING

Adding a second language
prompt set
messages, names and greetings and loss
configuration
and associated
GNSSM
drive will reflect the configuration
at the

You should be familiar with basic maintenance
programs of the VP 100. Refer to the following
information:

Chapter

Section

INST.XLLXTION

Testing

CONFIGURATION

UPDATE

4

will result in the loss of all stored
of voice storage capacity. The system
that are restored to the replacement
time the last backup was made.

procedures and the UPDATE and INSTALL
chapters and sections in this manual for further

the Installation

and Telephone

Changes

.

and INSTALL

The procedure to add a second language includes transferring VP
language prompt sets, and the System Configuration
tables to the
Disk procedure is used to add the second language prompts. This
connection to the VP 100 at 38400 baud and requires the VP 100
duration of the procedure.

100 System software, both
hard disk. The Restore System
must be done onsite with a cabled
to be out of service for the

The Restore System Disk menu option used to add the second language is only available when a
system is selected. All data to be restored is copied from subdirectories
on the CAT hard disk to the
VP 100. The subdirectories
used during this restore procedure are determined by the selected
system‘s serial number, release of system software, and by the release of prompts defined for the
system. Refer to CONFIGURATION
APPLICATIONS
TERMITAL.
Sofrware Description
in this
manu;ll.

_\ny GSSS\I
that had previously been saved (by using the Backup procedure)
the 1.P 100 after the Restore System Disk procedure has completed.

Toshiba

VP Systems
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may be restored

to

PROCEDURES

n

Procedure
The following
starting:

for Adding
equipment

a Second

is needed

Language

for this prwedure

Prompt Set

and should be assembled

CAT with all VP 100 PC software

7-63

installed

prior to

l

A fully operational

(refer to the CAT chapter).

0

A CAT interface

0

The configuration
diskettes for the customer location (unless the backed up configuration
l*and GNSSM are already present on the CAT hard disk drive).

cable.

To add the prompt set for a second language to the VP 100 hard disk, perform the following
steps. The prompt set already installed will be reinstalled first and the new language prompt set
will be installed second.
Action

CAT/VP

1.

Start the CAT program

Refer to the CAT chapter.
displayed.

7
-.

Select system to add the
second set of language
prompts to.

Refer to the Select System
If the sy-stem that is being
language is not displayed
add that system using the
Terminal

100 Description

emulation

and Response
Select System

screen is

Screen section of this chapter.
installed with a second
in the Select System screen,
select system screen..

begins.

3.

Connect null modem cable to
VP 100 TERM #l

If the VP 100 is not operational
disk. skip to step II.

4.

Establish connection
19200 baud.

Establish a local (cabled) connection with the VP 100
that is being restored. Refer to the INSTALLATION
chapter. Prompts for password.

5.

Logon

6.

TEC

at

Logon to Maintenance
1 &id

due to a defective

hard

level at the VP 100 @ prompt.

Forward all ports by using this command. The following
is a sample screen. When all ports are forwarded, the
VP 100 displays the @ prompt.
@TECl
PORT # 1 FORWARDED
PORT # 2 FORWARDED
PORT # 3 FORWARDED
PORT # 1 FORWARDED
PORT # 5 FORWARDED
PORT :: 6 FORWARDED
PORT # 7 FORWARDED
PORT # 8 FORWARDED
ALL PORTS FOR\\‘.-\RDED
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Action

CAT/VP

100 Description

and Response

(continued)
J

US

7.

If a PBX forwarding string is not defined in
System Parameter -t5, the ports are still placed in
the FWD state but may not have actually been
forwarded on the PBX.

Verify that all ports are forwarded by using this
command. The following is a sample+screen. Port status
is displayed. The VP 100 displays @ prompt.

PSI

8PS
CHlCH2CH3CH4CH5CH6CH7CHS
FWDFWDFWDFWDFWDFWDFWDFWD

us= If any ports were not forwarded,

enter TE C 1
until all ports are

again. Repeat as necessary
forwarded.
forwarding

Place a test call to the VP 100 and verify the ports have
been forwarded and that the call is answered by a live
intercept.

8.

Verify

9.

Backup

system configuration

See Backup - System Configuration
chapter.

Backup

GNSSM

See Backup - GNSSM section

section

in this

in this chapter.

Power VP 100 OFF
To display
appears.

the Terminal

menu. The Terminal

Move to Change Baud Rate. Selection

menu

is highlighted.

To change baud rate. The Baud Rates menu appears.
Move to 35400. Selection

To accept new baud rate. Status line displays
of 38400.

16.

To display
appears.
18. b

Toshba

VP Systems

Releasa

and t

19.

\Enrer]

20.

Power VP 100 ON

6.1

is highlighted.

December.

1992

baud rate

the Restore menu. The Restore menu

Move to System Disk. Selection

is highlighted.

The data transfer procedure begins immediately
after the
power is applied. A *‘*WARNING**’ screen appears
asking that Release 6 Prompt Set(s) be selected from the
menus that follow.

PROCEDURES

21.

Action

CAT/VP

100 Description

and Response

II

Choose

new Prompt Set screen
as Prompt Set 1.

7-65

(continued)

appears showing

the

first language
22.

b

and

t

Move to the language prompt set number for the
language being restored. This should be, the same
language as previously installed as Prompt Set 1.
Seieciion

is hiyhiighied.

*-

l

e

The language prompts originally installed as
Prompt Set 1 must be reinstalled as Prompt Set 1
for the system configuration
to be correct.

@Y

If none is selected,

the procedure

will abort.

23.

m

If Prompt Set 1 is United States English, a
***WARNING**’ screen appears stating that U.S. English
has been selected’for Prompt Set 1. For all other
lanolln~c
inctallpd , the screen states that U.S. English
_-__o--D__
_____-___
was not selected.

24.

m

Choose

new Prompt Set screen

appears showing

Prompt Set 2 selections.

and t

Move to the language prompt set number for the new
language being installed. Selection is highlighted.

25.

t

26.

[=I

A ***WARNING’** screen appears saying that a selection
for Prompt Set 2 has been made and disk drive voice
storage capacity will be reduced. Also, messages on the
disk are lost.

27.

[

Another ***WARNING*** screen appears saying that the
Multilingual
Prompt feature package must be installed to
acti\-ate Prompt Set 2.

28.

m

If Prompt Set 2 is lJnited States English, a
“*WARNING***
screen appears stating that U.S. English
has been selected for- Prompt Set 2. For all other
language: installed. the screen states that U.S. English
was nof selected.

29.

)I

Both prompt sets are loaded onto the hard disk.

30. Wait fcr completic>n

This procedure

takes about one hour per prompt set to
completion. the Data Transfer Complete
scrt’cii app~;ux.

co~~~pltzr~.

?

At

This begins auto baud detect.
TESTING
HARDWARE..
..
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Action

CAT/VP

100 Description

and Response

Wait for the VP 100 to boot

This step takes about three minutes.

\

(continued)

:
33.

INITIALIZING
34.

I

VP 100 password

35. Logon

Test for normal

OS

If an error message
Messages.

KG?

To abort this procedure,

b

December.

1992

VP 100 @ prompt
*-

l

refer to Appendix

B -

Data Transfer

at any time.

WARNING

If aborted, this procedure must be restarted
before the VP 100 will be back in service.

Release 6.1

level password.

operation.

appears during the procedure,

press II

. DONE.

prompt is displayed.

Enter the maintenance
is displayed.

36. Test

Toshiba VP SysterW

PORTS..

4

and run through

to completion

PROCEDURES

7A-1

APPENDIX A
PROCEDURES

SYSTEM

SERIAL NUMBER

-‘.

SUBDIRECTORIES
l

This is a sample listing of all system serial number
command is issued at the C:\VMXCAT>
prompt:

C:\VMXCAT>dir
sn*
Volume in drive C has no label
Directory of C:\VMXCAT
100
(DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNOOO002
100
(DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNOOOOll
SNOOOOOS 100
<DIti
MM-DD-YY
SNOO4015
100
<DIR>
MM-DD-YY
100
(DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNOOO018
SNOO0019
100
<DIR>
MM-DD-YY
100
<DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNOW320
100
&DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNOOOO24
<DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNOOO023 ’ 100
100
<DIR>
MM-DD-YY
SNO00006
10 file(s)
5324800 bytes free

subdirectories

displayed

when the following

HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MMAa
HH:MX4Aa
HH:MMAa

Note that the system name, ID, software level, and prompt level are not displayed.
information,
you must use the CAT Select System menu.
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APPENDIX B
PROCEDURES

DATA TRANSFER

MESSAGES

The CAT displays one screen to indicate when data transfer is complete, and another screen to
indicate that a data transfer error has occurred.
The format of the information within each screen
always the same; the actual information
reported varies.

is

In the following examples, the bold type indicates information
that does not change. A list of the
possibIe text entries that can appear within the parentheses is listed at the end of this section.

n

Data Transfer
The following

n

is the format in which the Data Transfer

Data Transfer
The following

Complete
_)
Complete screen appears.

_

Errors

is the format in which all errors appear.

(Procedure Name)
Unable to complete
(Step of procedure)
because
(actual error)
Press

-1

to abort

or [I

to continue

Toshiba VP Systems
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n

Possible
The following

Procedure
Backup
Backup
Restore
Restore
Restore
Restore
Restore
Update

Screen

Entries

are the entries

n-hich can be displayed

on the screen.

Names:

Greetings/Names/Script
System Configuration
Greetings&am&Script
System.Configuration
System Prompts
System Software
System Disk

8r Sequential

Messages

5.1 Sequctitiai

Messages

Step of Procedure:
Displays the actual step of the procedure being performed when the error occurred. If any error
messages appear, write down the exact error and contact your technical support center.

Actual

Errors:

Unable to get response
Unable to complete file I/O operation
Time Limit Reached
Unexpected Packet Type
User Requested Abort
Packet Out of Seqc?nce
Data to restore cannot be found
File I/O Error
Mailbox does not exist
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains information
Topics discussed

include:

.

Stand&d DTMF Inte_qtion

.

Standard DTMF Inte_qtion.

0

Message Waiting Indication.

.

Called Party Identification.

.

VP IOOLPBX Interaction.

Toshiba VP Systems

about standard phone system integration
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vs. Adaptive Integration.

with the VP 100.

STANDARD

--\

8.1

STANDARD

DTMF INTEGRATION

Standard DTMF Integration and Adaptive Integration
standard or optional features of the VP 100.

VS. ADAPTIVE

DTMF INTEGRATION

8-l

INTEGRATION

(AI) depend on the capabilities

of a PBX and

Standard DTMF Integration and Adapti\-e Integration use VP 100 standard features. However, Adaptive
Integration enhances the operation beyond standard DTMF integration, dependent upon PBXKO
capabilities and therefore may require additional hardware, consisting of modems or additional cabling.

n Message Waiting Indication

*-

l

(MWI)

In a standard VP 100, when the fim new message is left in a mailbox, ringing Message Waiting
Notification (MWN) is provided. The VP 100 calls the extension of the mailbox with a new message
_
and, if the call is answered, plays a prompt indicating that there are messages in the mailbox. Message
Waiting Indication (MWI) is an alternate method of notification. Depending on PBX functionality. an!
of the following may occur:
.

The telephone

.

Stutter dial tone may be provided
waiting, or

.

With Adaptive

message lamp may be lit,

Integration,

when the telephone

receiver is off-hook and a message is

a display phone may indicate

that a message is waiting.

Only one method, either Message Waiting Notification or Message Waiting Indication,
mailbox. Both methods may not be used at the same time for the same mailbox.
Normally, MWN and MWI are turned OFF when the mailbox
listened to or not.
MWI operation

can be varied in the following

is logged on to, whether messages are

ways:

.

To activate the MWI for each new message (System Parameter
LAMP FOR EACH NEW ME.SSAGE).

.

To call the extension before acrivating MWI (System Parameter
EXTENSION BEFORE LIGHTING LAMP).

.

To turn OFF MWI only when a mailbox contains no messages
LAMP MW: TURN OFF ONLY IF NO NEW MESSAGES).

83 -

84 -

These configurable settings apply to all mailbox holders system-wide
better match with the PBX functions.

n Called Party Identification

is used for a

LAMP MW: LIGHT

LAMP MW: C-U-L

(System Parameter

166 -

and are generally

selszd

for a

(CPI)

A standard VP 100 normally supen.ises calls. After collecting digits and outpulsing them. ths L.P 100
monitors the line to detect ringing. snswer. busy, or all calls forwarded. By staying on the Iin,- unril th?
call is released, the VP 100 maintains knowledge of the number that was called and can dirfir
messages correctly.
Some PBXs can forward information about a call to the VP 100. Depending on the method a particular
PBX uses to send the information. Standard DTMF Integration or Adaptive integration can process the
information to tailor system operation to the type of call received.
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STANDARD

DTMF INTEGRATION

The standard connection between the VP 100 and PBX phone system is a 2500-type single line kxtension.
VP 100 Line Interface Cards (LLIC)accept a series of PBX single lines. By emulating the touchtone
telephone sets the PBX is expecting, rhe VP 100 performs all the operations that are normall>- possible
from a single-line phone - receiving calls, taking messages, transferring calls, and initiating PBX
functions by dialing DTMF digts or codes.
Standard DTMF Integration depends on the PBX’s capabilities and uses only StandardToshiba
VP System
--_.
features. Only PBX call record information deiivered as Y I Nlr signals can be processed by a by>iem
utilizing Standard DTMF Inte_gration. After an incoming call has had the initial called pa&~‘s LD processed,
the VP 100 reverts to standard operation.

n

Message Waiting Indication (MWI)

A system using Standard
extension can dial a code
on the telephone set or a
The following conditions

DTMF Integration may use PBX message waiting indicators if a 2500-type
to perform the function. Typically, the message waiting indicator is a lamp
distinctive stutter dial tone provided when the telephone receiver is off-hook.
1nn1~rtn
.v Tnshiha
A v 1--.. tel.-nhonp
____ r______ svctpm~_, _______.
+Y.J

l

Toshiba telephone systems provide MWI via a message waiting lamp on the Toshiba
proprietary telephoriti. PERCEPTION telephone systems can also provide MWI via a 2500type telephone set equipped with a message waiting lamp.

0

MWI (lamp or stutter dial tone) is not available to 2500-type extension users on STRATA
systems. Message waiting notification is accomplished by ringing the 2500-type extension
user.

0

Stu’rter dial tone is nor available

The following system parmeters
MWI ON and OFF.
System
System
System
System

79
80
81
82

-

LAMP
LAMP
LAMP
LAMP

ho\-:
&nv:
bnx-:
hfn-:

on Toshiba telephone systems.

allow the entry of DTMF digit codes to allow the VP 100 to fum

“ON” PRE-EXTENSION DIGITS
“ON” POST-EXTENSION
DIGITS
“OFF’ PRE-EXTENSI,ON DIGITS
“OFF’ POST-EXTENSION
DIGITS

All possibilities for code Zgirs to prtcsde or follow the desired mailbox are allowed. Code entries [hat
are not applicable may bc !=it blank.
-.

n

Called Party Identification

(CPI)

Certain phone systems pr<lvide the extension number of the called party when fol-wardins calls IO [he
VP 100. When this infom!.ltion is provided in DTMF tones preceding the forwarded call. 111~VP 100
can process the call as if: atllrr had dialsd tht called extension. A standard integrated \‘P 100 c>n he
configured to accept the%? tl)r\varded calls in CX or MX mode. The c;lll is extended to rhe c:~lled
person’s mailbox, and the <>llrr hears the called person’s greeting and may leave a pri\.alt’ voice
message. In this form of integration. rhe caller is not required to reenter the called person’s cstenlion
as would normally be the ;:lse in CS or MX mode.
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8.3

VP lOO/PBX INTERACTION

IN STANDARD

DTMF INTEGRATION

\
;

This section explains how the phone system and the VP 100 interact when switching calls from the VP 100
port to a called sration in standard DTMF integrated environments.

n

Primary and Secondary

Answering

Figure S- 1 illustrates the interaction between the VP 100 and the PBX in a standard DTMF integration
,..-...I..- “I
..c
inslaiiation_ where both Prilrl~--y alld Seco,ida,-y Aiiswei-iii g- .-^ ~ - ^ blc
--- ..-J Aii eX~~~lilLlulr
I1I”Ut;b
“WZU.
Figure S-l follows the diagram.

-&--g

345

Lines

2500 on Busy
or No Answer)

1_

VP 100

1
Standard

I

Station
Lines

-

I

Figure 8-1 VP lOO/PBX Interaction DTMF Integration, Primary and Secondary Answering

Only

1.

An incoming call is directed to the pilot number of the VP 100 hunt group for Primary
.Answsring (e.g._ 2000).

3
-.

The L-P 100 plays the port level Company

_i

After [I-..scaller dials an extension (e.g., 346), the VP 100 transfers to a ringing extension and
rskns=~ ihe port. If the greeting is ON, a transfer is not attempred. but insread the greeting is
pla!~! 2nd the caller is immediately prompted to leave a message. dial another extension, or
dial L~T~:K

-L.

On ;1 n.7 answer condition, the extension is programmed to auromntically for\vard calls to a
different group of ports (e.g., 2500) for Secondary Answering. When the call is forwarded, the
PBS cp.rds DTMF tones indicating the extension number that rells the VP 100 which extension
the LYI: ~~as for\vartled from.
011 bu:.

condition.

the VP 100 reconnects

Greeting

and prompts the caller to dial an extension.

to the caller and ol‘f?rs 10 t&e in message.

8-4
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Secondary

Answering

Only

Figure 8-2 illustrates the interaction between the VP 100 and the PBX in a standard DThIF integation
installation, where only Secondary Answering mode is used. An explanation ofFiGme 8-Z follows the
diagram.

Station

l-N&S

=578-3346=

Lines

.-_

--

0

1

316

1-

(Forwarded to
2500 on Busp
or _Yo_bslfer)

20

.n

1

Figure 8-2 VP 1 OO/PBX Interaction Standard DTMF integration, Secondary Answering

VP100

Only

1.

An incoming call is directed to an extension via a Direct Inward Dial (DID) telephone
(e.5.. 578-3316) or station-to-station
calling (e.g.. 346).

7-.

On a busy or no answer, the extension is programmed to automatically fonvard calls to the VP
100 pilot number (e.g.. 2500) for.Secondary Answering. When the call is forwarded. the PBX
tells the VP 100 which extension the call was forwarded from. There is no need for the caller
to reenter the extension number.

i
_.

The caller hears an announcement that the person (or extension
the person’s greeting is ON, the greeting will play.
Akr

the greeting or announcement

die;.’ ~u1otlzer estemion.
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or dinl’zero

346) “is unn~~lable.

plays, the caller is prompted to “leafs (I prilme
for

assistance.

”

number

*’or, if

ntessage.

.
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INTRODUtiTlON
This chapter explains how Adaptive Integration enhances
provided call status and message indicator information.

VP 100 operation by taking advantage

of PBX/CO-

Topics discussed include:
.

How AI Enhances

.

Different Types of Adaptive

.

Called Party Status.

.

Called Party Identification.

.

Mailbox Features Available

the VP 100.
Integration.

with Adaptive Integration.

“-

ADAPTIVE

INTEGRATION

Adaptive Integration (AI) enhances VP 100 operation beyond Standard DTMF Integration (see Standard
DTMF Integration vs. Adaptive Integration in the previous chapter for a comparison). AI takes advantage
of PBXKO-provided
call status and message waiting indication functions implemented by some means
other than or in addition to DThlF mailbox digits prefixed to a call. Depending on the method a particular
PBX uses to send call records and control indicators, the VP 100 may be equipped with proprietary
integration cards or an RS-232C data link.
The Adaptive Integration feature enhances Message ‘1
vv‘-:,:.-g
aitm Indication (MWI) ?&d Caj,Ied Part;
Identification (CPI) significantly. AI enables the VP 100 to process MWI control signals from RS-232C or
proprietary data links and expands CFI to a full data exchange capability where the PBX/GO and the VP
100 can pass calls and messages back and forth without the need to supervise call progress.
Message Waiting
~ ___...
indication (i\nwl)

In addition to lamp indicators and stutter dial tone, integrated VP 100 systems
can send information via the data link that may allow the PBXKO to display a
message on a display phone. Some phone systems still use DTh%F tones to
activate MWI even if the identity of the called person is provided by the data
link. The VP 100 can handle any combination of MWI and CPI methods
because they are independent features.

Called Party
Identification

In an integrated VP 100, and depending on PBXKO functions, CPI can expand
well beyond the simple identification of the called party’s extension and
mailbox.Adaptive
Integration relies on phone system station forwarding to
deliver the call to the VP 100. If the PBXKO is capable of sending a detailed
call record to the VP 100. an integrated system collects the call record via
DnlF
tones or data link and associates the information with the port the call is
recei\-ed on. Then. using the information in the call record, the VP 100 responds
with appropriate prompts and actions determined by the system configuration.

(CPI)

CPI Call Records

A call record format and its contents depend on the phone system manufacturer.
model. and configuration. Call handling can be tailored according to the
information provided by the call record. Following are the types of information
a call record may contain:

.

Called Part! ID.

.

Culled Parry Status (busy/no answer/all

.

Calling Pa~-t>.ID.

.

External -

Trunk ID.

.

Inrernal -

Estrnsian/mail~o\r

.

F0rwa1-ded -

.

Diwct -

Secondary

himar~

ID.

;\nswcring

:\ibwtzring.

calls forwarded).

Call COVCI-age.

,

9-2
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The impcrtance of
caller’s experience.
number. If, for any
subsequent system
without repetitious
messages since the
tolvard seamlessly

the ability to process call records is that it directly affects the
From the caller’s point of view, all they have to do is call a
reason, a call is unanswered and forwarded to the VP 100,
actions proceed based on the information in the cali record,
input from the caller. This decreases misdirected calls and
called number is only dialed once. The VP 100 moves
handling calls with fewer prompts.

.

Adaptive Integration (AI) introduces two additional features - Quick Logon and Quick Greeting
.‘Activation. These features offer shortcuts for high-use VP 100 functions.
Quick Logon

Allows a mailbox holder to enter H qto immediately log on to the mailbox
identified by the calling extension number. After entering q0, the caller is
prompted for their security code.
When calling from an extension other than their own, internal callers can log on
to their own mailbox by using the standard logon (entering qand their mailbox
numbers).

Quick Greeting
Activation

Toshiba VP Systems
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When configured for a mailbox, mailbox holders can turn their greeting ON
without entering the mailbox. After dialing the VP 100, the caller enters ~a to
activate or record a new greeting for the mailbox identified by calling extension.

.

TYPES OF ADAPTIVE

INTEGRATION

There are several types of data exchange that the VP 100 can process to perform integation:
.

Enhanced

.

RS-232C data link, including

.

Proprietary

n

Enhanced

DTMF In-band

signalling.
CO Centrex.

display set emuiation.

DTMF In-band Integration

While Standard DTMF Integration processes DTMF mailbox digits prefixed to a call, Enhanced
DTMF In-band integration enlarges the scope of the data exchange to full detailed call records.
Enhanced DTMF In-band integrations require a unique call type identifier for each type of call. These
identifiers determine the VP 100 responses:For
greater system efficiency. Enhanced DTMF In-band
integration uses ports in AX mode, which does not require system porn to be split into groups.
Figure 9-l illustrates the interaction between the VP 100 and the PBX in an Enhanced
Integration environment. An explanation of Figure 9-l follows the diagram.

DTMF In-band

345

CO/PBX
-

(Fbrwardkd to
1500 on Busy
or Xo Answer:

Station
Lines

---

346
2

-_
-~7%25

“7

VP 100
\I
I
:
Station
Lines
Figure 9-l
interaction

in Enhanced

b

u

VP 1OOlPBX

DTMF In-band integration

Environment

I

The VP 100 can receive direct calls to the pilot number.

-.7

The VP 100 can also receive forwarded calls from busy or unanswered

exte?iions.

\Vith Enhanced DTMF In-band Integration, the PBX sends a call record to the \-P Ii)0 containing
additional information about the call. The call record is sent over the ports in thf form of DTMF
tones. \IWl C~I~II~;II~~S are sent by the VP 100 over the ports as well. All ports c_n be placed in a
single hunt group because the information in the call record determincl; how the xl1 \vill be answered.
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In the case of a direct call, the VP 100 answers with the Company Greeting corresponding
group the call came in on, if trunk group ID is provided in the call record.

to the trunk

Calls placed to extensions from the Company Greeting are typically released to ringing. If DID
service is available, calls may also be placed directly to extensions. In either case, on a busy or no
answer, the call is automatically forwarded back to the VP 100 pilot number (e.g., 2500), along with a
call record. Depending on the information in the call record (called party ID, called party status,
calling party ID), the VP 100 can customize how the call is answered, letting the caller know that the
person was busy or didn‘t answer, as well as provide identification of an internal caller in the
a*message.
n

RS-232C Data Link Integrations

RS-232C data link integrations transmit encoded call records with information about the port on which
the call is received. The separate data and call signals are associated and processed by the VP 100. CO
Centrex is one type of RS-232C data link integration. Several PBX manufacturers also use a call
record similar to Centrex SMDI, or some proprietary call record scheme. See Chapter 10, Centrex
SMDKSMSI Adaptive Integration, for detailed information.
Figure 9-2 illustrates the interaction between the VP 100 and the PBX in an RS-232C Data Link
Integration environment. An explanation of Figure 9-2 follows the diagram.

345
(Forwarded to
on Busy
or No .-inswer)
2500

CO/PBX
---_
-378-250

O-I

346

\

RS-232C Data Link
Interaction

Figure 9-2 VP 1 OO/PBX
in RS-232C Data Link Integration

Environment

1.

In an RS-232C Data Link Integration,

the VP 100 can receive direct calls to the pilot number.

2.

The VP 100 can also receive forwarded calls from busy or unanswered

extensions.

.
\.

3.

With this method of Adaptive Integration, the corresponding call record is sent b the CO or
PBX over an RS-232C data link as a series of da= bits. Depending on the distance between
the VP 100 and the PBXKO. modems and/or cablss are required. All ports can be placed in a
single hunt group because the information in the call record determines how the call will be
answered.

If the call record contains trunk group ID. the VP’100 zxwers
Company Greeting.

direct calls with the corresponding

On a call to a busy or unanswered station. if the call is forwarded back to the VP 100 pilot number
(e.g., 2500) and a caii record is sent across the data ii&_ Secondary Answering is CqL;ustoliiizt.li
based on the information provided in the caIl record.
For MWI, the VP 100 sends a call record ov-er the data link to the CO or PBX, telling it which stations’
lamp (or stutter dial tone) to turn ON or OFF.
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VP 100 SYSTEM RESPONSES

9.3

The following shows the different responses
integrated.

FOR INTEGRATED CALLS

possible Gth direct and for\varded calls when the systim is

If the call record
contains . . .

And the call is . . .

Direct

Forwarded

-

Called Party ID

l

l

l

l

*

Mailbox greeting
Name and status
Mailbox and status

-

Called Party Status’
Calling Party ID
Internal

External
No Data4 (unidentified)

Logon prompt
Quick logon
Quick Greeting Activitation*
Company Greeting3

Called party hears name or mailbox
identifying sender before message
is played.
-

Company

Company Greeting

Greeting

*
1. Refer to the following section for a description of Called Party Status.
2. Requires configuration for each mailbox.
3. External trunks answered directly by the VP 100 play the Company Greeting. Calls may be handled
differently depending on how the trunk groups are configured.
4. When a call record fails to be transmitted, the VP 100 reverts to standard operation. The call is
answered with the Company Greeting since there is no available information about the call.

n

Called Party Status
The VP 100 announces the status of the called party’s extension to the caller, indicating that the
extension is busy, unanswered. or unavailable. Some telephone systems do not differentiate between
busy or ring-no-answer
(RYJA) conditions. indicating only that the extension was unavailable.

.

For the following

conditions.

the prompts played to the caller are:

RNA

..
“.Uailbo.r number/nnn~e does not mm’er. Plerrse leave n pril.are message... ‘.

BUSY

“Nailbox mmrbehnme

ALL FORWARD

“Alcri1bo.rmmberhame

is bltc. Please leave CIprilnte message... “I
is mnvailcrble. Please leave n prilme

message... ”

or
Unidentified
1.

Toshiba VP Systems

Call

The exact prompt varies accord@ to how the VP 100 is configured. When an extension is busy and the mailbox
has a name recorded, the prompt can be either “~~~~w) is blts_v”or “~~~rn~ze)
is m rlie p/mm. ” System Parameter
115must be set to YES for the prompt “is on rl?e plwrre” to be spoken. If a name is not recorded. regardless of the
setting in System Parameter 115.the prompt is “esrension (XX)is in USE.”
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q

Calling

Party

Identification

With Calling Party Identification, the VP 100 distinguishes between direct and forwarded calls as well
as between internal and external calls. if this information is provided by the PBX. In the following
descriptions of integrated call processing. operation that has not been customized is described.
q

Direct Calls
For direct calls. if the calling party’s identification is provided in the call record, the VP 100
fnr
;nr.=rnll _.I_
?rvl +utPrnll
PlllC
rPPnnnClCrl;ffPrP"tl,r
"""C"L'J
I". A.....A..Y.
-,.....*.- _-_.,..

'~.,y""'"

l

Internal Callers

External Callers

n

Forwarded

Internal callers are prompted to log on to their mailbox or press qfor
assistance. Internal callers may also use the Quick Logon or Quick Greeting
Activation features.
External callers hear the Company Greeting or may have some other
response configured. Trunks handling external calls may be divided into
different groups for appropriate handling.

Calls

When an internal or external caller reaches an unavailable
100, the caller is directed to the called party’s mailbox.

extension

that is forwarded to the VP

If the person called has recorded a greetin,, 0 and the greeting is turned ON, the caller hears the
greeting and then is prompted to leave a message or dial qfor assistance. If the person called has
a name recorded for the mailbox, and has no greeting recorded, or if the greeting is turned OFF.
the caller hears “(name)” and the status of the call, followed by a prompt to leave a message.
If there are no personalized responses for a mailbox, the caller hears “(mailbox nwnber)”
status of the call, followed by a prompt to leave a message.

and the

In the case nf
“. .intP=at
. . . -...... ratterc
-..-.-.-, when the person called listens to their message, the caller’s name I or
mailbox number if no name is recorded) is spoken to identify the sender before the message is
played. This case is distinct from a standard VP 100 because the original internal call was made
completely within the PBX. The call record accompanying the forwarded call to the VP 100 is the
source of the information about which name to speak.
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q Mailbox Features Available

with Adaptive Integration

Several mailbox features are enhanced

hlailbox

- _

or added by Adaptive Integration,

Features

as shown in the chart below.

.
with Adaptive Integration

Feature

Description

Configuration

?.1?

persmg

COS, Maildbx Option

Auto-Transfer

Optional - Automatically transfers
callers to assistance when an extension
is unavailable.

LNFORMATION
Table

Quick Logon to
hlailbox

Do not have to enter mailbox number.

Adaptive Integration

Quick Greeting
Activation

Optional - Do not have to enter mailbox
to activate greeting.

INFORMATION
Table

Announce
Intercepts

Optional - Identify who the call was for
and why it was forwarded to assistance.
Automatic for the Personal Assistance;
configurable for the intercept position.

INFORMATION

Calls to

_~~~~skm~

Personal Assistance, Auto-Transfer to Assistance, and Announce Calls to Intercept features announce
the calling party’s name or mailbox number when Adaptive Integration is installed.
Quick Logon to Mailbox and Quick Greeting Activation allow shortcuts for mailbox logon and
mai!box greeting by accessing the mailbox identified by the calling extension immediately, without
requiring the standard logon procedure.
.

.

..

.. /
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CENTREX SMDl/Sl/jSl
ADAPTIVE INTEGRATION
l‘-
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INTRODUCTION
The Centrex SMDL S>lSI Adapti\-e Integration
including:
.

Centrex SMDI Operation.

.

Centrex limitations.

.

Centrex confi_guration.

.

VP 100 configuration.

chapter explains

how to integrate the VP 100 with Centrex s!-stems
.

l‘-

.
Installation.
- _
.

Call record explanation

The sources for information

-.

and examples.

contained

in this chapter are:

.

AT&T 231-39Q-176. Issue 1. September

.

AT&T 8405-Z

.

Chesapeake
-No 263.

.

Ed Diamond.

l-099~006TD.

August 1984, Technical

6 Potomac Telephone

Tdcorp.

1984. SXclDI Feature Document
Description,

Company of Virginia,

1A ESS Switch.

Switching

Systems.

Centrex Service, General Services Tariff S.C.C.-Va.

Inc.. Chicago.

.
.

.
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CENTREX SMDI OPERATION
SMDI stands for Simplified >lcbsage Desk Interface and, SM.53 stands for Simplified Message Service
Interface.’ These are optional -53.ices available on some Centrex systems. They provide a connection
between Centrex and the VP 5.1 on the customer’s premise. This connection is in the form of a 1320 baud
.
serial data link.
Calls to unanswered or busy Csntrex lines are forwarded via Centrex call forwarding to the VP IO&
multiline hunt group. The SMDl/SMSI feature provides the VP 100 with the number of the forwarded
Centrex iine and the condition i-pon which it was forwarded_
l*The Centrex must be equipped :i-ith Simplified Message Desk Interface (SMDI) or Simplified
Service Interface (SMSI) for ?WI and CPI to operate.

Message

This chapter refers to SMDI. brlr also applies to SMSI.

U35 As of this publication dat?. SMDI is available on the AT&T 1AESS, the Northern Telecom SL- 100.
and the Northern Telecom DMS 100 central office (CO) switches. SMSI is available on the AT&T
SESS. Even if the switch ii a IAESS, SESS, SL-100 or DMS 100, SMDI or SMSI may not be
avaiiabie at a particuiar hsstion. Inquire with the RBOC to see if SMDI/SMSI is available and at what
cost. The RBOC may reqL?c the stations associated with the SMDI/SMSI link (the VP 100 ports) to
be in a UCD group. In adtirion, there is an installation charge associated with the UCD feature and a
one-time charge associate2 with each station in a UCD group. There is also a small monthly charge for
the UCD.
Fujitsu Focus 9600 PBX- dso use the SMDI protocol_
Intercom IBX and Telari PBXs use a protocol similar to SMDI. Since these PBXs send call records
with ASCII periods (_) pr-?ding
the station number, use the PREFIX DIGITS Table to remove the
leading ASCII periods.

I

As stated in the Bell Car-:.inications
Rssrxch Technical Reference TR-TSY-000283: “The word sin~~lified ar used to
describe this feature. dew :..x imply that there is an alternate feature that is more complex or comprehensive. It ir only
used to emphasize the sLz;.:zity of the design.”
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Demarcation
:
L
CENTRAL
OFFICE

,

i

*

I

Customer
Stations

:
, .

i
1ms
CO switch
1
L
I
~lulti-line
Hunt
Group

Dedicated 1200 baud 1
I/O Channel
1

DS = Data Set

(provided by CO)
CO Premise

i

L

I

CO Equipment

Figure 10-l

I I

Customer Premise
Equipment

The VP 100, SMDI, and Centrex Connection

Figure 10-l is a block diagram showing the VP 100, the Centrex, and the connections between the two. For
integration via SMDI, a 1200 baud serial data link provides information to the VP 100 regarding calls that
have been fonvarded to the VP 100 ports. In addition, the VP 100 can Activate and deactivate Message
Waiting Indication via this link. The data link connects to a customer-provided
modem at the customer’s
premise.
l

The follo\ving

Message

describes Centrex SMDI MWI and CPI operation.
.

Waiting

Indication

SMDI tells the Centrex to provide a message waiting indicator in the form of a
stutter tone that can be activated by the VP 100 (for mail6oses with a COS
containing Attribute 9).
When the first new message is received in a mailbox, the VP 100 sends
information to the CO to activate the MWI. If MWI is activated. whenever that
station is used to originate a call, stutter dial tone is heard for approximately tvo
seconds after which regular dial tone is heard. The stutter dial tone indicates that
the mailbox associated with the station has new messages. Stutter dial tone is given
each time an attempt to originate a call occurs until the mailbox is accessed. L\-hen
the mailbox is accessed, the VP 100 sends information back to the CO to turn OFF
the MWI. even if the messages are not listened to and erased.

..
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Called Party
Identification

a call comes to a Centrcs line that is forwarded’ to the VP 100. the SMDI
sends the call record over the data link to the VP 100. In most cases. the VP 100
receives the call record Lvithin the first ring of the forwarded call. The VP 100
answers the call as soon as it rsceives the call record. The call record pro\-ides the
VP 100 \Lirh the follo\ving information:

When

*

l

The cal!=d number.

l

The typ-e of call forwarding..

l

The calling number,

l

The S3fDI ID number

if within the Centrex system.
corresponding

Refer to the VP 100 Configuration
The VP
number
choices
reaching

- _

.-

to the VP 100 port.

for Centrex SMDI. in this chapter.

100 then responds with the called party’s name. if it is recorded. or station
and starus (i.e. “nm~‘srario~r doeslr’f answer/is bz~$‘) and offers the caller
such as leaving a private voice message, calling another station. or
assistance.

If a call record is not received after a configured number of rings (defined in
System Parameters), the VP 100 processes the call according to the mode of the
port, i.e.. playing the company greeting for that port.
Direct Call .
If a Centrex station calls directly to the VP 100 port group. the VP 100 receives a
call record that indicates the station is from within the Centrex. If the calling station
has a mailbox in the USER Table. the caller is prompted: “To enter Four nwilbos.
press pozod.” The person calling may then enter the mailbox.
Refer to the SMDI Call Records section in this chapter. for more detailed information
specific types of calls are handled.

regarding

how

.
D

1

l
l
l

Call Forwarding
Call Forwarding
Call Forwarding

- Don’t Answer.
- Busy Line.
- Variable.

..

)
/
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10.2

CENTREX SMDI LIMITATIONS
The \P 100 is restricted in how it interfaces with Centrex. The customer should be ad\-ised on these issues
zd car-:s should be taken not to forward all stations to the VP 100. depending on u-ho typically calls the
.
52Lion.
Sequential
Forwarding

Sequential

Forwarding

.

is illusrrated b>- the following:

Station 23 11 is forwarded to 23 12 and 23 12 is in turn forwarded fb the VP 100.
.x 71
.1 .
w mm a cm is forwarded from 23 I i iu 23 i 2, and then to the -VP I GO, the Ceriirex
SMDI software tells the VP 100 that the call came from 23 12. not the originally
called station, 23 11. The VP 100 treats the call as though the caller had intended to
dial 23 12, and gives the wrong name or greeting. Sequential forwarding should be
avoided!

- _

SMD! Pzrformance

When Ce-t-e-,
1111h becomes biiijy. sending data to the VP 1M is slowed down. The VP
100 can wait up to the amount of rings defined in System Parameter 99. 100, or
117 for information sent from the CO. If the information is not sent, the VP 100
answers with the company greeting, not the called party’s mailbox information.
Refer to the Centrex Configuration section.

SMDI Link

If more than one VP 100 cabinet is required. additional SSIDI links and customersupplied hardware are required for each cabinet. Stations must be forwarded to the
appropriate cabinet.
1

DMS-100 and
SL-100

In the past, the DMS-100 and SL-100 did not send call records on direct external
calls. For this reason, the VP 100 took longer to answer the port because it was
waiting for the call record. This was improved with corrected software release
BCS 25 for the DMS-I00 and SL-100.
When a caller accesses the VP 100. then abandons the call. the DMS-100 and
the SL-100 wiii route the VP iO0 port. which is off hook. to a recorded
announcement. The announcement nil1 be recorded as a message in the called
party’s mailbox. This can cause the disk to fill up.
.
The DMS-lOO/SL-100 has a feature available called COD. Lvhich offers the VP
100 a momentary disconnect. With System Parameter /7 set to YES. the VP
100 uses that momentary disconnect to determine \vhen the called party
abandons, and this problem is eliminated.
..
Transfer for Uniform Call Distribution (UCD) has been espanded beyond the
original call transfer capability of L-CD groups. It now allows UCD group
members and non-UCD group members to transfer calls to other UCD groups.
This expanded capability increases the customer’s call handling flexibility. For
example, a three-way call chain can include a transferred call to a UCD group.
This feature, included in the NTXlOlAX package available with BCS 27, on
DMS-100, now permits transfer into the UCD that contains ports for a voice
mail system. Formerly, this transfer could nor be done because it involved Call
Forwarding Busy (CFB) and Call Forwarding Universal (Cl%).
An enhancement in BCS 25. on DPIIS- 100 feature #AG 15-k1. enables this
transfer for Call Forward Do Not Answer conditions. Fsacure #AG 1.541 can be
patched to BCS 27.
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Extension
Numbers
Beginning

To accommodate Centrex extension numbers that begin with *.O,ythe VP 100
TRANSLATION Table may be required. Contact Toshiba technical support for
with “0” details.

.

- _

-.

.
.
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CENTREX CONFIGURATION

10.3

Each VP 100 port requires a ZOO-type Ce?trex station extension. The approptiarc number of Centrex
station lines for the VP 100 ports must be provided and programmed as a multi-line hunt group (MLHG)
with ShlDI.
.
All stations to be call forwarded to the VP lOO/SMDI ports require ach of the following to be
programmed at the CO. Adaptive Integration includes both Called Party Identification (CPI) and Message
Waiting Indication (MWI) features.
.‘l

All Centrex lines that forward to the VP 100 must be programmed
over the SMDI link.

l

The lines must
condition.

- _

also be

programmed

by tie CO to generate a call record

to forward to the VP 100 multiline

hunt group on the desired

-

Ring no answer forwarding

to the SMDI group. (For Called Party Identification).

-

Busy Forwarding

-

C.F.U.S. (Call Forward Unrestricted Source) This enables internal call forwarding
routing as external forwarding. (For Called Party Identification ).

to the SMDI group. (For Called Party Idkntification).

b

WARNING

to follow the same

4

The following applies to 1AESS and some DMS 100 central offkes:
Do not forward a station/extension
to another station that subsequently forwards to the VP 100.
The SMDI record shows only the last station that forwarded before going to the VP 100 hunt
group. and the prompt gives that last station number, not the ori_ginal number dialed.
However, for some DMS 100 central offices using BCS 30 software, or higher, and for SESS
central offices, sequential forwarding is supported, and the cal! record wi!! reflect the original!y
called extension.
l

Toshiba VP Systems

l

Phones that have mailboxes on the VP I_00 should be set up in the Centrex switch to have stutter dial
tone, if MWI is desired. (For Message Waiting Indication).
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VP 100 CONFIGURATION

FOR CENTREX SMDI

Mailbox and station numbers must match in the USER Table for Message Waiting Indication (MWI)
and/or Called Party Idenrificarion (CPI) to operate correctly. This is required for the following reasons:
l

For Message Waiting Indication.
associated with rhe mailbox.

l

For Called Party Identification. Centrex uses the station number in the SMDI call record to identify
.. .
camnp and caiieci maiibox numbers.
l*-

uZ$
n

If !-ou need to implement

Configuration
The following

- _

Centrex activates-and

ssven-digit

mailbox

the XLIWIfor the station number

the

numbers, contact Toshiba technical suppoit.

Changes Required for Both MWI and CPI

System Parameter modification
System Parameter 51-

System

deactivates

is required for both MWI and CPI.
RS-232 INTEGRATED

WITH

PBX

Parameters

hlodify the value of this System Parameter to be YES.
PREFIX
DIGITS Table
n

Configure this table as described in the Configztrarion manual - PREFIX DIGITS
Table.

Configuration
The following

Requirements

COS modification

cos

for MWI

is required for MWI.

COS Attiibute 9 -

LAlMP OR DISPLAY

PHONE

hIESSAGE

WAITING

&sign COS Attribute 9 only to mailboxes that should have MWI activated. Instead
of a message waiting call, stutter dial tone is given. Calls may still be made offsite.
.
n

Configuration
Use the follo\ving

RequirementSfor
requirements

CPI

when configuring

System

System Parameter

Parameters

PORT

It is recommended
System Parameter

It is recommended
System Parameter

99 -

the VP 100.

RINGBACKS

BEFORE

ANSWERING

CX

that the value be set at five. Refer to System Parameter
100 -

RINGBACKS

BEFORE

ANSWERING

MX PORT

that the value be set at five. Refer to System Parameter
117 -

RINGBACKS

BEFORE

ANSWERING

117.

117.

AX PORT

In most cases, the VP 100 receives the call record within the first ring of the
forwarded call. The VP 100 answers the call as soon as the call record is received.
If after “n” rings (defined in System Parameters 99. 100. and 117) the call record
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has stili not been received. the caller hears the company greeting instead of the
called party’s station/name or greeting. As a fail-safe measure, it is recommended
that th? value of System Parameters 99, 100. and 117 be set at five.
System Parameter

130 - SE>% DTMF .A FOR FORWARDED
CALLS
.
,
Modify the value of this System Parameter to be YES. This enables the Toshiba
VP Syrtsm to identify when a llessage Waiting call or screened transfer has
forwarded back to a VP port.
System Parameter
INTEGRATION

180 -

RS-232 BYTE FOR’MAT FOR PBi’
.

This parameter can be set 0 or 1:
0 = 7 bits/even parity
1 = 8 bits/no parity
- _
Contact the providing

telephone company to determine

7 bits/even parity is most commonly

PORTS Table

what data type is used.

used for AT&T 1AESS and 5 ESS.

The PORTS Table is used to configure ports in Centrex.
Configure all ports that answer calls forwarded to the VP 100 for either AX, CX,
or MS mode. Configure the PORTS Table as follows:
In the station field for each port answering the Centrex lines, the station number
must be the exact Message Desk Number plus the Message Desk Terminal
Number assigned by the CO. It is a total of seven digits as described below.
l

Message Desk number = three digits with a range of 001-063.

l

Message Desk Terminal
.

= four digits with a range of 0001-2047.

\&sage Desk Terminal ID is supplied by the CO. The VP 100 treats this
number as a VP 100 port’s station number.

The

L@

If the Message Desk terminals are configured
be configured for outcall.

Refer to the Cor7figu7-rrrio77 manual configuring the PORTS Table.

for ZFound start, they cannot

PORTS Table, for further information

PREFIX
DIGITS Table

Configure the PREFIX DIGITS Table to include all valid mailbox first digits.
Refer to the Co7~figumtio77 manual - PREFIX DIGITS Table.

Multiple
Prefixes

With Release 6.1 and higher. the use of multiple prefixes in integrated
installations can be supported.

on

Centrex

The following is an example of a large Centrex installation where the number
banks associated with the existing 294 prefix are exhausted, indicating the need for
the use of a second prefix. The existing 294 prefix includes the number banks 294-
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57XX and 294-59Xx. In the example. a second prefix, 256. is added to support
numbers in the 2%-55)0X number bank.
In the existing system. the first digit 1 is used; hoLyever, mailboxes beginning with
1 are not integrated. The first digit 6 is used only for network locations. The-first
digits 9 and 0 are not used. .
The existing FIRSTDIGIT

Table is shown below:

MAILBOX
LENGTH

FlFsT
DIGlT

l-

6
4
4
4
4
4
4

- _
The existing PREFIX DIGITS Table is shown below:
FIRST

PREFIX

DIGIT
-

DIGrrS
-

1
3

294

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

294
294
294
.294
294

Centrex numbers to be supported are:
294-2XxX
294-3XxX
294-4xXx
294-57Xx

e

294-59xX
294-7XXX
294-8xXx
286-55xX

.
The CPI portion of this application could be supported prior to Release 6.1, but
Release 6.1 or higher is required for the KIWI part of the application.
The following Release 6.1 changes are important
additional prefix is to be supported:

in understanding
..

how the

.

Prior to Release 6.1. when translation of digits \vas needed to support integrated
systems. choice 1 (DID) was used to translate incoming call records (CPI). With
Release 6.1 and higher. two ne\v choices are available: CPI INT (choice 4) and
MWI INT (choice 5).

b

Prior to Release 6.1_ the TRANSLATION Table was not used in the creation of
the MWI command. The MWT record was obtained by looking at the first digit
of the mailbox, searching the PREFIX DIGITS Table to obtain the digits
associated with that first digit. and appending the extension number (from the
USER Table) to those digits. In the above example. if the mailbox entry to the
USER Table is 5700.5700. I. the Toshiba VP System identifies that the leading
digits associated with first digit 5 are 294 and precedes the extension number
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(5700) with 19-k. sending a call record to the CO to turn ON message waiting
for extension 2945700.
With Release 6. i. two changes to the above process occur. First, the
.
TR\NSLXTION
Table can now be used to alter the extension as it appears in
the USER Table in prepatation for creating a message waiting command.
Second. the fist digit of the translated extension, not the mailbox, is used to
identify leading digits from the PREFIX DIGITS Table.
In our example. the CPI INT and MWI INT sections of the TRAMSLATION
r-.._-> __ -1.-.....
I_ &L'__^_^___ L-1_....
wouid be Wimgulcu
a3 blfuvdli
111~11~b~~cw3 UC;IUW.
DEZVlCE
TYPE

DIGIT(S)
AE3SOFCBED

DIGlT(S)
JXXRTED

DFYICE
TYPE

DIGIT(S)
ABSORBED
-_
______

DIGIT(S)
INSERTED

hlwINT
hfWI E4T
hnvI!xr
hfWINT
hfwIl3-r
hm7N-r
hfWINT

942
943
944
9457
9459
947
948

2
3
4
57
- 59
7
8

Also. the PREFIX DIGITS Table would be configured
belo\v:
FIRST
DIGX

$

as shown in the example

,I

PREFDC
DIGITS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table

.
256

8
9
0

1
..

Refer to the Cor$igul-nrion manual - FIRSTDIGIT Table. PREFIX DIGITS
Table. and JRXKSLATION
Table. for further information on configuring these
tables.
When an incoming call is received for 286-5500, the PREFIX DIGITS Table is
searched to find that 5 preceded by 286 is a valid digit combination. The digits 256
are then stripped off. leaving mailbox number 5500. Since there is no entry in the
TRANSLXTIOS
Table for any of the first digits of 5500 (i.e., 5,55,550,
. ..). no
translation is performed. and the USER Table for 5500 is searched to process the
call.
When a call comes in for 294-5700, the PREFIX DIGITS Table indicates that the
digit 9 preceded by the digit 2 is a valid combination, and the digit 2 is stripped

Toshiba VP Systems
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off, leaving a mailbox number 945700. Checking the TRAKSLATTON Table, the
system absorbs the 915 and replaces those digits yxith a 5. This leaves mailbox
5700, \\ hich is ;I valid entry in the USER Table. ;r=ndthe call is processed
accordingly.
To creare an ourgoing messag: waiting comma&_ rhe system checks the extension
number associared Lvith mailbox 5500 and finds tiat it is also 5500. There is no
entry in the TRANSLATION
Table for the first tisits 55, so the system checks the
PREFIX DIGITS Table to find that the digits 286 must precede the extension
number to construct a valid message waiting call record. Using this information, an
MWI command is sent for extension 286-5500.
l*Construction of the outgoing message waiting command for mailbox 5700 also
begins with the associated extension number 5701. W%en the system reviews the
TRANSLATION Table, it sees that extension 5700 must be translated to 945700.
The digit 9, which is the first digit of the translated number. is then used to
reference the PREFII DIGITS Table. In that table. the digit that must precede an
extension beginning with 9 is a 2, and from there a full seven-digit call record
(294-5700) is produced and an MWI call record ti sent to tell the CO to turn ON
message waiting for extension 294-5700.

- _

h:.e.c^-^,&

YI,IG,GIII

Company
Greetings

-I--...-I.
1,“1lA

-^..-

_.._

SL”lqJ

ll”l““L,3

l.,^-.-

,...,,

__t

c&IL

ll”L

different company greetings,
configure the following:

,...,,:,,,l.lo

. . ..+I.
n,u,

ro.,wa.,

T1s(nT Iz order tc provide
different intercept numbers, call blocking, etc.,
(I”LLIIcL”IL

Lb,1UL.,

d_.lYI_

Assign uni.que Centrex numbers and stations for each type of incoming
should receive different treatment.

call that

Fonvard each of these stations to the VP 100 ports.
Set up mailboxes

for each station.

Record and turn ON a greeting that acts as a company greeting for each
mailbox.
Assign a COS to each mailbox that specifies: -Attribute 1 - NO MESSAGES
MAY BE RECOI$DED FOR THIS MAILBOX. and Atuibute 20 - MAY USE
GREETING INSERT/SWAP.
Attribute 3 - _lSK FOR SECURITY CODE
BEFORE CALLING EXTENSION and _Qtribute 27 - XXT >lAILBOX
(intercept). etc. may also be used where apprc?riate. After the greeting plays,
the caller may dial an extension.
..
If the Centres pro\:ides loop current interruption
abandons, \vith System Parameter 77 set to jl3.
transferred to the intercept operator.

whsn ths calling party
rorq- callers \vill be

Since each mailbox acts as a company greerin g, tiere is no need to split ports into
multiple groups.

hsta/Jation and Mainfenance hkwwal
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After All Changes

Have Been Made for MWI and CPI

After all changes have been made for &l)W and/or CPI. remember
functions.

to restart the system and test all

.
Restart

After the changes have been made. exit the UPDATE
prompts:
FOR CHAIIGES

TO TAKE EFFECT, SYSTEM

Restart the system.
Test

Test to ensure that MWI and/or CPI are operational

.
.
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program. The VP 100,
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INSTALLATION

The VP 100 is connected to the Ctntrex data link from the CO via a modem connected
RS-232C interface port. System Terminal Port.

to the VP lO_O’s

One data link must be configursd <or each VP 100 cabinet. Every port/station associated with the data link
must be in the same VP 100 hunt group. In a multi-cabinet VP 100 installation. each cabinet must have a
dedicated data link and customz-supplied
hard\{-are.
.‘-

Cable

Connect 2 5 10-0327-001 standard interface cable (or equivalent RS237C Null
modem cable) bet\\-sen the VP 100 RS232C port, System Terminal Port. and the
approprk
modem (Fig 10-2 Centrex cabling). The cable can be purchased from
Toshiba.

Figure 1 O-2 Centrex Cabling

Modem

Either a 202T or 2 12A compatible modem is required on the customer premise to
connect to the VP 100. It is not supplied by the phone company. Either the
distributor or the customer must supply the modem and cable. The modem must
couform to the Electrical Industries Association (EIA) RS-232C standard interface
requirements. Contact the CO for the type of modem required. Install the modem
according to the veridor’s instructions. Be sure it is set for 4-wire operation. The
CO will provide information regarding other options that must be configured.
The modem must:
..
Operate at 1200 baud speed.
Operate in a half or full duplex (must be same as CO modem).
Be set for asynchronous

mode.

TV’s2
j_tdZird ASCII code.
Set seven data bits to Centrex specification.
Have parity set to match the setting in System Parameter
FOmf_\T FOR PBX INTEGRATION.

180 -
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SMDI CALL RECORDS
The call record the VP 100 receives from the CO contains a combination of ASCII characters. The first
two or three characters indicate whether the call regards a call directed to the VP 100 or message wairing
information (an error condition regarding message waiting).
.
Call records beginning
MDgggmmmmaxxxxxsx
Call records indicating

.%
c

with “MD” have the following format yygyyyy
an error with message waiting begin with LNI

and have ths following

format -

MWI zzzzzzz INV
where the information
- _

is represented by the following abbreviations:

MD

message desk (incoming

call record)

MWI

message waiting indication

ggg

message desk number

mmmm

message desk terminal number

(error record)

The message desk number (ggg) and the message desk terminal number (mmlmm) together correspond
the port station of the VP 100.

a

to
i

is any of four letters: A, B, N, or D, where:
A = f&warded all calls (3~ unavailable”)
B = forwarded on a busy call (“is busy”)
N = forwarded o? ring no answer (“doesn’t answer“)
D = direct call to the VP 100 (“to enter your maiZbo_~.“)

xxxxxxX

called party station number followed by a space. If no called party, then just a
space.
..

YYYYYYY

calling party station number (if known) followed by a space. If no called party.
then just a space.

zzzzzzz

message waiting failed for this station number

-

indicates a space separating

information

\..
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Message Desk (Calls Directed to the VP 100)
Tne following are a few e\;amples oi actual records and their description:
JID0010002D _

.

Tnis is a direct call into ths \.P 100 cthe message desk) from outside of the Centrex. It came into the
\P 100 port having OOlOW defined as the station number in the PORTS Table. In this type of call.
the caller hears the compann)- greeting.
.‘-

\ID0010002D - 2948395

This is also a call direct to the VP 100 but with a calling party number from within the Sh/rDI Centrex.
The call originated from station 8395 with prefix 291. If the calling number does not have a mailbox,
the caller hears the company greeting. If the calling number has a mailbox, the caller hears “70 ~HPI
\‘ourmailbox. press _p07477c’. . .._
- _
This is a call to station 43-7 that \vas forwarded on no answer and there is no calling party number.
The caller hears “namelsikon doex7r’r alznc’er-”or the greeting, if it is ON.
~ID0010001N2941377

2918395 -

Same as previous. except it includes the calling party number. This call was all within Centres.
calling party is abvays la-t in the line and is separated with a space.

The

This is a call to station 43-7 from outside the Csntres, forwarded on a busy. The caller hears
~wnamelstation is bus?” Or hears the seering. if one exists.
MDOOOOO2B2911377_2918285_

Same as previous.
.

escepr it includes the calling part? number.

~1D0010001A2914377_

.

This is a call from statior 2377 for\\ Jirdsd on all calls. The caller hears “name/station
~1D0010001A2914377

- 1918385 -

..
Same as previous.

escepr :r includes the calling part>- number.

is zrt~a~~ailabie.”
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Message Waiting (Response

to Command the VP 100 Sent to SMDI)

Anorher type of call record received is-for an error on a message waiting command to the SMDI. It
means that the station number indicated is not 3 valid Centrex MWI number and has not been
.
programmed as such.

,

The following is an example of an error record:
M1FI294839.5

INV

*-

l

MWI is message waiting. 2948395 is the station for which message waiting stutter dial tone was to be
activated. INV indicates the station is in\-alid.
n

If a Call Record is Not Received
If aftr=r““” rings, as defined in System Parameter 99, 100 and 117, the call record has still not
been received. the caller hears the company greeting instead of the called party’s station/name or
greeting. If this occurs, check whether:
Y.

L-1

The data link is out of operation - check all connections. Once connections are verified. test
to see if information can successfully be sent to or received over the link using a serial
terminal.
The phone system has a hardware
The call is not programmed
hunt group.
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within S?\lDI to send call information

LET The maintenance command
the RS-232C link.

Toshiba VP Systems

problem.

1ION2 allows incoming

to the VP 100 multi-line

SMDI records to be monitored

over

_ .I

